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Fwd: BWA Ordinance 

dgbinder@aol.com 	 P Reply all IV 

Mon 4/11,7:15 PM 

Marty Dean; Mike Lorino Jr.; Rykert Toledano; James J Davis; Chris Canulette; +3 more 

tammany uts 

*****EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe.***** 

Below is the 3 pages from the Owen and White report that i referenced for an emergency ordin1arce on 

Boil Water Advisory. 

Thank you for your time tonight, 

David Binder 

https://www.wwltv.com/article/news/local/northshore/nausea-rashes-sores-slidell-residents-water-
sickened/289-7332062a-6047-412d-859f-c29d  abaf857f?  
fbclid=IwAR2sMIboydE GZYAHMGKEjf unkjk.q-1 RY5-HDrH9cSM-vOuREOdSS5tIA4  

1/4 https://webmail.stpgov.org/owa/projection.aspx  
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The standard operating procedures for the parish are very dear, a boil water 

advisory shall be issued wherever a distribution pressure of less than 20 psi is 

recorded. This requirement mirrors the requirements of the Louisiana Department 

of Health and Hospitals. While issuance of a Boil Water Advisory (BWA) is time 

consuming and inconvenient, there are no latitudes that leave this to the discretion 

of the operators. The basic fact is that the recording of a system pressure of 	than 

20 psi triggers a l3Wk Clearly, the BWA can be issued for only the area affected. 

Therefore, to document the specific area impacted, pressures must be taken and the 

customers in the affected area must be notified immediately. This could be difficult 

to document if operators cannot trace all low pressure points in a timely manner, 

such as the short tenn loss of utility power to a well site. Hence, notification should 

be conservative and customers well beyond the suspected area should be included in 

the BWA. The recording of a pressure of less than 20 psi at the wells will signify a 

loss of 20 psi throughout the entire distribution system, resulting in a notice to all 

customers. The recently installed SCAD.A system will be very usefW to determine 

if a system wide BWA should be issued due to pressures at the well falling below 

20 psi.. The Standard Operating Procedures for Tammany Utilitics includes 

instructions for the issuance of a BWA and we agree with those procedures. 

Page 74 of 99 
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for the issuance of a BWA. Again, the issuance of the BWA can be in our opinion, 

for only the area affected. Samples of chlorine taken throughout the distribution 

system will help to identify the areas impacted. Many parts of the distribution 

system are interconnected with a lattice of piping that creates a matrix where water 

can flow to numerous areas. Hence, the recording of a low chlorine residual in one 

location must be immediately followed up with samples collected in each direction 

that water could flow. The initiation of flushing in the area of the low chorine 

residual location should help to bring better quality water to the area. We strongly 

recommend that whenever a chlorine residual of less than 0.5 mg/I is recorded, that 

a BWA be issued for the area that was impacted. In our opinion the level of 05 

mg/f is the limit where the BWA must be issued. It should not be left up to the 

discretion of the operators to opine of how much below the 0.5 mg/1 is acceptable. 

It is our opinion and our recommendation that any recorded residual of-less than 0.5 

mg/I for any moment of time should result in a BWA for that area. Producing a 

stable consistent good quality water with consistent flushing at key points in the 

system. should be enough to avoid a boil water notice caused by a low chlorine 

residual. In addition, it can be argued that the maintenance of pressures in the 

distribution system of greater than 20 psi should protect the system from 

contamination such that even if chlorine residuals drop below 0.5 mg/I that the 

Page 75 Gf 99 
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situation to determine when the issuance of a BWA is warranted or not. We believe 

and strongly recommend a strict set of guidelines that leaves little to the discretion 

of the operators. Specifically, whenever system pressures drop below 20 psi OR

in  our opinion, if a chlorine residual of less than 03 mg/I is recorded, a BWA shall 

be issued for the area affected. This is if either issue occurs, whether both occur at 

the saute time or not. 

It is our opinion that the failure to alert customers of a low chlorine residual 

or low water system pressures in their service area reprosents the failure of a 

fiduciary responsibility of the water system to provide safe reliable drinking water 

to its customers whether there was any actual contamination of the water or not. 

We must point out that the issuance of a BWA is not a requirement of Ltfi 

when chlorine residuals fall below 0.5 mg/I. Instead, the State regulations simply 

require increased sampling until a residual of 05 mg/1 is restored. We do not agree 

with. this approach and it is our opinion thai any chlorine residual recorded less than 

05 mg/1 should result in a BWA for the are affected. 

Page 76 of 99 
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John Bel Ed -Ards 
GOVERNOR 

RbdahE. Gee MD 

State of Louisiana 
Department oiHealth and. Hospitals 

Office of Public He2lth 
Enqineerinq Services Operator Certification 

Complaint Pertaining to Certified Operator 

Anyone may bring a complaint against a certified operator for malfeasance and actions which 
demonstrate inadequate performance, judgment, or direction affecting the safety, sanitary quality or 
quantity of water or sewage treated or delivered. This complaint should be addressed to the Committee 
of Certification. This form should be filled out and mailed to the following address: 

Louisiana Department of Health & Hospitals 
Office of Public Health - Operator Certification Program 
P.O.Box 4489 
Baton Rouge, LA 70821-448P  

Name of Operator in Question: Timothy Brown. Op ID# 39711 -Environmental Services Director 
Aaron Davis Op ID # 10547 - Designated Operator 

Statement of Facts F Complaint;  

On 3/26/21, it was reported. to Tammany Utilities that raw sewerage was leaking from the concrete pane s of 
Gause Blvd. onto the heavily traveled roadway. Tammany Utilities discovered a broken sewer force ma 
located under Gause 'Blvd. on 3/26/21. This sewer force main is near the Willowwood water well and iLl 

parallel to a 10-inch water main that directly services the Cross Gates water system (LA#1103053). The. ross 
Gates water system services a multi neighborhood 10,000-person water distribution system (Exhibit A povides 
the Board additional information on the Cross Gates Water system) located in St. Tammany Parish that tilizes 
two wells, the Steele Road Water well and the Willowwood water well. This complaint focuses on the zo e 
around the Willowwood well in the direction of the sewer force main break. The negligent actions direct d by 
Tammany Utilities Director Tim Brown and the falsification of reports by Director Brown exposed the O il. to to 
contaminated water leading to mild, moderate, and severe illness in residents who drank, bathed in, and 
utilized the tap water between 3/26 and 416/21. Because Director Brown refused to inform the public an4' 
refused to issue any notifications or Precautionary Boil Water Advisories from March 26th through April 6., 
because Director Brown misled and misreported the incident to the Louisiana Department of Health, an. 
because Mr. Brown misled and misreported the incident to his superior, STPGOV CAO, Ms. Gina Haye" this 
complaint alleges that residents sustained maximum damage during this time as a direct result of Mr. tr wn. 
Furthermore, clearly Mr. Brown violated the oath he took when granted water certifications by the State f 
Louisiana. which require that he act in a way that upholds the law and provides safe drinking water to th 
public On April 14th the Advocate newspaper ran an article titled After sewage leak some In Slidell ar-a 
fear water making them sick In addition, The Advocate also ran an article titled Drinking water quality, 
ongoing sewage spill: Slidell-area utility cited for violations." Due to the misinformation provided by Dirz tor 
Brown, the deputy Chief Engineer of LDH John Williams made a statement of fact in the article that he I or 
retraOtediclarified on April 28, 2021 at 8:35am in an email to one of our residents. Furthermore, on Mar. 30th, 
Mr. Brown brought in dump truck loads Of dirt to "cover up" the protruding raw sewage, in a similar mann;r Mr. 
Brown has been actively engaged in trying to "cover up' his negligent actions and handling of these eve ts as 
well. 



f . 

On behalf of all 10000+ residents on the Cross Gates Water system, I hereby lodge the following compl:ints 
against Mr. Timothy Brown, Environmental Services Director for Tammany Utilities: 	 I  

1) Mr. Brown as the SPOC falsified the March (DMR) report, see Exhibit B, to LDEQ on April 7 through 
assertion that the Willowwood and Goldenwood lift stations were shut down. Further, Mr. Brown mis 
LDEQ by saying that pump trucks were going to be used throughout the entire outage until the sew 
main was repaired, however pump trucks were NOT utilized during the stated duration. The lack of 
truck use directly led to the POTENTIAL for cross contamination of the water distribution system. 

As provided on May 5h  2021 at 3:07 pm by Jeffrey Leonick of LDEQ: 

his 
-d 
force 
ump 

"Tammany Utilities took steps to stop the release from the force main leak by turning off the 
WiIlo wood and Goldenwood lift stations from 3/26121-3/31/21. During this period the pump nicks 
could not handle the incoming flow to these two lift stations Which resulted in overflows on 31 .1/21. 
These overflows were reported to LDEQ. Pump trucks continued to run until 414121. 

The two lift stations below the force main leak site (St Luke and Phase 5) continued to opera: 
allowing some sewage to backilow to the force main leak during the period that the Willowoo and 
Goldenwood lift stations were turned off; On 3/30/21 the hole was backfiied to ensure struct al 
integrity of the adjacent power pole and safety to pedestrians. 

On 3/31/21, the Willowood and Goldenwood lift stations were turned back on. Tammany Util ies 
was aware of the ongoing underground leak and continued to monitor the area for surfaceJe ks. 
Delays to repair the leaking force main were caused by conflicts with numerous undergroun utility 
lines and other underground structures. The force main was repaired on 4/14/21." 

The information provided above by Mr. Leonick corroborates that Director Brown's actions led to the 
POTENTIAL for cross contamination of the water distribution system. 

Contrary to Mr. Brown's reporting to Mr. Leonick above, that Mr. Leonick relayed to us in writing on 18, 
provided in Exhibit G is an image of raw sewage pooling in the location of our 10" water main. The I age 
and associated video was captured by Steven Leech on 3128/21. Also present an 3/28 was Council an 
Mike Smith and resident Adam Johnsen that also observed in person the raw sewage flowing up fro the 
ground. These photos and videos further corroborate that the lift stations were running on 3/28/21, a d 
that unreported overflows to LDEQ occurred on 3/28 and surrounding days. On the same night of 3 p8/21, 
Councilman Mike Smith drove his red Ford F150 pickup truck to the location of the Willowwood lift s I:tions. 
Councilman Smith phoned Director Brown and informed him that there was no visual evidence of an, 
pump trucks actively running. 

With respect, we understand that the information provided by Mr. Leonick in his May 5th  email states that 
pump trucks were used for the dates indicated. However, we provide a direct eyewitness account b Mr. 
John Anderson at 552 Cross Gates Blvd to directly refute that pump trucks ran for consecutive days as 
Indicated by Director Brown to LDEQ. As a retired resident located at the approximate location of th- lift 
station pictured in Exhibit H, Mr. Anderson will testify that the pump trucks did not run on the dates 
indicated by Mr. Leonick with LDEQ as provided by Mr. Brown. 

Since disinfection residual was also being questioned this same evening by residents, there are als* 
eyewitness accounts by residents who were in the area from approximately 6 pm to 12 am the night 
3/28/21 and these residents also noted along with Councilman Smith that there were no pump truck 
running. 	 I 
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2) Mr. Brown knowingly falsified this DMR to LDEQ that he is responsible for certifying. On the very da that 
he wrote and signed the letter attached to that DMR, the pump trucks were NOT running. We haveirect 
eyewitness accounts and circumstantial evidence to substantiate that the pump trucks did not opera - on 
April 71h,  You will also note from Exhibit C, which is the Nov 9' NOV issued by LDH engineer Jacob 
Haffner, that Mr. Haffner also recognized on April 9th that the broken sewer force main was still "in u e' by 
Tammany Utilities at Mr. Brown's direction. This "in use" sewer force main transfers an estimated 71,000 
gallons of sewerage daily. Furthermore, in the April 7Th  DMR attached Mr. Brown also referred to th 
broken sewer forced main as of "minimal environmental impact". Utilizing a broken sewer force main to 
move 70,000 gallons of raw sewage per day while knowing that untold quantities of raw sewerage w;s 
escaping cannot be described in this manner. By certifying the MR Mr. Brown attested to the folio ing, 
as he had done on countless prior occasions: 

II(  certify under penalty of law that / have personally examined and am familiar with the 
inquiry submitted herein and based on my ,aqu, of those individuals immediately 

responsible for obtaining the information. I believe the submitted information is true, accurate 
and complete. / am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false inform atioV,i 
including the possibility of fine and imprisonment. See 18 U.S.0 1001 and 33 U.S.0 1319. 
(Penalties under these statues may include fines up to $10,000 and/or maximum 
imprisonment of between 6 months and 5 years.)" 

Not only were the mitigation actions Mr. Brown presented to LDEQ disingenuous and contradictory t the 
events he. described to LDH, but this complaint alleges he intentionally mislead both state agencis nd 
the evidence is supportive of my claim. 

3) Mr. Brown falsified his reporting to Jacob Haffner of LDH by regarding the sewer events as a "single spill at 
short street.' See the txt message between myself and Mr. Haffner, 

Jacob Haffner of LDH upon realizing the falsification by Director Brown, issued a NOV dated April"91  that 
we referenced above. Mr. Brown's lies led to the residents being exposed to numerous health haza.s 
from March 26th through April 6th  2021. 

4) Mr. Brown falsified the total chlorine residual logs from 3/28/21 through 4/4121. This is a repeat offe e for 
Mr. Brown as he has been similarly accused of this in the past. In an audio recording Deputy Chief 
Engineer of LDH, John Williams, attests to the fact that Tammany Utilities "allows their samples to ri e' to 
meet compliance. Mr. Williams also previously caught Tammany Utilities using "dirty pool test kits" ti 
monitor the drinking water systems compliance. In the audio Mr. Williams also noted that dosing 
calculations were by "trial and erro' and that "horrible monitoring' exists on the system. In April 20 . ,this 
audio was sent to the St. Tammany Parish Council utility work group committee for their review prio to the 
April 12, 2021 meeting. The residual logs and timeline that Mr. Brown submitted to the Parish Coun ii on 
April 121h  showed a total fabrication of residuals from 3/28.through 4/4/21. The residuals presented .'y Mr. 
Brown were in direct contradiction with our own testing performed utilizing our Hach test equipment. he 
residuals were also in direct contradiction to firsthand accounts of Tammany Utilities operator Aaron 
Davis's residual results on 4/2/21. On April 	Mr. Davis provided his test results verbally to Stephe 
Leech, resident of 915 Cross Gates Blvd (also TCR 915), in multiple face to face discussions about• 0 
residuals at TGRS1. and Other locatIons tested that day. It should be noted that because of these
residuals, Mr. Davis installed a new test faucet and opened fire hydrants on 4/2/2021. The new test iaucet 
and the fire hydrant were recorded for substantiation via video evidence. 

 Is 
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EPA Guidance (see Exhibit E) states that loss of residual" is one of the factors to be considered an. 
reviewed during a contamination event. Mr. Brown chose to wittingly and in defiance, dismiss the l o-
residuals tested by the residents, tested by LDH's sanitarian Mrs. Jackson on 4/1121, and tested by 
Davis our system's Designated Operator on 4/2/2021. Mr. Brown endangered the public health and 
by refusing out of arrogance and defiance to call a BWA despite meeting 6 of the 7 criteria by LDH f 
calling BWAs. In addition, because Mr. Brown refused to take BACT samples between 3/26 and 414 
was no way to document the contamination and forward it to the State Health Officer so that they we
issue a mandatory Boil Order Notice. Through his actions and inactions, Mr. Brown accepted the ha 
for gross criminal negligence by refusing to issue a precautionary BWA and refusing to provide th 
residents with the appropriate notices. 

From LDH regarding the issuance of a Boil Water Advisory (BWA), at a minimum BWAs. are require' when 
any of the following criteria is met. 
1. a critical treatment process failure for systems with known source water contamination such a 

surface water systems; - a 45-minute power outage by WST on 4/1/2021 and a broken sewer orce 

main pooling sewerage around a 10-inch water main trunkline coupled with a loss of residual i a 
radius around the contamination zone of the 'sewer spill." The sewerage coming up from the uried 
sewer force main pipe to the surface also means that the rising raw sewerage was moving thr.' ugh 
the horizontal area of the parallel 10-inch water main. In the process a level of protection provised by 
the code was lost. 

2. pressure loss below 20 psi (effective 8/1/18) in a part of or throughout the distribution system; 45-
minute power outage by WST on .4/1 /2021 • the manipulation of valves, and shutting down the -teele 
Road well all contributed to pressure fluctuations and loss. Keep in mind the Cross Gates sys em 
has no pressure monitors in the water distribution system and the gauges at the two wells are 
manual gauges and not monitored. 

3. total coliform rule monitoring or other monitoring reveals a harmful microbial presence such a E. coil 
Mr. Brown refused to allow his operators to utilize the SLI 000 test meter from 3/28 through 4/' to 
record the residuals, free ammonia, and nitrate present in the water distribution system. Mr. own 
refused to allow his operators to perform any Bacteriological (BACT) sampling from March 261 
through April 01  during the worst of the crisis. During this time, Mr. Brown directed that Steeh- Road 
well be shut down to use the full volume of the water distribution system for directional flushin.. We 
the residents reported rising residuals Easter night 414 to 5 members of the St. Tammany Park h 
Council via the public record and email. The next morning on April 5th, with a total chlorine re .Idual 
of 1.8 ppm at TCR 915, Mr. Brown instructed Tammany Utilities Operator Fernando to use th 
SL1 000 and take a BACT at TCR 916. It should be noted that the sample taken was also tak: n after 
flushing an excessive amount of water through the test faucet. The sample came back absen for 
total coliforro and a. coil. 

4. a water main break where dirt and debris have entered the distribution piping; - Through this ; vent 
from 3126 through 414, there were many reports of dirt and debris existing the bath faucets in 

people's homes and the smell of sewerage in ice makers. 
5. an event occurs which may affect the ability of the treatment plant to produce a safe, potable ater 

including, but not limited to, spills of hazardous materials in the watershed and unit treatment 
process failures; - The demonstrated inability to maintain a consistent total chlorine residual a' TOR 

915 and other locations from 3/28 through 414. Aaron Davis's direct account on April 2nd  at TC 915 
was 0.05 total chlorine in the morning, and 0.02 total chlorine in the afternoon. On April 2nd at 
approximately 1 pm Aaron Davis tested 2.66 ppm at the Wilbowwood well and 0.23 ppm at the Shell 
station, across the street. Aaron Davis specifically stated to Stephen Leech that it was his day sf1, 
but that he was onsitetrying to determine why the system could not hold a residual. 

6. a waterborne disease outbreak potentially attributable to the water system has occurred and I 
discovered by the s=lier; - An. outbreak of diarrhea, vomiting. skin rashes, ear infections, 	s in 
males and females, positive tests for Ecoli in children, ER visits, and hospitalizations were rbp irted 
by the residents during this time. On the night of 3/28 Councilman Smith spoke to Director Br wn on 
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the phone in the presence of two Cross Gates residents, and Mr. Smith reported to Mr. Brown that 
illnesses were being reported. Mr. Brown replied that his operator found residuals that were. "IOWn a 

point but that he would NOT be calling a Boil Water Advisory. 

White we have accumulated photographs documenting stated illnesses above, we have chosz not 
to include any of those photographs in an Exhibit due to privacy and HIPPA concerns. 

7. 	as a precautionary measure, prior to a hurricane making landfall (in this situation, the advisory would 
most likely be issued by LDH-OPH to the area(s) which would be affected by the hurricane). 

5) As outlined above, Mr. Brown's criminal negligence led to many individuals on the Cross Gates syst m 
becoming seriously ill, the extent of which is still being discovered. Residents sickened because of r 
Brown's negligent decisions and disregard for public health were asked to report their illnesses to th 
appropriate authorities. 

6) 	As stated above, Mr. Brown defied logic, reason, and common sense while exhibiting arrogance a no 
disregard for the public's health by refusing to take BACTs from 3/26 through 414 when the total chia ne 
residuals were at or near ZERO in the radius of the contamination zone. 

7) As stated above, Mr. Brown refused to allow his operators to use the S0000 from 3/28 through 4/4 o 
avoid real time logging of location residuals, free ammonia, and nitrate measurements in the contT nation 
zone. Stephen Leech was an eyewitness to the tests being taken at TCR9I5 and at no time from 3/8 
through 414 was a Tammany Utilities operator allowed to utilize the SLI000. Only after the Steele R ad 
well was shut down for directional flushing, and after our residents reported the rise in residuals did r. 
Brown direct his operators to utilize the SLI000. 

8) Mr. Brown misted Mr. John Williams Deputy Chief Engineer of LDH by reporting to him that a valve 'aused 
the loss of residual, and that once the valve  was opened the chlorine"returned immediately." As I h ye 
stated above, Mr. Williams made this statement of fact to Advocate Bureau Chief Sara Pagones, bu he 
has since retracted and clarified his statement as new facts have come to light. In truth, there is no alve 
that caused chlorine residual loss, it is another of Mr. Browns fabrications in the web of lies that 
endangered the public's health. There is an eyewitness account as to the valve identified to LDH a 
415/2021. There is also a recorded meeting in the Council. Chambers of St. Tammany Parish on 4/1 , /201 
where Director Brown attests to a different location of this same valve. In either case, it is a compiet: lie 
fabricated by Mr. Brown. Furthermore, Mr. Brown can provide no substantiation that any valves weh 
lOcked out, tagged out, actuated, or recorded as such. 

9) 	Mr. Brown continues to defy his Nitrification plan that was submitted as part of this system's chlora ne 
conversion SOPs in 2018. A copy of Tammany Utilities nitrification plan is enclosed in Exhibit D. 0' 
4/1/21, LDH took 4 samples in the water distribution system around the area of complaint. The 4 sa pies 
yielded and revealed the following results: 

1. Wiliowwood POE - 2.4 mg/I (at the well) 
2. TCRI6 - 0.71 mg/I 
3. TCRI2 - 0.83 mg/I 
4. TCROI I - 0.71 mglI 
5. 915 Cross Gates— 0.05 mg/1 

According to Mr. Brown's own SOPs, these test results constitute "alarms" and "triggers" that by the OPs 
mandate "systemwide remediation". Mr. Brown instead sold these test results to STPGOV as ugoo  

chlorine" numbers, This assertion further endangered the public's health. To date, the system wide 
remediatfon as outlined in the SOPs has not been completed. 

10) While it is our assertion that Mr. Brown lied to his superiors, specifically Mrs. Gina Hayes, if future fa 
tome to light that Ms. Hayes was also apart of this coverup, we will call for Ms. Hayes' public resig 
On the public record for the Utility Workgroup meeting held 4/12/2021, a St. Tammany Parish Coun 
read into the record an email from Ms. Hayes requesting the parish council to "play ball." Again, if  
facts come to light that Ms. Hayes was also a part of endangering, the public's health, we will addres 

ts 
tion. 

ilmari 
rther 



Signature 

Neil Wagues.pack 

Slidell 
City 

-Sign- ur 

with the appropriate authorities at that time. In the meantime, all the direct evidence that we have at our 
disposal points to criminal negligence solely by Environmental Services Director, Tim Brown. 

(
to the Committee: Throughout this complaint I referred to audio files, video files, and other electron Ic 

evidence. If the Committee desires to review the electronic files available, please contact me at the infOrrhation 
below and I will submit links to review the information. ** 

Proposed Solution:  

The residents propose that the solution for said offenses be commensurate with the severity of the v olation 
committed against the safety of the public and in accord with the judgement and enforcement practicet of the 
Committee of Certification. I ask that when the Committee considers solutions and enforcement tiat the 
Committee take into consideration the blatant lies and deceit proliferated by Mr. Brown to LDEQ, LDHJ  St 
Tammany Parish and the residents served by these systems. Mr. Brown's actions and criminal decisions show 
a clear disregard for the requirements of the Committee, the laws of the State of Louisiana, and the health, safety, 
and wellbeing of our residents. Ultimately, as residents of Turtle Creek and Cross Gates subdivision we are 
asking that the Committee revoke all water and wastewater licenses provided by the State of Louis ana to 
Timothy Brown (#3.9711). Understanding that operator Aaron Davis (#10547) was working at the soled rection 
of Mr. Brown, we ask that the penalty for Mr. Davis require him to attend a regimen of ethics courses. Wq do not 
propose that Mr. Davis' licenses be revoked as he was limited in his abilities to override the decisions of Director 
Tim Brown. 

.5/6/2021 
Date 

(504). 7,17 - 8.559 

( 

Printed Name of Complainant 	 Phone 

Mailing Address: 	226 Lansdowne Dr. 
Stret or Post Office Box 

Adam Jsei 
Printed Name cif Complainant  

LA 	St. Tammany 	70461 
State 	 Parish 	 Zip 

5/6/2021 
Date 

(985)285 - 0946 

Phone 

Mailing Address: 
Street or Post Office Box 

325 Quill.C.t. 

Slidell LA St. Tammany 	70461 

  

Bien1e.BuiIring P.O. Box 4489 Bin #10 Box # 6 'Bron Rouge, touisiaxa 70821-4489 
Phone # 225/3427508 F #: 225/3427494 bttp://new.dhhiouisiana.gov/itidex.Cfm/page/416  'An Equal OpportunityErrployer" 
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( 

TAMMANY UTILtT1S 
DEPT. OF ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES 
ST. TAMMANY PARISH GOVERNMENT 

April 7, 2021 

Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality 
Office of Environmental Compliance 
P.O. Box 4312 
Baton Rouge, LA 70821-4312 

Re Cross Gates Wastewater Treatment Plant, AI#19826, LA0048.941 

Dear Sir / Madam; 

Please accept this as our official report to the Department that the discharge from this facility 
was sampled and analyzed .by a Louisiana state-certified laboratory during March, 2021. The 
results indtcated.this facility was In compliance With permitted effluent limitations.. 

As an exception to Part III Section D.6.e.(1) of permit LA0048941, Tammany Utilities is 
authorized to report and submit, in tabular form, all overflows in the collection system with 
the DMR submittal. 

Date March 26, 2021 
Time & Duration Found at 2:45 pm 
Location 2265 E Gause Blvd 
Estimated Volume Unknown 
Cause of Overflow Force Main broken under Gause Blvd 
Environmental Impact Minimal environmental impact 
Actions 	Taken 	by 
Tammany Utilities 

Willo-w-wood and Golden-wood L/S are off and being pumped down 
by pump trucks until contractor can repair line, lime applied for 
disinfection. 

Ultimate Discharge Area around roadway 

Date March 31, 2021 
Time & Duration Found at 10-28 am Corrected at 1 pm est time app 2 hrs 32 mms 
Location 202 A Short St. 	Willowwood L!S 
Esthncd Volume Unknown 
Cause of Overflow Force main broken under Gause Blvd. 
Environmental impact Muurnal environmental impact 
Actions 	Taken 	by 
Tanrntany Utilities 

Willowwood and Goldenwood L'S are off and being pumped down 
by pump trucks until contractor can repair line, lime applied for 
disinfection.  

Ultimate Discharge Area around roadway 

21454 KOOP DRIVE ] MANDEVILLE,LA 1704711(985) 898-2700 



C Date 	  March 31 2021 
Time & Duration  Found at 928 pm Corrected at 11 pm St time app. 1 hr 3. 	hs 

Location  223 Goldeuw no 	Dr. 	Go1denc. ood LIS 
Estimated Volume  Unknown 
•Cause of Overflow  Force main broken under Gause Blvd, 
Environmental Impact Minimal environmental inpact 
Actions 	Taken 	by 
Tammany Utilities 

Willowwood and Goldenwood 115 are off audheing pumped down 
by pump trucks until contractor can repair line, lime applied for 
disinfection. 

Ultimate Discharge Area around roadway 

TU is scheduled to inafl a new force main wider Gause Blvd. with upgraded pipe to 
replace the existing PVC pipe, Repairs are scheduled for Wednesday 4/14/21 

If you have any questions or concerns please feel free to contact m.e directly at the number 

listed above. Thank you for your time and attention to this matter. 

Best Regards, 

( 

Tim Brown (Via .NetDMR electronic signature on fiT 
DepartniefltöfEnVironmefltal Services Director 

T]3dh 

L 
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LDH Notice of Violation 

Dated April 9, 2021 



John Bel Edwards 
GOVERNOR 

C 

( 

t.it at 3Loutiana 
Louisiana Department of Health 

Office of Public Health 

CERTIFIED MAIL - 7020 1810 0090 0540 7995 RETURN RECEIPT REQSTE)) 

April 9,201 

Attn: Tim Brown 
Tammany Utilities 
620 N. Tyler Street 
Covington, LA 70433 

Re 	Violation(s) of the Louisiana Administrative Code - Sanitary Sewer Facilities Serving 
St. Tammany - Cross Gates Subdivision Community Sewer System 
915 Cross Gates Blvd 
Slidell, LA 70461 
St. Tammany Parish 

Dear Mr. Brown: 

A complaint was received by this office about a broken sewer force main, discharging untreated 
sewage A site visit was conducted by Corey Harris and Jacob Haffner on April 5, 2021 The 
following violations are noted: 

NOTICE OF VIOLATIONS 

1. LAC 51:XIII.505.A - Al! component facilities of a community sewerage system shall, at all 
times, be maintained in the same configuration as permitted, in working order and operated 
efficiently to minimize upsets, discharges of excessive pollutants, bypassing of discharges 
from the system, and health hazard and nuances. 

There is currently a broken 6" force main at the intersection of Gause Blvd and Cross Gates 
Blvd that is still being utilized. Additionally, when the force main is out of service, Tammany 
Utilities uses the gravity sewer collection system as additional storage. 

2. LAC 51:Xffl.305A - A person shall not directly or indirectly discharge, or allow to be 
discharged, the contents or effluent  from any plumbing fixtures, vault privy, portable toilet 
or septic tank, into any road, streeit, gutter, ditch, water course, body of water, or onto the 
surJce of the ground. 

After discussion with TU personnel, this office is operating with the understanding that the 
broken 6" force main is still in use. Untreated sewage contains dangerous pathogens and 
harmful bacteria that can cause sickness and disease. Exposure to untreated or partially 
treated sewage poses a serious public health threat and is a violation of the LAC 

IDH0P1'ICE OF PUBLIC HEALTh REGION IX 
W 42354 est Club Delue.Road, Suite '12, Hatninond LOUISIANA 70403 

Phone #: 985/543-4958 Fa# 985/543-4951 
"An EquI Oppoirunity Bmp1o7cf 

Dr. Courtney Phillips 
SEcRET' 



April 9 2021 	 Page 2 of 2 
Re 	Violation(s) of the Louisiana Administrative Code - Sanitary Sewer Facilities Serving 

St. Tammany —Cross Gates Subdivision 
Slidell, LA 

Corrective Action(s):  
a. Within 24 hours of receipt of 'this letter, any/all untreated sewerage pooled and 

standing as a result of the discharge from the sewer system shall be removed 
Immediately and disposed legally. 

b. Within 24 hours of receipt of this letter, a disinfectant shall be applied immediately 
to any/all areas affected by the discharge of untreated sewerage. 

c. Any additional spills/discharges from this system will be addressed In the manner 
specified above until all correction actions have been completed. 

d. Within 7 days of receipt of this letter, any/all repairs/replacements necessary to 
prevent the discharge of untreated sewerage to the surface of the ground and to 
restore proper sanitary sewer collection and pumping shall be performed. 

e.. 	Within 7 days of receipt of this letter, written verification that the required actions 
detailed above have been completed shall be submitted to this office. 

f 	Within 7 days of receipt of this letter, Tammany Utilities shall submit a schedule to 
this office outlining the details of the repair, including but not limited to Installation, 
testing, and. completion of this emergency repair. 

Inform this office when Corrective Actions are complete so that a re-inspection can be scheduled. 

Failure to correct the violations may result in civil fines of up to one hundred dollars per day,, per 
violator, up to a maximum of $10,000 dollars per calendar year applicable to each specific 
establisbflaent, facility, or property that the violator owns, manages,. operates, or leases, in 
accordance with LAC Title 50, Part I, Section 113 or-any other remedies as allowed by law. 

Your cooperation and prompt response is greatly appreciated. If you have any question, or if we 
can be of further assistance, please contact me at (225) 342-736.3. 

Respectfully, 

Jacob. Haffuer, P.R 
District U Engineer 

Wag Corkern, RS, LDHJOPH Central Office EnforcexnantUiilt 
Michael Hanbeny, RS., LDWOPH St. Taimnary Parish Sanitarian Manager 
John Williams, P.R. LDH/OPH Deputy Chief Engineer 
Lisa dela.Fuente,.. Ed., LDH/OPH Region 9 Engineer Intern 
Corey Hams, B I, LDH/OPH Region .9 Engineer Intern 
Eric Brown, E.L, LDH1OPH Region 9 Engineer Intern 
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Standard Operating Procedures; Water Systeir. 
Manigerneff 

Tammaiiy Utilities  
TV StafF L 



Cross Gates. (PWS 110.3053) 

Nitrification Monitoring Plan 

Alarm Points 

Al! POE's MRT TCR Sites ACR Sites 

Free 
Chlorine 

>.25 ppm >25 ppm >.25 ppm >15 ppm 

Total 
Chlorine 

<l3ppm <1.2 ppm 
. 

<1.20,pprn <1.20 
ppm 

Mono 
Chtoramlne 

<75% 
Total 
chlorine 

<75%.  
total 
chlorine 	. 

<75% 
total 
chlorine 

<75% 
total 
chlorine 

Chlorine/ 
ammonia 

45f1 

Free 
I Ammonia 	. 

>.OBppm 08ppm 
. 

>.08ppm >0Spprn 

ATP >4,0 
pgfmlVg/Ml 

40 > 4.0 
p/rnl 

>40 
pg/mi 

Nitrate >3 D ppm >3.0 Porn >B Oppm >3 0 ppm 

Nitrite >005pprn 
above 
raw 
water 

>005; 
jprn 
above 
raw 
water 

>O.OSppm 
above 
raw 
water 

>05ppm 
above 
raw 
water 

Raw Water 
Free 
Ammonia 

Record 
and 
report 

Raw Water 
Nitrite 

Retard 
And 
Report 	. 

Ph Record 

Temperature Record. 

$a 	pun ja.tions are at bed 



Cross Gates (PWS 1103053) 
Nitrification Monitoring Plan 

C 

( 

Trigger Points 

Al! POE MRT TcRSftes ACR 
Sites 

Free 
Ch1oriie 

30 ppm. >40 ppm >.10 ppm >30pprn 

Total 
Chlorine 

<1.20 
ppm 

<1.00 
ppm 

<1.00 
ppm 

<1.00 
ppm 

Mono 
Chiorarnine 

70% of 
Total 

<70% of 
Total 

<70% of 
Total 

<70% of 
Total 

Free 
Ammonia 

..10 10 >10 >.10 

ATP >100 
pg/mi 

>10.0 

pfmi 

>10.0 
pg/mt 

>10.0 
pg/mi 

Nitrate 	'>SO ppm >.0 ppm >5.0 ppm >5.0 ppm. 
Nitrite >.I ppm 

above 
raw 
water 

> ippni 
above 
raw 
water 

> lppm 
above 
raw 
water 

>.I ppm 
above 
raw 
water 

Raw Water 
Free 
Ammonia 

TBD 

Raw Water 
Nitrite 

TBD 

Sampling locations are attached 



Cross sates (PWS 1103053) 
Nitrification Monitoring Plan 

C 

Actions to be taken if trigger points are hit 

( 

POE 

t 	if free or total points are hit check chlorine feed rate and ensure that it3s feeding as set. 

2, 	If mono chioramine trigger Is lift confirm chlorine feed rate. Also run free ammonia an 

the untreated water to detect any changes in raw water ammonia levels. Make needed 

adjustments to chlorine feed to achieve the desired ammonia target ratio. 

3. if free ammonia rises above trigger point confirm chlorine feed rate. Run free ammonia 

on raw water to detect any residual changes. Make adjustments to chlorine feed to 

compensate for change. 

4. if ATP trigger Is hit confirm chlorine feed rates. Also, run nitrite and nitrate on treated 

water to detect any potential nitrification. 

5. If nitrate and nitrite triggers are hit, confirm chlorine feed rate, run free ammonia, ATP 

and monochioramine to detect potential nitrification 

MRT 

1. If free or total chlorine triggers are hit confirm proper residuals leaving all P.OES,. Flush 

site until, proper operating levels are achieved. Run ATP and nitrite test. Flushing should 

be directional In nature starting at POE'S and working out if prescribed operational 

levels cannot be achieved then a uni directional flush of the system  should be 

employed. 

2. If monochlormine trigger is hit confirm proper levels at all POEs and flush .site until 

proper levels are achieved, Run AT? and nitrite test. If prescribed operational levels 

cannot be achieved then a uni directional flush of the system should be employed 

3. If free ammonia triggers are hit be sure to run free and total chlorine, mono chlo.ramin.e 

and ATP. This will determine If there is .a nitrification event, in progress. If prescribed 

operational levels cannot be achieved then a uni directional flush of the. system should 

be employed. 

4. If ATP trigger is hit run nitriteo  nitrate free and total chlorine, free ammonia and 

monochloramine. Investigate upstream sites to determine the extent of the trigger 

point. If prescribed operational levels cannot be achieved then a uni directional flush f 
460 cytrr ckmLeld b 



Cross Gates (PWS 1103053) 
Nitrification Monitoring Plan 

5. If nitrate and or nitrite triggers' are hit Implement the same procedure as for 'POE site. 

TCR)  ACR 

All actions are the same as for the MRT site. 

System Wide Rernediation 

If trigger points are hit on two or more parameters at four or more locations in the same 
sampling event system wide remediation should be implemented. This would consist of a 
conversion to free chlorine at all points of entry. The distribution system should then be uni 

directionally flushed until free chlorine residual is reached at all points. The free chlorine 

conversion should continue until stable free chlorine residual is reached at ail points.. This will,  

be unique to each system but a residual of at least 0.75 ppm should be a goal. 

Record Keeping 

All nitrification monitoring plan result should be kept fora minimum of 10 years 

Review and Update 

Field operators should notify the Supervisor of Water Operations (S WO):lf any monitoring 

targets are exceeded but triggers not hit. This notification along with any remediatlon efforts 

and their results should be documented In writing on the daily reports. 

Field operators should notify the .SWO Immediately if any monitoring trigger points are hit. 

The SWO shall immediately notify the Supervisory of Field. Operations (SF0) and Assistant 

Director of Environmental Services * Operations tADE$O. Actions prescribed In the plan shou 

be taken that day to return, to normal operating levels. All recommended test .should be run 

daily until normal operating conditions are achieved. 

Supervisors should meet with field operators monthly to discuss the monitoring plan. Trends 

should be reviewed and potential actions discussed to address negative trends. 

On an annual basis the monitoring plan should be reviewed to insure that all parameters, 

testing frequencies and trigger responses are still relevant), at this time any of the factors may 



Cross Gates (PWS 1103053) 
Nitrification Monitoring Plan 

I 

be amended and submitted to LDH for plan approval. Maintenance and plan improvement do 

not require an engineer stamp. LDH review Is required.  

Development of a unidirectional flushing plan should be undertaken. This will not only help 

rernediate any nitrification problems but will also help In overall water quality maintenance. 

( 



C Exhibit E 

EPAgov 

Manual on Distribution Residual 

L1A 	Disinfectant Residual 
While not able to prevent cross-connections or bnckThw from occurring the use ot dsmfèctant 

residuals (i.e..ñ chk 	hl 	iari provide a measure of protection iginst waterborne 
dIseasethrough the inaeiivationofsoine mjcrobn1 or oxidation of some chemical contaminants.  

-lthoiigh co MUM ill ation from crass-con uurnu arid bnktlow ma be controlled by a disinfectant 
rcidual (Snead ci at, 190) omewater cupph professiomili believe a disinfectant residual is not 

effective when. cross connections it suit in massive contamination (LeChc all iei 1999).  In some casis. 
reductions in a disinfectant residua] can signify the existence of a contamination Problem in the 
thctiibution sistem including those iesuling from cross -connections, and bLflow (Uaa I999 

However, some disinfectant residual sampling ttatcgie (i. g. grib sampk) may not b .ible to detect 

reduction in disinfectant residual ccmienwaliuims for transient etenis, 	mar 	flow incidents. 

( 

L 
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Exhibit F 

Advocate Article by Sara Pagones 
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C Exhibit G 

Pooling Sewage in Location of 10 in Water Mal n 
3/28/21 
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Exhibit H 

Lift Station Location to Empty Pump Trucks 
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State of Louisiana 
Depzrxmst of Health arid J-iopita1s 

Oftic o Puhh ieadL 

Enqqine 	WCes Operatof CrtcaIE3n 

Complaint Pertaining to Certified Operator 

Anyone may bring a complaint against a certified operator for malfeasance and actions which 
demonstrate inadequate performance, judgment, or direction affecting the safety, sanitary quality or 
quantity of water or sewage treated or delivered. This complaint should be addressed to the 
Committee of Certification This form should be filled out and mailed to the following address: 

Louisiana Department of Health & Hospitals 
Office of Public Health - Operator Certification Program 
P.O. Box 4489 
Baton Rouge, LA 70821-4489 

This form is voluntary and may be used as guidance in making your 
complaint. 

Name of Operator in Question: Timothy Brown  Op ID# 39711 - Environmental Services Director 

( 
	

Statement of Facts I Complaint:  

I am filing this complaint in regards to the events of March 26th through April 2nd on the Cross Gates water system, ' 
(LA#1 103053). This system supplies water to approximately 2,200 homes including Turtle Creek, The Bluffs, The 
Landings, Cross Gates, Willowwood, Autumn Lakes and East Gause Blvd. commercial complex and medical offices and 
clinics. 

Most concerning to us is the authority Director Tim Brown, Tammany Utilities, has at his disposal as to whether to II a 
Boil Water Advisory or not and as to whether to call a system wide remediation or not. We believe Mr. Brown sever 1y 
violated his fiduciary duty as the Director of Tammany Utilities and he endangered our families' health and the puli4 's 
health by his actions between 3/26/21 and 4/4/21. We will not write on behalf of our neighbors in this complaint, but we 
are willing to attest to the fact that in addition to our own families, at least a dozen or more of our neighboring famiIi 
have directly reported to us that they became directly ill with skin infections and/or other serious health conditions b the 
alleged events of March 26th through April 4th. 

For the record, we have many years of water testing experience and are very familiar with the water operations that elate 
to the Steele Road well and Willowwood well that feed the entirety of the water distribution system. LDH John Willi is 
Deputy Chief, recently stated on the record at a St. Tammany Parish council meeting 4/12/2021, that we, as resider a: 
"they understand chloramination better than a lot of operators. The point being, we are knowledgeable observers a d 
samplers. We are also very familiar with the sewer system and have engaged in past sewer project discussions in ross 
Gates with elected officials. Our sewer system is problematic and has a history of overflows going unreported by th 
utility. In January 2018, per WWLTV news: 
"After Eyewitness News highlighted State Rep, Paul Hollis' frustrations with yet another sewage 

overflow at his Mandeville neighborhood's Lift station, the lawmaker asked the state to look into 
whether Tammany Utilities was meeting its duty to the public." 

Following these remarks by Paul Hollis, in 2018. the St. Tammany Parish Council refused to approve the MWPP for the 
Cross Gates system among others. Parish President Brister brought in a consultant and that consultant performed 
review. That review highlighted a substantial numbers of unreported sewer overflows, 50+, 
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On the evening of March 28th, we became concerned because we noticed that there was a sewer force main breac i and 
in the same geographic area of the force main breach, we also noticed that there was loss of disinfection on the we 'r 
distribution system. 	 I  

We immediately made face to face contact with Councilman Mike Smith and Mr. Brown was phoned in our presen 
Despite the fact that Councilman Smith reported to Mr. Brown that there was loss of disinfection, Mr. Brown did not otend 
to calla Boil Water Advisory. Instead, he called an operator to 1CR 923 and 915 Cross Gates Blvd. After faking se pies 
at approximately 7pm on 3/28/21 and finding zero total chlorine, the operator immediately opened the hydrant at the 
corner of Epsom and Cross Gates Blvd. From that point forward from 3128/21 through 4/2/21 the disinfection resid als at 
the front of New Cross Gates and elsewhere in the location of the sewer spill zone remained at or near zero for 6 
consecutive days. We were also monitoring the water temperature to make sure it was coming from the Willowwo.i well, 
which is across the street from our homes, which then feeds the 10-inch water main. Our homes' water lines are a irect 
tap to this 10-inch main trunkline, with one being tapped in 2017, which we personally witnessed. 

Despite our repeated concerns of both a sewer spill and loss of disinfection on 3/28, 3/29, 3/30, 3/31, 4/1, and 4/2, t. r. 
Brown continued to refuse to cell a Boil Water Advisory. Despite no residual, Councilman Smith also reported to us hat 
Mr. Brown told him "everything was fine." Our concerns did not abate, and we made efforts to have WH come on s .e to 
verify our testing. Mrs. Jackson with LDH arrived the afternoon of 4/1/21 and she immediately confirmed our testing -s 
she also registered a Total Chlorine reading of 0.05ppm at 1CR 915 Cross Gates Blvd. Jacob Haffner with LDH als 
immediately issued a drinking water notice of violation for low chlorine which pasted to the LDH website the aftemoo on 
4/1/2821. Mrs. Jackson also reported that TU had NOT made her aware of any sewer spill while escorting her on th 
day. 

 it 

Mrs. Jackson also tasted 3 other ICR locations in New Cross Gates that day that were further away from the spill t -. 
915 1CR, and she found readings of 0.71 and 0.83 and 0.71 total chlorine, as Steele Road well was feeding from th-
opposite side and running that day. Steele Rd well was feeding in the normal range of 2.5ppm total chlorine on 4/f P. 021. 
As a side note, because our system is small geographically, all of our TCRs run above 1 .75ppm total chlorine on a n rmal 
day. Per the published lU chioraminettotal chlorine SOPs, these total chlorine numbers found by Mrs. Jackson and 
coinciding with high free ammonia numbers, were all 'alarms" and "triggers" for TCRs and require system wide 
remediation using free chlorine. These "alarms" and 'trigger's" were also despite the fact that the Willowwood well, v' iich 
is adjacent to New Cross Gates, had confirmed POE by Mrs. Jackson of LDH of 2.4ppm total chlorine on 4/1/2021. 

It was very dear to us, that the POTENTIAL existed, due to the break (a sewer pipe that moves 70,000 gallons per d y of 
sewerage), that cross contamination on the water distribution system was possibly occurring and the disappearing 
residuals needed to be taken in to strong consideration for an immediate BWA and Do NOT Drink advisory. Our 
assumption was that the evidence from LDH's own testing on 4/1121 would surely lead to this boil water advisory by I r. 
Brown. But Mr. Brown refused to caB one even after Wi-I reported their 4/1121 NOV. Councilman Smith, in a public 
meeting on May 3, 2021, reported to us residents that on that Thursday night of 411 in the back of the Council Chary bers 
on Koap Drive, Mr. Brawn reported to Smithdirectiy that everything was fine", once again. Councilman Smith state. on 
the record that it was not until he returned home that night; that he learns from residents that an NOV had been issu 
earlier that day by L011. Furthermore, to our dismay, STPGOV, at Mr. Brown's direction, flipped the "trigger" number ' that 
require system wide remediation per the SOP into numbers they called "good chlorine" in a statement later released. 

We were also continuing to hear from neighbors that they were suffering illness from the water and felt their pets wan too. 
The combination of sewer spill, loss of residual and illness had us extremely concerned. So concerned, us and frieno a 
sought the personal coil number of Parish President Mike Cooper. We called Mr. Cooper on Good Friday at 10:30an and 
informed him in a 13-minute phone call that our drinking water system was not safe. Because of this call by Adam 
Johnsen on Quill Court, our assumption is, Mr. Cooper made contact with Mr. Brown and Mr. Brown dispatched Aaro 
Davis, class 4 operator on his vacation day. Mr. Aaron Davis informed Stephen Leech in a face-to-face conversation that 
he had been called out on his vacation day, as he does not typically work on the Cross Gates system day to day ahdie 
asked Mr. Leech what is going on?" Mr. Davis reported he works on the west side of St. Tammany, Tammany Utiliti's 
West and is also involved in "approving plans for new developments." Mr. Davis found residual of 0.05 total chlorine t 
915 1CR and several hours later, he found a residual of 0.02 total chlorine at 915 1CR. In addition, he found 0.23 t o 
chlorine residual at East Gause Shell station at 1 p on 4/212021 and across the street at the Willowwood well area h 
found 2.66ppm total chlorine at 1pm. Nearly the entire residual was immediately being lost as it moved down East 0 use 
and down Cross Gates Blvd. in both directions. 	 I 
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LA/St lanimany 	/70461 /Side11 
City Stare Parish 	 Zip 

David Bind 
Printed Name of Complainant 	 Phone 

y 1AV I 
Date 

C 
Mr. Davis began opening numerous hydrants and, soon after in the days ahead, Steele Road well was also entirely hut 
down. This all went on WITHOUT a Boil Water Advisory in place! In addition, from 3126121 through 414/21 Tti math no 
attempts to take any bacteriological samples to prove or disprove contamination A total chlorine residual did not re rn 
until the night of 41412021 when it climbed to 1,8ppm total chlorine at multiple ICR locations. We documented the 
residual returning. 

All of this happening, and Mr. Brown left the residents both blindsided and helpless and refused any type of notificati n to 
the public. Due to the widespread illness that has been caused to our community by this refusal to call a Boil Water 
Advisory, it is our strong belief that he should be sanctioned by the Board severely by removing his authority ove ail, j 
future Boil Water Advisories. 

Furthermore, our decision to move forward and file this complaint today is a direct result of the fact that even now o May 
21, 2021, we still are unable to get compliance from Mr. Brown on system wide remediation. Mr. Brown continues to 
advise Mrs. Gina Hayes that system wide remediation is not needed, essentially blocking us residents from receivin free 
chlorine" systemwide remediation, which we so desperately have requested and demanded. It "should" also occur -,er 
the SOP. 

Mr. Browns ethics are in serious question, and we ask the board to take commensurate action by limiting his aulhoril as 
that directly affect the publics health, well being, and safety. 

Ignatu 

Stephen Leech 
Printed Name of Complainant 

Mailing Address: 915 Cross Gates Blvd.  
Sireit or Post Office Box 

L 

Mailing Address:  923 Cross Gates Blvd. 
Streel or Post Office Box 

IS ideli 
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State of Louisiana 
Department of Health and Hospitals 

Office of Public -Health 
Engineering Services Operator Certification 

Complaint Pertaining to Certified Operator 

Anyone may bring a complaint against a certified operator for malfeasance and actions which 
demonstrate inadequate performance, judgment, or direction affecting the safety, sanitary quality or 
quantity of water or sewage treated or delivered. This complaint should be addressed to the Committed 
of Certification. This form should be filled out and mailed to the following address: 

Louisiana Department of Health & Hospitals 
Office of Public Health - Operator Certification Program 
P.O. Box 4489 
Baton Rouge, LA 70821-4489 

Name of Operator in Question: Cynthia Samuel -Assistant Director 

Statement of Facts I Complaint:  

I would like to file a complaint against Ms. Cynthia Samuel, Assistant Director of Tammany Utilities, Ms. 
Samuel did not use reasonable care nor judgement to execute her duties from April 6th through April 9th, 
as she was seemingly serving as acting director of Tammany Utilities and making operational decisions dily 
during this time. Residents called in to Tammany Utilities' office and were directed to Ms. Samuel as Mr. grown 
was on "vacation." Ms. Samuel directed the dosing of the wells during this timeframe and other operations I 
decisions, which led to wild fluctuations in our water distribution system causing serious resident concerns 
among other things. This all occurred due to her lack of knowledge. Specifically on April 9, 2021, LDH 
(Louisiana Department of Health) tested 23 water sample POEITCRs and found that 17 samples were bellow 
the recommended chloramine level of I .5ppm, and 22 samples had ammonia readings in excess 
of the "alarm" value called for in the SOP. Furthermore, the wells were being dosed in violati&i of the 
recommendatiops set forth by Director of Engineering Jay Watson and consultant Bill Travis in the attache d 
letter dated December-12, 2O1'. 

Sign'ue 	 Dat 	' 

LecL 
Printed Nme of Complainant 	 Phone 

1 	 ••- 	I 	 . 	. 

Mailing Address: 	T'L5 L rOS S'  
Street or Post Office Box 

Slidell 	LA 	St. Tammany 	70461 

Bktwillc Building • P.O. Box 44139 Bin # 10 Box # 6 Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70821-4489 

Phone #: 225/342-7508 Fax #: 225/342-7494bttp://new.dlih.louisiana.gov/index.cfm/page/416  "An T'qual OppoLuni' Empkycr" 
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POSITION 
DESCRIPTION 

Title; 	Assistant Director of ES - Utility Operations 

r. IANYRZOALM13119 

Position No: 

Department: Environmental Services Reports To: Director of ES 

Labor Grade: 14 Pay Plan: A (75hrs per pay period) 

EEO/Census Code: Type: 	X FT -Part --rime ____Temp 

FLSA: _X_ 	Exempt _____ Non Exempt 	 Emergency Classification; Class I 

Summary: Under the direction of Director of Environmental Services. The Assistant Director of ES -Utility Opera tb 

will supervise all aspects of Parish Government water and wastewater utility operations and report to the Direct 
the status thereof. Supervise, direct and coordinate with Tammany Utility Supervisors on their respective da 

operations and capital Improvements projects. 

Essential Job Functions: Essential duties are not intended to be an exhaustive list of all responsibilities, duties a 

skills. They are intended to be accurate summaries of what the job classification involves and what is required 
perform it. The omission of specific statements or duties does not exclude them from the position if the work 

similar, related or a logical assignment to the position. 

• Manage utility operations including: 

o Coordinate with other Parish Government departments, Including their respective Directors, 
ensure proper inter-departmental coordination In the furtherance of Parish utility operatic 
Including, but not limited to, those departments dealing with emergency operations, faciliti 
management, vehicle maintenance, personnel, purchasing, legal issues, contracts, road at 

drainage capital Improvements projects 

o Coordinate with other municipal government officials on utility related matters, joint projec 

interconnections, etc. 

o Coordinate with Supervisors concerning the response to any incident or field emergency situatio 
the result of which may put at risk the protection of public health and the environment 

o Coordinate with developers, builders, customers, vendors and other outside contractors concerni 

the provision of water and sewer services 

• Manage utility planning and projects: 

o Work with the Director, Supervisors and the Assistant Director for Environmental SeMc 
Administration to develop, administer and maintain capital and operating budgets associated wi 

Parish water and wastewater utility operations 

• Manage personnel evaluation and development, coordinate with the Supervisors concerning the conducti 

review and completion of all annual personnel evaluations 

• Oversee and coordinate the development, review, signature and delivery of all required Louisia 
Department of Health and Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality compliance reporting 

• As assigned, attend public meetings, briefings, training sessions; and seminars; 

• Any other duties as assigned 

Competencies; Employee must be able to operate basic office equipment, office computer and software, and a 
other specialty equipment needed for the position. Employee must be self-motivated with the ability to operate wi 
little supervision. Communicates effectively and has excellent customer service and interpersonal skills. 
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This Job Description approved 02-03-2020 



Work Environment: The incumbent works in a typical office environment, but will also work In outside field area of 
land which may include swampy and wet conditions. The incumbent may be exposed to wildlife and bugs In t e 

environment. 

Physical Demands: Light work. Light work involves lifting no more than 20 pounds at a time with frequent lifting .r 
carrying of objects weighing up to 10 pounds. Even though the weight lifted may be very little, a job is in this categ 
when it requires a good deal of walking or standing. To be considered capable of performing a full or wide range .f 
light work, you must have the ability to do substantially all of these activities. If someone can do light work, e 
determine that he or she can also do sedentary work, unless there are additional limiting factors such as loss of fi e 

dexterity or inability to sit for long periods of time. 

Required Education/Qualifications: A Bachelor's Degree in a field related to utility operations and minimum off. r 

years of experience supervising a water/wastewater utility operation (including construction and completion if 
capital Improvement projects) and/or four years of combined experience In inspecting, regulating and overseei g 
public and private water/sewer utility operations required. Applicant must be familiar with EPA, LDEQ. and LlH 
regulations and how they relate to providing water and sewer services to the public; Applicant must possess a va id 

Driver's License. 

St. Tammany Parish Government Is an EOE/M/ F/Disability/Veteran 

This Job Description approved 02-032020 
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Water System Details 

 

    

Water System No, 

Water System Name 

,Principal Parish Served 

Status: 

tA1103053 

ST TAM PARISH - CROSS GATES SD 

ST TAMMAUY 

A 

 

Federal Type 

StateType; 

Primary Source: 

Activity Date: 
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Sources otWater 

Type 
CC 

Status 

fihI1I[ 

MUTUAL AID WITH QUAILRIDGE (11O374) CC A 

MUTUAL AID WIN QUAIL RIDGE (13D74) CC A 
MUTUALAID WITH QUAIL RIDGE (110074) CC A 

CROSS GATES YLL#1 STEELE.RD) . WL A 

CROSSOATES WELL2 (WILLOW WOOD A 

CCBE1EE1tG3O4 CC I .  

Water Purchases 

rtH. :. 

- 	 UTILITIESNG LAKEVILLACE.SD 	 OS 

euma 

DS950 CC 

. 	.ta12Aernplo  04- 
- 	CCfH31 

1A1103064  
irni ;T"" AnZ r oscr 	. . 	. .... 	  

LA1103074  UTILflIESIHC-QUA]L RIDGE SUeDMSION OS osose CC •000132 

1fi110374  UTILITIES INC - QUAIL RIDGE SUBDIVISION OS 050950 CC. C0003 

1A1103074 UT!L1TIESINC QUAIL RIDGE SUBDIVISION OS . 	 050950 	. CC. CC&04 



Cross Gates (PWS 1103053) 

Nitrification Monitoring Plan 

Alarm Points 

II POE's MRT TCR Sites ACR Sites 

Free 
Chlorine 

>.25 ppm >25 ppm >.25 ppm >25 ppm 

Total 
Chlorine 

<1.Sppm <1.2 ppm <1.20ppm <1.20 
ppm 

Mono 
Chioramine 

<75% 
Total 
chlorine 

<75% 
total 
chlorine 

<75% 
total 
chlorine 

<75% 
total 
chlorine 

Chlorine/ 
ammonia 
Ratio 

4.5/1 

Free 
Ammonia 

>.08ppm >.08ppm >.08 ppm >.081313m 

ATP > 4.0 
pg/mi 

>4.0 
pg/mi 

> 4.0 
pg/mi 

> 4.0 
pg/mi 

Nitrate >3.0 ppm >3,0 ppm >3.0 ppm >3.0 ppm 

Nitrite >0.05ppm 
above 
raw 
water 

>0.05 
ppm 
above 
raw 
water 

>0,05ppm 
above 
raw 
water 

>0.05ppm 
above 
raw 
water 

Raw Water 
Free 
Ammonia 

Record 
and 
'report 

Raw Water 
Nitrite 

Record 

And 
Report 

Ph Record 

Temperature Record 

Sampling locations are attached 



 

4 DEPARTMENT OF 
HEALTH 
AND HOSPITALS 
Public Health 

Chioramination Recommendations, 

For Public Water Systems that Chloraminate 

PURPOSE: The Ten State Standards interim standard on chloramination states: "Operating 

authorities who wish to niodj5.' disinfectant practices by using chioramine must show the reviewing 
authority clear evidence that bacteriological and chemical protection of consumers will not be 

compromised in any way... 

I. Recommendations for Systems that Chioraminate. 

Monochioramine and free ammonia levels should be tested periodically to ensure that the targets 
of chloramination are being met. The current ammonia level in the source water of both surface 
and groundwater systems will affect the amount of chlorine and ammonia required to achieve the 
desired chlorine to ammonia ratio. Inadequate ammonia feed rates can result in taste and odor 
problems within the distribution system, while higher free ammonia levels within the distribution 
system can result in creating nitrite levels high enough to exceed the maximum contaminant level, 

placing small infants at risk. 

A. The plant should develop and submit to the District Office for review and approval an 
operational plan specific to chloramination. At a minimum, the plan needs to address the 

following items: 

1. The water system's targets with respect to chloramination including, but not limited to, 

the following: 

a) The facility's target chlorine to ammonia ratio needs to be established. To avoid 
breakpoint reactions, utilities generally strive to maintain the C12:NH3  ratio in the 

range of 2.5:1 to 4.1:1 (NH3  as nimonia) or 4.5:1 to 5:1 (NH3  as nitrogen)'. 

b) A free ammonia level (NH3-N) target of 0.01 - 0.04 mg/L, measured at the entrance 

to the distribution system, is recommended'. 

c) A chioramine residual target of 2.0 - 3.0 mg/L at the entry point to the distribution 
system, and greater than 1.5 mg/L in the distribution system to prevent nitrification, 
is recommended'. Once nitrification is established, these levels may not be inhibitory 

and a free chlorine bum may be necessary. 

2. Step by step procedures to effectively operate the treatment plant with respect to 
chloramination. The procedures should include daily, weekly, etc. task performed by the 
operator such as the need for chemical adjustment, monitoring and the review of data to 

ensure that targets are being met. 

1  AWWA M56 Fundamentals and Control of Nitrification in Chioraminated Drinking Water Distribution 

Systems. 

Page 1 of 3 



site name 	 address 	 city 	state 	Action ComplaintArea 	Time Free Total Free i -i3 Mono Note 

ACR-018 201 Leeds Dr. Slidell LA Residual Only N/A 15:30 0 1.29 0.4 1.33 

ACR-019 101 Oak Leaf Slidell LA Residual Only - 	N/A 15:18 0 1.29 0.12 1.35 

ACR-020 548 Crossgates Blvd Slidell LA Residual Only Area of Complaint 14:46 0.03 1.05 0.05 1.11 

MRT-002 500 S Military Road Slidell IA Sample/Residual N/A 13:43 0.01 1.37 0.5 1.41 

AJd 24 5' b'oi1 oi - 

POE-001 Steele Road Slidell LA Residual Only N/A 15:07 0.04 0.87 0.17 0.93 

POE-003 Crossgates Dr. Slidell LA Residual Only N/A 14:34 0.02 1.59 0.22 1.81 

TCR-004 350 North Military Road Slidell IA Sample/Residual N/A 12:14 0.01 1.25 0.36 1.29 

TCR-005 32l Autumn Lakes Road Slidell LA Sample/Residual N/A 12:45 0.02 0.94 0.1 0.99 

TCR-006 1301 Bluff Dr. Slidell LA Sample/Residual N/A 13:07 0.01 1.1 0.27 1.02 

TCR-007 1059 Parkpoint Dr. Slidell LA Sample/Residual N/A 13:17 0 1.14 0.35 1.19 

TCR-008 500 Dockside Dr. Slidell LA Sample/Residual N/A 12:30 0.02 1.11 0.27 1.13 

TCR-009 575 Winbourr& Dr. Slidell LA Sample/Residual N/A 13:30 0.04 1.14 0.18 1.13 

TCR-310 226 Goldenwood Dr. Slidell LA Sample/Residual N/A 13:52 0.02 1.48 0.12 1.57 

TCR-011 674 Whitney Dr. Slidell LA Sample/Residual Area ofComplaint 11:51 0.07 1.28 0.2 1.29 

TCR-012 104 Dublin Court Slidell LA Sample/Residual Area of Complaint 11:40 0 1.42 0.2 1.49 

TCR-013 4ol45 Taylor Trace Slidell LA Sample/Residual N/A 11:13 0 1.35 0.15 1.4 

TCR-014 102 Cedarwood Dr. Slidell LA Sample/Residual N/A 13:58 0.01 1.59 0.15 1.65 

TCR-015 126 Larciiwood Dr. Slidell LA Sample/Residual N/A 14:07 0 1.67 0.17 1.59 

TCR-016 870 Crossgates Blvd. Slidell LA Sample/Residual Area of Complaint 12:06 0 1.59 >0.60 1.63 

TCR-017 505 Crossgates Blvd. Slidell LA Sample/Residual Area of Complaint 12:54 0 1.4 0.13 1.48 

Complaintants Home 915 Crossgates Blvd. Slidell LA Sample/Residual Area of Complaint 11:27 0.01. 1.73 0.32 1.83 

'A 2T Me-SICIM N L42 M- 
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Exhibit E 
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Recommendations  
I. All three well sites have hydro-pneumatic tanks. Provisidns will have to be made 

to be able to obtain samples after chlorine and before the tank. This will allow for 
proper monitoring of the daily chlorine dose. At Steel Road and Willow Wood the 
taps are already there. Moving the chlorine dose and installing a sample tap is all 
that will be required. We did not look at Meadow Lakes but will on my next visit, 

2. A nitrification monitoring plan will need to be put in place. A suggested plan that 
has met LIJH scrutiny is attached. Details of this plan will need to be tweaked for 
your systems. Also, over time, as we establish a data base, the sample schedules 
will be adjusted. 

3. 1 would recommend an upgrade in your testing equipment. I suggest that you have 
a Hach sl 1000 available to your field personnel. You may also need to upgrade to 
at least one DR 900. 

4. Training will need to be provided for your operators. We have already addressed 
this if you decide to go ahead with the conversion. 

5. As far as initial dosage levels, I suggest the following, 



C- 

Location Ike Tank Total Residual 
Steel Road Well 2.70, ppm 

Willow Wood Well 3.0 ppm 
Meadow Lakes 2.70 ppm 

The challenge will be to monitor these residuals and adjust the feed rates accordingly 
depending on the degradation of the strength of the bleach in the tanks. This is the reason 
for the need for sample taps before the tanks. 

LDH will probably require an engineer stamped plan if you decide to go ahead with this 
conversion. This report will be the basis for this plan. I will be happy to work with them 
to fine tune the application. 

Please feel free to contact me with any questions this has generated. I will restart work on 
Ben Thomas and Alton shortly. 

Bill Travis 

ci 

I,, 
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Fwd: Meeting Minutes 03-29-2022 

Reply all j ' 	Delete 	Junk I 

c 	Fwd: Meeting Minutes 03-29-2022 

Stephen N. Leech <snleech@betlsouth.net > 

Wed 5/4,11.-45 AM 

Mike M. Smith 

Reply all Iv 

Inbox 

*****EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe.**** 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Tom Walton {mailto:Tom.Walton@la.gov} 

( 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 07:58 

To: Stephen N. Leech <snleech@bellsouth.net> 

Cc: Reyna Anderson <Reyna.Anderson@la.gov> 

Subject: RE: Meeting Minutes 03-29-2022 

The Committee of Certification meeting yesterday was cancelled due to not having a quorum. The 

meeting will be rescheduled at a later date. 

But we do have a Committee of Certification meeting scheduled for July 19th  in Lake Charles. This will be 

posted after the meeting above is rescheduled. 

Tom Walton 

From: Stephen N. Leech <snleech@bellsouth.net> 

Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 7:15 AM 

To: Tom Walton <Tom.Walton@la.gov> 

Subject: Meeting Minutes 03-29-2022 

EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe. 

Mr. Walton, 

Please send me a copy of the Committee of Certification meeting for March 29, 2022. 

Thank you, 

httns://webmaiLst000v.ora/owa/Droiectionasnx 
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5/19/22, 12:26 FM 	 Mail Mike Smith - Outlook 

From.: Jacob Haffner 
<J acobHa  ffn er©lago 
Sent: Thursday. April 01, 2021 4:4 PIVI 
To,: Tim Brown <tbrown@ ovorg> 
Cc: Cynthia L Samuel 

cisamue1@.stpgovorg>; Tessa Dixon 
Tessa Dixon .@ LAI -,.-- -GV;  Teresa 

I  --', 
Benton Teresa. Benton2 © , f ov> 
Subject: RE: Cross Gates -, March 
Chlorine Residuals 

( Thank you, Tim 

As discussed on the phone, here are th 
residuals we collected.* 

Well No. 2 	4/010 
TCR 017 2.15/0.13 
TCR 016 0.71 /010 
TCR 012 083/01 0 
TCR 011 — 07110.06 
915 Cross Gates - 0.05/0.05 

https://outIook.iive.comImaiI/O/inbox/id/AQMkADAwATEOYTCWLTkYMTAtZJhmN50WMAItMDAKAEYMah0YQ  BH1z%2FgT1 uBwCb ml exM... 1/2 



5/19/22 2  12:27 PM 	 Mail - Mike Smith - Outlook 

MG_5096.jpg 	Download / Full screen cE3 Print 	7IJ Show email 	EY 	>( 

There appears to be an issue with the 
distribution system near the 915 
address. I understand that your 
operators are flushing the area to raise 
the residual. I also recommend that you 
perform a study to identify what issue 
could possibly be causing the low 
residuals near this address. There may 
be multiple reasons for the tow chlorine 
readings so I will follow up with one of 
your operators next week to see what 
they have discovered and to help you 
work through this issue. Please contact 
me with any questions or to discuss 
further. 

Thank you. 

Jacob Haffner, P.E. 
District II Engineer 
Louisiana Department of Health 
Office of Public Health 
P.O. Box 4489, (Bin 10, Box 7) 

- Baton Rogj70821 -4489 

https://outlook.live.com/mail/O/inboxlid/AQMkADAwATEOYTCWLTkYMTAtZihm  N SOwMAItMDAKAEYMAMahQPtfy000YUBHiZ%2FgT1 uBwCbL rnlexM.. 1/1 
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Cross Gates (PWS 1103053) 
Nitrification Monitoring Plan 

S. Ifnitt-ateandarnAritetologrs are lL irnplernent Vie sanicprocedure for POE 

TCR ACR 

All 	are the sne Jortho MflRIiv 

System Wide Re.medlatoi 

If t:i1ger points are hit or tw•ei rnor pa meuis at 	o m*c caton in the same 

'Nat"PlIng ovt.mt IYslomwiakremediadon should be Implemented,This would consist of 

ceMDn to flee Chlorine at #11 points of entry. The dflruJoo .yItem should then be un.1 
dhcctiwia tty flud tifl Vve thadne residual is rathd at all points. Tho frte 01orifte.  

r.011yeTsIon 001ildcnihuc until tab free chlovine residuali Is tthe a% *4 pohit This wilt 

he Utkitirula to 1cach System b4 so.  Msidual of at toast 075 ppm should he a goal. 

Record Keeping 

Alt ntr1iktlori rnonlrinC plan raftt Thouki be kept for i minim,um of 10 year 

Review and Update 

Field operators thotd naUythe suporvisar of water Opr ton. ISWO> if arty monilorrig 

tarot site. extooded.bat tigeii not ht Th4 noll atiwi along with my r ndiatir, effort,;  

and their results should he dncumentd In wtItIng on the daily reports,. 

Field operators Mioutt n4gdythu SWO Imrnedfatelyfl any cnunhtwing trgar PoInts are hIL 

The SWO thafl mmadlM&y notify the SupwWwty of Field Operation .5FO) andAssistant 

lflrer of Er ronmnt S vkes - Operation ADESO). Action presaThI in the plan shotild 

be taken that day to return to nomatope-rating levels. Alt recwi nn1ed rest 0iould. be run 

tlaih •rni normal -operating condltJon are: adileved 

Supervisors ioWd meet with field cptt.ratom monthly to diguss the monitoritig Lthtn. Trends 

showid be revIewed and potential actions d unetl to adrres nethie trends. 

On an artnai bs the monhating plan shoold be (Mewed to imure. that 0.11 parameters,  

testing fmcjuwles and tTigser- ore5ponsos are still reiant at this tlrre any of the factor may 
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5/19/22,1:41 PM Cross Gates Water System Findings 
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Cross Gates Water System Findings 

x 

) Reph all I v neiLwaguespack@gmail.com  
Sun 5/9/2021, 8:35 PM 

Joseph.Kanter@la.gov; Gina.Lagarde@la.gov; Amanda.Ames@la.gov; +11 more 

( 

tammany uts 

The message sender has requested a read receipt. To send a receipt, click here. 

This message was sent with high importance. 

** 	EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe.** 

Mr. Kanter, 

I respectfully write you this email in hopes that you will consider my concern. I am resident of Turtle Creek end Cross 

Gates in Slidell, LA for the past 15 years. I have 5 years of water testing experience. We own professional rde water 

testing equipment made by Hach including an SL1000. Our equipment is also up to date on its software, it is 

calibrated correctly, and all chemkey slots have been verified recently. A regular order St Tammany Parish Council 

meeting was held on May 6, 2021. There was a discussion item as to Tammany Utilities by Parish President Mike 

Cooper with regards to hiring a consultant for Tammany Utilities East. In listening to CAO Gina Hayes speak on this 

discussion item, Mrs. Hayes mentioned your name. Mrs. Hayes explained that she had a zoom call with you and 

others recently, and that you and others made a determination that the event in our area from March 26 thtough 

April 2nd was not linked to waterborne illness. When I heard this I was disturbed. My being disturbed is roo:ed in the 

knowledge that many of my fellow neighbors were sickened by waterborne illness as was my own family. In addition, 

I recently attended a commpflity meeting where a prominent local pediatrician was in attendance and also expressed 

concerns over the events that occurred. 

I am familiar with rule 375 in the sanitary code. As you know sir, you are the only official in that state who has the 

authority to issue an emergency boil notice. However, at the parish level, the certified operator has sole authority 

and sole liability as to the issuance of a precautionary boil water advisory. As to the events of March 26 through 

April 2nd, a boil water advisory was not called by our operator, nor was any form of notification put out to t1 e public. 

Our operator did not accurately log the daily chlorine residuals during these days nor take any bacteriologicz I samples 

during these days in question. Therefore, testing and test results never had a chance to work their way thro igh the 

system and make it to your desk. 

After the residents' warnings were ignored, we used our past contacts with LDH, but the fastest we were ble to get 

LDH on site was on the 7th day of the event in question. LDH took 4 samples on 4/1/2021 and the TCR cbsst to the 

contamination zone registered a reading of 0.05 total chlorine and a notice of violation was issued. Despite his 

reading and 3 other unusual readings of 0.71, 0.83 and 0.71, the certified operator continued to refuse a Boil Water 

Advisory and continued to refuse any bacteriological testing on 4/1/21 or the 3 following days. LDH did not ake their 

first bacteriological samples until 4/9/21 following our calls with Jacob Haffner and John Williams. 

The lack of reporting and action left us completely exposed as a community. During this sewer spill event th re was 

pooling along our 10 inch water main. We filed a 28 page complaint against the operator and I suspect that ountless 

hfn,-I/s,,,hrriI .fnrir,, orcl/nwF,/r)roiection.asox 
	 1/2 
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As a side note, I am very familiar with the emergency rule and that 0.5 total chlorine is in compliance, but p1 

understand that our Cross Gates system does not feed ammonia. Our ammonia is naturally occurring and f 

own, it feeds at a rate that requires the POEs to run at 2.4 to 2,7. On a normal day our system wide residual 

usually 2.0 at the MRT and 2.0 or higher at all TCRs. However, during this week in question, our POEs were 

their normal 2.4 to 2.7, but as the water flowed through the area of the sewer spill the residuals would imm 

drop down to at or near zero. We confirmed this with our own testing day after day and LDH also confirme. 

their 4/1/2021 testing of 0.05 total chlorine. Mr. Kantor, I am respectfully asking that you consider looking f 

into the waterborne illnesses that affected our area during this time frame before ruling it out. In particular, 

urgent care closest to this community is named Pelican Urgent Care. As a result of the news media's covera 

story, a nurse at Pelican Urgent care reached out to a member of our community and expressed concern as I 

case count that week. 

Sincerely, 

Neil Waguespack 

2/2 
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Fw: nov dated 5/10 

x 

Mike M. Smith 
Mon 5/24/2021,11:18 AM 

T(JWorkGroup vv 

) Repi all IV 

tammany uts 

From: dgbinder@aol.com  <dgbinder@aol.com> 

Sent: Saturday, May 22, 20211:22 PM 

To: Jerry Binder (External Email); Chris Canulette; James J Davis; Mike Lorino Jr.; Mike M. Smith; 

Amanda.Ames@la.gov; John Williams 

Cc: Stephen N. Leech; Allison Polo 

Subject: nov dated 5/10 

*****EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe.***** 

( John, 

This email serves to request more information as to a call I had with Jacob Haffner LDH at 1pm, Monday May 17th. Jac ib and I 

discussed the below NOV dated May 10, 2021. Jacob reported to me that he could not reveal much information to me about this 

NOV because Tim Brown was pressuring for it to be rescinded. It was a short call. 

Can you please provide an update on this situation? 

David 

https://webmail.stpgovorg/owa/projection.aspx 
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Mail - Mike Smith - Outlook 
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Tom Walton 	 10:18 AM 

RE: Cross Gates 

The minutes to the July 20, 2021 Committee of 
Certification meeting are NOT official minutes 
yet. The committee did not have a quorum for 
the March 20th  meeting as I had emailed you. 
Our office personnel send you an unofficial copy 

of the minutes while I was on vacation. This 
should not have happened. The person was 
consulted about the error. 

Once the minutes are official (next meeting is 

Juiy 19th  in Lake Charles), I will email you and all 
other persons that made the complaint, a copy of 
the minutes. 

Tom Walton 

uBwCbL mlexM... 1/1 
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COMMITTEE OF CERTIFICATION 
July 20, 2021, 3:00 PM 

Lafayette Cajundome, Blues Room 

444 Cajundome Blvd. 
Lafayette, LA 70506 

1.) ROLL CALL 

A. 	Determination of Quorum. 

Committee Members in attendance: Camille Mize Chairman, Ronald Turner, Patrick 

Edmond, Sidney Bazley, Joanne Massony, Brandon Snead, Amanda Ames 

Committee Members Absent: Vern Breland 

A quorum was achieved. 

Recognition of Visitors and Others: Rusty Reeves, LRWA, Tim Brown, Aaron Davis, Jena 

Hayer, Ronn Hagan from St. Tmmany Parish Government. 

LDH personnel in attendance: Tom Walton, Reyna Anderson Duffus, Barbara Featherston, 

Jacob Haffner, Mauria Caldwell and Jeffrey Foshee. 

2.) MINUTES 

The minutes from the September 25, 2019 meeting was presented. Motion by Ronald Turner, 

Second by Patrick Edmond to approve meeting minutes as presented. Motion was approved. 

3.) CHAIRMAN'S REPORT 

No Chairman's Report. 

4.) ADMINISTRATOR'S REPORT 

The 2022 exam schedule was presented to the committee for approval. There are tentative 

dates in March for the Louisiana Conference in Bossier City and November 18 in Reserve at this 

time. Going to have an exam in Luling for the first time instead of Delgado Community College 

due to the uncertainly of Covid-19 closing down the college once again. 9 exams will be given 

with only the March, July and November exams being open exams. The other 6 exam locations 

will be closed exams requiring operators attend a 32-hour class, Motion to approve the 2022 

exam schedule by Patrick Edmond, second by Amanda Ames, Motion was approved. 

Received an email from Michael Baudoin (LMA Appointment) that he has retired and has 

resigned from the Committee, Will notify LMA. 



C 

( 

The Administrator noted that other information will be discussed in the Old and New Business. 

Teosha Jones will be leaving operator certification. She has passed her Bar Exam and has 

accepted a job with another agency as an attorney. 

5.) TRAINING OFFICER'S REPORT 	 I  

Handed out exam reports for 2020 and 2021 listing how many students took each exam, 

locations and if the exams were open or closed. In 2020 we had to cancel four (4) exams do to 

COVID-19. With the exams that were given, we maintained the 6 foot distance requirement, 

checked temperatures and operators had to wear masks. We are keeping one of the changes 

implemented during COVID-19 such as giving the operators all of the exams they requested at 

once. This cut down a lot of foot traffic in the exam room. There has not been a real drop in th 

number of operators testing during COVID-19. At times we split the testing into two testing 

times, 8:00am-12:00noon and 1:00pm-5:00pm to accommodate the number of operators 

wanting to test. 

6.) SECRETARY'S REPORT 
Section ended with two significant bills, Senate bill 129 by Senator Mills that will require LDH t 

grade water systems by January 2023. Another item to note is the American Rescue Plan 

money, 300 million dollars, 150 million dollars for each water and wastewater systems, HB64 

established a water sector commission with monies being funneled through the Division of 

Administration. Projects will have to be submitted. Water will go through LDH with 

wastewater going through LDEQ. All projectswill have to go through the water sector 

commission to approve or not approve. If approved, then go through JLTB for release of funds 

All monies have to be spent within 3 years with no guidelines yet. The water sector commisio 

will be meeting soon at which time guidelines will be approved. 

7.) ASSOCIATION REPORTS 

Louisiana Conference - No report, no one in attendance for the Louisiana Conference, 

LRWA— Rusty Reeves —Training classes around the.state will begetting back to normal. We 

only have about 100 less people attending the conference this year than in the past because of 

COVID. Only 7 less exhibitors than in 2019. 

LWEA— No report, no one in attendance for LWEA. 

8.) OLD BUSINESS 

No old business. 

9.) NEW BUSINESS 
Reciprocity Requests two request. Mr. Larry Bell from Oklahoma, recommend all Class 3 

certifications in Water and Wastewater. Mr. Christopher McMahon from Kansas, recommend a I 

Class 4 certifications in Water and Wastewater. Ms. Jo Anna McMahon from Kansas and 

Arkansas, recommend Class 4 certification in Wastewater Treatment and Class 2 all Waters. 

John Fluharty from Texas, recommend all Class 4 Waters. Motion to approve all reciprocity 

recommendations by Amanda Ames, second by Ronald Turner. Motion was approved. 



Fake High School diploma  -was contacted by the Tangipahoa Parish Sheriff Department 

concerning operator, Mr. George A. Bickford, had falsified a high school diploma. The 

Independence Police Department subpoena records from the Tangipahoa School System. The 

school system has no record of Mr. Bickford graduating from Loranger High School on May 20, 

1995. The highest grade shown on his records was 9th  grade. The Program Manager of Operator 

Certification contacted the State Department of Education and they have no record of Mr. 

Bickford graduating high school. After discussion, Motion to have a hearing by Patrick Edmond 

second by Ronald Turner. Motion was approved. 

Operator complaint against Mr. Earnest Self, he is 77 years old, holds all Class 1 water 

certifications. He said that he will not be attending this meeting and if you want to take his 

certifications away from him, go ahead, he doesn't care. He said he didn't do anything wrong• 

that someone falsified his signature and that some other water system was trying to take them 

over. He only gets $200.00 a month for expenses to take care of the water system and you can 

do what you want with his certifications. After discussion, Motion to invite Mr. Self to a hearin 

by Ronald Turner, second by Sidney Bazley. Motion, was approved. 

Operator complaint against Mr. Tom Owens. One lady complained about not having water 

pressure in the morning. She said that Mr. Owens stated that he had a water Leak and didn't 

know what time. she would get water back on because he had a broken 4" water main and 

would not issue a boil water advisory. She is the only person in the water system that has 

complained. Discussion about normal water complaints from customers and if you have a wate 

leak you really don't know the exact time that leaks will be repaired. After discussion, Motion t 

discard complaint by. Ronald Turner, second by Camille Mize. Motion was approved. 

Operator complaint(s) against St Tammany Parish Government, Tammany Utilities operators M 

Timothy Brown and Mr. Aaron Davis. Committee members were ernailed the list of complaints 

against Mr. Timothy Brown and Mr. Aaron Davis. One detailed complaint from Mr. Neil 

Waguespack and Mr. Adam Johnson. One detailed complaint from Mr. Stephen Leech and M. 

David Binder. Forty (40) homeowners form type complaint letters, where everything is written, 

where people just have to sign. Seven (7) homeowners form type letters, where everything is 

written where people just have to sign. This concerns the Cross Gates water system 

(LA1103053) described as a multi- neighborhood 10,000 person water distribution system by1  

persons filing the complaint. The committee also has Mr. Tim Brown's response to the 

complaint. 
Water mains are under pressures much higher than that of sewer lines. So if you have a broken 

sewer main, it is highly unlikely that the low pressure from a broken sewer line can overcome 

the pressure of the water and have a cross connection. Ten (10) routine samples and 16 

investigative samples were collected from the distribution system and one from the Willow 

Wood Well. Results from the Infectious Disease Epidemiology Section (lDEpi), with reported 

health complaints from residents, a common source of infection for the reported illnesses was 

not identified. 



According to the complaint, a broken 6" sewer force main was identified under Gause Blvd. 

(complaint states a 10" water main runs parallel to the sewer main). The complaint states that 

70,000 gallons per day Is pumped from this sewer lift station each day and that Mr. Brown lied 

to LDEO. when he stated that there was a "minimal environmental impact". If 70,000 gpd was 

leaking under the intersection, the intersection would have been undermined and collapse. 

Utilities cannot see underground and have to estimate the amount of sewerage leaking based 

on information that is available to them. Once the leak was identified, Tammy Utilities dug up 

the sewer line to determine the condition of the PVC piping. Since it is common practice of not 

using wet dirt (mud) as backfill, the utility brought in fresh dirt to be used as backfill (this is not 

"cover up" as the complaint states). The utility determined that replacing the force main 

located under the intersection was the best practice, PE pipe was ordered, delivered and welde 

together to be pulled under the roadway (see complaint pictures) by contractors. This takes 

time as most water or sewer system do not have PE pipe stored in their yards due to the high 

cost of materials and do not have the equipment needed to weld PE piping. Prior to pulling pip 

under the intersection, by law, the utility must first contact Louisiana One Call so that all other 

utilities can locate and mark their lines BEFORE any work can be done. This also may take a few 

days. The utility used pump trucks to move wastewater from one lift station to another while 

determining the extent of the leak and to prevent sewer from backing up in customer's homes. 

The complaint states that they did not see trucks running all the time. Once lift station are 

pumped down, it takes time to fill up again based on the time of day and sewer flow. It may be 

hours between pumping. Once it was determined that the pumper trucks are no longer needed 

they are send away. 
It is a common practice that if a water system has a complaint of dirty water, smelly water or  

possibility of low chorine residuals, that fire hydrants or flush valves be opened to move the I 

water in the system. 
Mr. Waguespack and Mr. Johnsen wants the committee to revoke all of Mr. Brown's water and 

wastewater licenses and that Mr. Davis to attend a regimen of ethics courses. 

After discussion, Motion to discard complaint by Sidney Bazley, second by Ronald Turner. 

Motion was approved. 

10.) COMMENTS FROM PUBLIC 

None 

11.) NEXT MEETING DATE 
Next meeting will be July 16, 2019, 2:00pm, Lake Charles Civic Center, 900 Lakeshore Drive, Lak 

Charles, LA 70601 

12.) ADJOURNMENT 
Motion by Pat Edmond to adjourn, Second by Amanda Ames. Motion was approved. 

L 
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RE: Cross Gates Water System 

x 

) Repl' all I V Stephen N. Leech <sn!eech@bellsouth.net > 
Fri 2/11, 4:21 PM 

'John Williams' <John.Wi Ilia ms@la.gov>; Paul@paulhollis.com; spagones@theadv+17 more 

tammany uts 

*****EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe.***** 

Link I sent in email below has been replaced with this one that includes both video and article. 

ygHiJTGxQ3U  

From: Stephen N. Leech [mailto:snleech@bellsouth.net]  

Sent: Wednesday, February 9, 2022 14:05 

To: John Williams <John.Williams@la.gov> 

Cc: Paul@paulhollis.com; spagones@theadvocate.com; rT1baudoingretnala.com; sbazleyjeffparish.net; 

vbreland@yahoo.com; patedmond@lus.org; joanne.massony@veolia.com; camille.mize@stservices.com; 

brandon.snead@shreveportla.gov; rturnerwestmonroe.la.gov; altigerad@gmail.com; 

aaromyschenck@yahoo.com; phillipleitz@gmail.com; thesuprvyzerl@att.net; email.adam.johnsen@gmail corn; 

Gene & Mary Bellisario <bayouduo97@charter.net>; Polo.fronistas@gmail.com; Laurie Maschek 

<lauriem@lauriemaschek.com>; Joseph.Kanter@la.gov; Gina.Lagarde@la.gov; Arnanda.Ames@la.gov; 

Caryn. Benjamin @la.gov; robowen4321©gmail.com; mlorinojr@stpgov.org; canulette@stpgov.org; 

jjdavis@stpgov.org; klriles@stpgov.org; Mike Smith <mmsmith@stpgov.org>; jerry.district12@gmail.com; 

mobrien@stpgov.org; jaairey@stpgov.org; tjsmith@stpgov.org; hewitts@legis.la.gov; hse090@legis.1a.gov; 

hse076@legis.1a.gov; limitout4015@gmail.com; kim.blackledge@gmaii.com  

Subject: Re: Cross Gates Water System 

https ://www.wwltv.com/video/news/local/northshore/nausea-rasheS-SOreS-Sl  ideH-residents-claim-tap-water-sickened-

neighborhood/289-ad804d74-ba9f-467e-81 63-082771 f5aa34  

Please find 8:48 minute video run on WWL TV on Tuesday 2/08/2022 by David Hammer. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 14, 2021, at 21:56, Stephen N. Leech <snleech@bellsouth.net> wrote: 

1/3 https://webmail.stpgov.org/owa/projection.aspx  
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Dear Mr. Willams, 

My name is Stephen Leech. I live at 915 Cross Gates Blvd. In the front yard of my home 
there is a Tammany utilities TCR site (TCR 915) for sampling purposes on the Cross Gates 
water system. This sample tap is directly from the 10" water main that runs down Cross 
Gates Blvd. This sampling tap also is the closest TCR sample site to both the Willow Wood 
wellhead and also the closest TCR sample site to the April 2021 sewer force main rupture 
location. 

On the afternoon of April 1, 20211 personally stood next to LDH employee Ms. Jackson as 
she sampled the water from the TCR at my address. She found a Total Chlorine of 0.0. At 
the time of her test the water temperature at my sample tap was 92 degrees. The 
following day April 2, 2021, Class 4 operator Aaron Davis came on to my property. Like Ms. 
Jackson of LDH, he took a sample from my TCR tap and his Total Chlorine reading was 005. 
After a couple hours Mr. Davis sampled at my TCR site again and got a Total Chlorine 
reading of 0.02. Mr. Davis also confirmed to me that he had registered a reading from the 
Willow Wood wellhead site of 2.66 and had tested another location just to the East of 
Willow Wood well site and he reported to me a Total Chlorine result there of 0,23. Mr. 
Davis and I had a long discussion about the sewer force main break close to the well head 
that carries 70,000 gals per day of sewage (That's only from the Willow Wood lift station. 
There are two other lift stations that would also be pumping back to the breach). I also 
explained to Mr. Davis that the sewage leak was substantial and that I had videoed it prior, 
but that the leak was no longer visible because Mr. Tim Brown had seemingly ordered the 
dirt dug out to find the leak be back filled and dump truck loads to be placed on top of 
sewer leak location thereby making it invisible for public viewing. Even though Mr. Aaron 
Davis is the designated operator for our water system he stated that he handles 
developments and line location planning for the parish and that he was not familiar with 
the sewer pipe rupture, therefore Mr. Davis and I spent a considerable amount of time 
discussing the details of what was unfolding, Mr. Davis left and began flushing hydrants 
down East Gause Blvd. which I also videoed. 

In all of this, what is puzzling to me Mr. Williams, is that with your staff of licensed LDH 
professional engineers along with yourself being a licensed professional engineer, there 
seems to be so many glaring deficient site conditions, but LDH does not recognize them in 
a timely manner. This lack of timeliness puts the public health and safety at risk in real 
time because boil water advisories only have meaning If they are called immediately when 
needed and required. It is my understanding in reading information available to me from 
Councilman Mike Smith that Mr. Randy Hollis of Owen and White, also a professional 
engineer like yourself, was able to find major deficiencies that were applicable to the 
Easter 2021 cross contamination event that you seemed to not be able to find. 

Mr. Williams, verifying an electrical power outage to a water well is not difficult. 

Mr. Williams verifying that generators are neither sized properly, nor functional nor 

hooked up is not difficult. 

Mr. Williams, verifying that flow meters are not working is not difficult. 

Mr. Williams, verifying that flow paced dosing is not being utilized not difficult. 

Mr. Williams, verifying that DBP data does not seeming match Chlorine residual logs is not 
difficult. 

Mr. Williams, calling a Boil Water Advisory when you have both lost pressure and 0.0 Total 
Chorine result at my TCR site for 2 consecutive days should not be a difficult decision as 
you know with this TCR being on the 10" main, this value of 0.0 not only affects my one 
house but it also affects 400 or more additional homes who also pull their water form this 
same exact 10" water main. 

https://webmail.stpgov.org/owa/projection.aspx  

x 
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my TCR for bacteriological contamination activity on both April istand April 
2n10,  2021. 

Mr. Williams, just as Mr. Aaron Davis sampled upstream and downstream on April 2nd to 

find 0.0 Total Chlorine it should not have been a difficult decision for LDH to order 

sampling North, South, East and West of the sewer spill zone onpjjjj and 2nd 

Mr. Williams, as you know the SL1000 is tamper proof and records all readings, it should 
not be difficult for you and your LDH engineering staff to question why TU was not using 

the SL1000 on April 1- and April 2. 

In closing, St. Tammany Parish Government should not have to squander $28,000 in 
taxpayer funds for something that our Louisiana tax base already funds by employing you 

and your engineering staff at LDH to perform this same work product. 

Given all the facts that have come to light it is without question that all 10,000 residents 

residing on the Cross Gates Water System should be formally notified by LDH via U.S. Mail 

that the water quality did not meet minimum compliance standards on April lit  and April 

2nd 2021. 

Just as in Dr. Preston is now facing the possibility of unsanitary water causing a lack of 
"clean water to perform autopsies and other tasks, he said, such as collecting specimens 

to be cultured and recovering tissues for transplants" it is also is affecting the men, women 
and children living on and having businesses (including Restaurants, Doctors and Dentists) 

on the Cross Gates water system on a daily basis. 

Sincerely, 

Stephen Leech 

https://www.nola.com/news/northshore/article  826c2760-2c42-llec-87c6-

9f52f61ba72b.html?  

fbclid=IwAR2t7ZlHzkhUyzdKhwFB6za teRqhYgDhtaITWAXfOo9 G4d5KVgvOHMeA5 

https://www.nola.com/news/northshore/article  5d1fc.6fa-2834-llec-bd72-

5be995c45713.html  

https://www.nola.com/news/northshore/article  f4d925fc-2614-llec-804d-

ebd4b4dele23.html  

Sent from my iPad 

X 

5/19/22, 1:09 PM 	 RE: Cross Gates Water System 
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5/19/22, 12:36 PM 	 Mail - Mike Smith - Outlook 

Outlook /0 Search 	 D Meet Now 00 
1113 	a 	ij 	 MS 

New message 	Reply '' 	 Delete 	Archive 	0 Junk ' 	' Sweep 	Move to 

> Favorites 

Committee of Certification Members 

Camille Mize, Chairman 

Vern Breland, Vice Chair 

Michael Baudoin 

Patrick Edmond 

Joanne Massony 

Ronald Turner 

Sidney Bazley 11! 

Brandon Snead 

Amanda Ames, Ex-Officio Secretary 

From: Torn Walton <Torn.Walton@la.gov> 

Date: February 16, 2022 at 12:37:36 PM CST 

To: dgbinder@aol.com  
Subject: RE: Cross Gates Water System Operator Complaints filed 

Mr. Binder, 

The committee has already heard the complaint and made their decision. However, until the committee mets 
again to approve the minutes of the meeting, it is not official. Once the committee approves the minutes, 
will send all of the people that had made complaints against Mr. Brown, a copy of the minutes. 	.1 

1  
The next Committee of Certification meeting is scheduled for March 29, 2022 in Baton Rouge at which tim 

the minutes will be approved. 

Tom Walton 
Administrator 

Operator Certification Program 
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0 dgbinder@aol.com  

To: You Mon 4/18/222 8:23 PM 

sewer spill locate in relation to 10 inch main 
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5/19/22,2:21 PM Fw: Contaminated water 

) Reply all I V 	@ Delete Junk I V 

r 	Fw: Contaminated water 

Mike M. Smith 
Wed 4/13,10:22 AM 

Christopher P. Tissue; Gina T. Hayes; President Mike Cooper 

Sent Items 

More Complaints about sickness. 

) Rep! 

  

all IV 

X 

'I 
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From: dgbinder@aol.com  <dgbinder@aol.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2022 3:20 PM 
To: Marty Dean; Mike Lorino Jr.; Rykert Toledano; James J Davis; Chris Canulette; Mike M. Smith; Thomas J. 

Jerry Binder (External Email); Bob Owen Campaign 

Cc: Dgb 

Subject: Fwd: Contaminated water 

*****EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe.***** 

fyi 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Amanda Hurlston <amanda.hurlston@hotmail.com> 

Date: April 12, 2022 at 4:17:00 PM CDT 

To: dgbinder@aol.com  

Cc: Amanda Hurlston <amanda.hurlston@hotmail.com> 

Subject: Contaminated water 

To whom it may concern, 
My name is Amanda Hurlston and I reside in Willow Wood neighborhood. On April 1,2021 My 

daughter Adrianna And I got really sick for almost 1 week. I had to call in sick to both of my jc b 

due to having nausea, vomiting, diarrhea and bad stomach pain. During this time is when there 

was work being done to the pipeline at the entrance of the neighborhood. We where not 

notified of the contamination of the water. My family and I would like to see this being 

investigated and have us updated of the process. We trusted the system but felt that we where 

let down by the system. If you have any questions please feel free to contact me, my numbe is 

985-445-7223. 

Thanks 

httos:I/webmail .stpqov.orq/owa/projeCtiofl.aSPX 
	 1/2 
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From: Ashley Schenck <a aromyschenck@yahoo.com> 
Date: April 6, 2022 at 10:00:18 PM CDT 
To: Mike Lorino <mlorinojrstpgov.org>, mdeanstpgov.org, "Mike M. Smith" 
<mmsmith@stpgov.org>, Jerry Binder <j eny.district 1 2gmai1.com>, rtoledano 
<rtoledanostpgovorg>, jjdavis <ii davisstpgov.org>, canuletestpgov.org, tjsmitb 
<tjsmithstpgov.org> 
Subject: TU Easter Investigation 

Good evening Councilman Lorino, 

My name is Ashley Schenck. I'm a resident of Slidell, LA and reside on Waverly Drive in 
Crossgates subdivision. As you are aware, between the dates of May 26, 2021 through April 4,-
2021, the Crossgates water system experienced a sewage leak that coincided with loss of 
chlorine residual on the drinking water main at the same location. A boil water advisory and. 
bacteriological samples were avoided by Tim Brown during this timeframe. However, reports 
multiple residents falling ill within this time frame has and is continuing to be reported. My 
family as well as my neighbor were all sickened within this time frame and are continuing 
treatment a year later as a result of the events that took place at Easter 2021. My children and 
neighbor have rashes and sores on their body and myself suffering with bladder problems whic 
started on March 31, 2021. I would like to note that myself nor my children have any prior 
history of bladder or skin issues until this event occurred. I also experienced extreme nausea an 
gastrointestinal problems during Holy Week and Easter 2021. I continue to receive bladder 
treatments from a urologist and my son suffers with an unknown rash and sores that have 
become a chronic illness. My cat has had urinary issues as well. My family and pet now have t 
drink bottled water. However, we still bath/shower in the water with the worry it will continue 
sicken us. 
Our water system has been mismanaged for years by Tammany Utilities East. To be more 
specific, by Tim Brown. I believe, at the time of Easter 2021, he held the title of director of wat r 
operations. Neither Tim Brown nor Mike Cooper called a Boil Water Advisory (BWA) at East 
knowing a possibility of sewage may have leaked into the water system. After a year of waitin.., 
nothing has been done to fix and prevent the problems and illnesses that continue to occur on o ir 
water system. 
The Owen and Whitç survey was performed last year and reported many deficiencies. 38 
recommendations were made, 17 were deemed immediate to include a chlorine flush of the 
system. The citizens are still waiting for this flush to occur as well as the critical deficiencies 'to 
be addressed and fixed. I recently spoke with John Williams with LDH. He stated that LDH wa 
more than willing to approve the chlorine flush as well as a conversion back to a free chlorine 
system when Tammany Utilities request it He said the hold up was with TU. He also stated tha 
the entire flush/conversion process was "very simple". When asked why Tim Brown didn't call 
the BWA at Easter and follow the criteria for a BWA laid out by LDH, he admitted "it's an 
honor system." Who holds Tim Brown accountable? An honor system?? I'm a nurse and all in 
actions are regulatedby an accreditation board as well as state and federal entities. This is to 
assure patient safety standards are being upheld to the highest standards. There is no honor 
system, only black and white regulations that must be followed or the hospital and all employe IS 

are held accountable. Why is this not the same for utilities? 
How many more people (entire families, children, pets) have to be sickened by this water that e 
drink and bath in before TU East is held accountable for their negligence and inaction? How 
many nights do I have to watch my son cry and ask me what's wrong with him? How much 
longer do we have to live sick feeling helpless and hopeless that our illnesses and concerns fll' 
on deaf ears? Why does the Cooper administration get the right to play with our lives with 
concern only for his own political agenda and total disregard for our health and safety? Why is 

S1 
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IS 
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the $24 million dollars allotted to fix Crossgates water system sitting stagnant when we needcd 
help yesterday, today, and tomorrow. 
All politics aside, I'm asking you and the parish council to do what you know is right as human 
beings. As politicians, I'm asking you to open an investigation into the events that occurred wit I 
Crossgates water and sewage systems within the timeframe from of March 26 to April 4. 
Thank you for taking the time to read my continued concerns. I hope you will fight for the 
citizens of Crossgates and the surrounding neighborhoods that are on the TU East water system 
Fight for us to have trust that our water system is safe to consume again. 

Sincerely, 

Ashley Aromy Schenck 

Attached is a present picture of my son's rash he is suffering with. 



From: dgbinderaol.com  
Date: April 12, 2022 at 4:20:07 PM CDT 
To: mdeanstpgov.org, mlorinojrcstpgov.org, Rtoledanostpgov.org, jjdavis@stpgov.org, 
can ulette©stpgov.org, mmsmithstpgov.org, tjsmithstpgov.org, jerry.district12gmail.com, Bob Ow,  n 
Campaign <bowenlegis.la.gov> 
Cc: Dgb <dgbinderaol.com> 
Subject: Fwd: Contaminated water 

fyi 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Amanda Hurlston <amanda.hurlston@hotmail.com> 
Date: April 12, 2022 at 4:17:00 PM CDT 
To: dgbinder@aol.com  
Cc: Amanda Hurlston <amanda.hurlston©hotmail.com> 
Subject: Contaminated water 

To whom it may concern, 
My name is Amanda Hurlston and I reside in Willow Wood neighborhood. On April 1,2021 My daughthr 
Adrianna And I got really sick for almost I week. I had to call in sick to both of my job due to having 
nausea, vomiting, diarrhea and bad stomach pain. During this time is when there was work being done 
the pipeline at the entrance of the neighborhood. We where not notified of the contamination of the wat 
My family and I would like to see this being investigated and have us updated of the process. We truste 
the system but felt that we where let down by the system. If you have any questions please feel free to 
contact me , my number is 985-445-7223. 

Thanks 

Amanda Hurlston 

C 
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From: Andrew Ogea <andrewogeag mail. com> 
Date: April 11, 2022 at 6:17:22 PM CDT 
To: mlorinojrstpgov.org  
Cc: mdeanstpgov.org, Rtoledano©stpgov.org, jjdavisstpgov,org, can ulettestpgov.org, 
mmsmithstpgov.org, tjsmithstpgov.org, jerry.district12@gmail.com  
Subject: Request for Tammany Utilities Investigation 

Dear Councilman Lorino, 

I am writing to request an official investigation be opened against Tammany Utilities in response to the 
Owen and White and David Hammer investigative reports for our water system regarding the events tha 
occurred in March & April 2021. Below, I have included emails I sent to Mike Smith and Louisiana 
Department of Health representatives concerning health issues that my family incurred during that time 
period. I am concerned the health issues were related to our water system and potential negligence by 
Tammany Utilities officials. 

Sincerely, 

Andrew Ogea 

From: Andrew Ogea [mailto:andrewogea@gmail.com]  

Sent: Monday, April 19, 20213:15 PM 
To: Gina Lagarde <Gina.LagardeLA.GOV>; Raychel Berkheimer <Raychel.Berkheimerla,gov>; There a 

Sokol <Theresa.Sokol@LA.GOV> 

Subject: Fwd: Health Concerns with Drinking Water 

EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe. 

Dear Public Health Representatives, 

I am writing you regarding a serious concern that I have with the water supply for the 
Crossgates subdivision in Slidell, LA. I have been a resident of Crossgates for over 5 years now (1406 
Lake Village Blvd), and we have constantly had problems with Tammany Utilities with boil water 
advisories and dips in water pressure. However, my family has recently experienced significant health 
issues, and after reading a couple of news articles, I am concerned that our health issues are related to 
similar problems that are being reported by other neighborhood residents. Below, you will see an email 
that I sent to our Parish Councilman regarding my concern. I have recently switched to bottled water ant 
Kentwood Water service in hopes that the gastrointestinal issues and skin rash issues that we are 
experiences will go away. I have also sent a sample of my water to an independent lab for testing. Pleae 
let me know what else I can do to ensure that my family has safe drinking and bathing water. 

Sincerely, 

Andrew Ogea 

	Forwarded message 	 
From: Andrew Ogea<andrewoqea(äqmail.com> 
Date: Fri, Apr 16, 2021 at 9:13 AM 
Subject: Health Concerns with Drinking Water 
To: <mmsmith(astpcov.orq> 

Dear Councilman, 



C 

I am a resident of the Crossgates subdivision in Slidell. I write to you after reading the following news 
article regarding ongoing issues Tammany Utilities East.- 

https://www.nola.com/news/northshore/article  cc98fbf69c64-1 1 eb-a3a 1 fba728 I b4730.html 

In the article, I see that residents have been reporting health issues they believe are related to the 
drinking water that Tammany Utilities provides and maintains. Specifically, one man noted passing out 
due to a urinary tract infection. This raised alarm for me because my family has been dealing with 
urinary/gastrointestinal issues and rashes for the past few weeks. 

On March 15, I had to take my wife to the emergency room because she could not get out of bed. She 
had extreme muscle soreness and fatigue. We thought it was COVID, but she tested negative twice. 
Bloodwork revealed she had a UTI which was the cause. The problem eventually went away. But star-tin 
April 13, the same exact symptoms returned and she has been struggling to go to work because of it. 

I had to bring my daughter to a Gastroenterologist two weeks ago because of stomach issues she has 
been having. I also scheduled an appointment two weeks ago to bring my son to the doctor because he 
complains of a burning sensation when he urinates. My wife and all three children have also been I 
dealing with skin rashes during the past month as well. 

We have been perplexed because we cannot figure out why all of this is happening at the same time. S., 
when I read the article, it made me think that the issues could be related. 

I'm not sure what is or can be done, but this is a serious problem, especially if multiple people are 
complaining about similar illnesses. Please let me know if more can be done on my part. Thank you for 
your service to our community. 

Sincerely, 

Andrew Ogea 



From: Brian Guttuso <limitout4015gmail.com> 
Date: April 11, 2022 at 12:38:34 PM CDT 
To: jerry.districtl 2gmail.com, mdeanstpgov.org, mlorinojrstpgov.org, jjdavisstpgov.org, 
rtoledanostpgov.org, canuIettestpgov,org, mmsm ith©stpgov.org, tjsm ithstpgov.org  
Subject: Crossgates Water and Chlorine Burn 

STP Councilmen, 

As I see the newly placed signs at the entrance of our Crossgates neighborhood, it makes me uneasy 
that our Parish President, Mr. Cooper, and Director of Tammany Utilities, Mr. Brown are clueless about 
the associated Public Health Risks associated with the current intrusion of raw sewerage into our water 
supply, despite the records and evidence presented in previous meetings and on the local news 
channels. It has been since Easter of 2021 that the residents of Cross Gates, Turtle Creek and other 
bordering neighborhoods had expressed concerns and basically held Tammany Utilities and Tim Brown 
accountable to have something done. Although that was a struggle in itself, Tammany Utilities continual 
denied that they were at fault, and Director Brown took no recourse on his own to rectify the situation. M 
Cooper continues to back his Director and their actions which causes me great concern and quite frankl 
"Distrust" of our Parish President. I am calling for the council to vote on an investigation of Mr. Brown, hi 
staff, as well as Mr. Cooper in regards to this situation. This is unacceptable! 

My family and I have been experiencing unexplained rashes and itching as well as multiple clothes and 
towels being ruined by intermittent staining after being washed in our new washing machine. 

In closing, I would like to say that it has been almost a year and we are apparently doing something that 
should have been done immediately after receiving the complaint and not "pointing the finger" in the dth r 
direction. I expect, as our elected district officials and our voice to the people who want to "Play 
Politics" to their advantage, for you to bring this Public Heath Issue to a close and resolve it going 
forward. 

Brian Guttuso 
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From: Janice Sloan <sloan.j anicegmail.com> 
Date: April 11, 2022 at 11:11:56 AM CDT 
To: mdeanstpgov.org, mlorinojrstpgov.org, Rtoledanostpgov.org, ii davis(stpgov.or, 
canulettestpgov.org, mmsmithstpgov.org, tjsmith@stpgov.org, e .districtl 2' uis ail.co  
Subject: Utility Workgroup Meeting 

Councilman Lorino, 

Prior to this evening's Utility WorkGroup Meeting Id like to share some thoughts. 

At the November Utility Workgroup meeting I heard unanimous support for fixing the issues,i 
the Crossgates water system. Instead nothing happened for FIVE months! You didn't follow 
through on your own actions to move progress forward, the November Utility group meeting - 
notes state "Chairman Lorino suggests that we meet again in about a month." During that time 
citizens have been left to wonder, should I drink and use my water? As a citizen I expect my,  
elected leaders to fight for the community that they serve, actions (or inaction) speak louder ti 
words. 

I'm happy that the chlorine burn on our water system will finally be conducted. However, a 
chlorine bum that was demanded by the Utility workgroup should not take 5 months to put into 
action. A chlorine burn should be a tool that the Utility has readily available for emergency 
disinfection of the system and for routine maintenance burns of the system. The lack of quick 
action demonstrated, continually, by Tammany Utilities East erodes my confidence that 
community health is taken seriously. 

Due to my lack of confidence in the St.Tammany Utilities East to run and improve the crossgat s 
water system, I invested in a whole house water filtration system and reverse osmosis. This wa 
a large financial investment I felt I had to make to protect my family. 

Oversight, transparency, and accountability to the citizens is desperately needed to ensure real 
change and restore confidence in the Crossgates water system. I strongly support 3rd party 
oversight or hiring a water management company to run the Crossgates water system. 
Continuing to let St.Tammany Utilities East do what it wants is not a viable solution to our wat r 
issues. 

Thank you for your time, 

Janice Sloan 

215 Leeds Street 
Slidell, LA 70461 
sloan.janice@gmail.com  

L 
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From: Joshua Fineout <josh.fineoutgmai1.com> 
Date: Sun, Apr 10, 2022 at 11:09 PM 
Subject: Cross Gates Water Issue 
To: <mdeanstpgov. org>, <mlorinojrstpgov.org>, <rtoledanostpgov.org>, 
<ii davis(istpgov.org>, <canulettestpgov.org>, Mike M. Smith <mmsmith(st1Dgov.org>, 
<tjsmithstpgov.org>, <jerry.district12@gmail.com> 

Councilman Larino, 

We are residents of CrossGates in Slidell, LA. Since last April, my family started purchasing a 
drinking bottles of water due to the cross contamination event that occurred in 2021. We still 
randomly experience water issues at our residence. There are times throughout the year where 
we get a slight brownish tint to the water when filling up the bathtub for our children to take 
baths in. Randomly throughout late last year and this year, the water coming out of our fridge 
that we use for cooking purposes will have a strong chlorine smell then within a couple days th 
smell will go away, and we deal with low water pressure a lot throughout the year. 

We registered for the TU notifications for Boil Water Advisory notices and still don't receive 
them. This is concerning due to the fact that my wife doesn't drive due to an eye disease and I 1. 

out of town for work. There are times where a boil water advisory is issued, and because she ,  
isn't receiving the notifications, she will go multiple days without treating the water at home du 
to not receiving the calls. 

Thank You, 

Joshua Fineout 

L 
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From: Pamela Newton <pmnl 98 6@gmaiLcom> 
Date: April 10, 2022 at 7:07:35 PM CDT 
To: mdeanstpgov.org  
Subject: Tammany Utilities 

April 10, 2022 

To Whom It May Concern; 

I am writing to ask the Parish Council to open and official investigation into Tammany Utilities based on the 
Owen and White report and the David Hammer investigation. As a homeowner and tax payer who is servjce 
by Tammany Utilities, I feel that the health and safety of myself, my family, and my neighbors have been an, 
are still at risk for serious health issues due to the water that is supplied to us. I personally have had rashes a d 
G. I. issues. Also, the sludge that is in the water which has caused two of my ice-makers to stop working 
cannot be health to consume. This forces us and many others to purchase bottled water to drink and cook wi h 
in addition to the money we pay Tammany Utilities each month. 

I believe it is the duty of the Parish Council to get to the bottom of this and to move to do it now. We have 
been burdened with this problem long enough! 

Sincerely, 

Pamela Newton 
301 Dockside Drive 
Slidell, La. 70461 
985-710-3694 



From: dgbinderaol.com  
Date: April 10, 2022 at 3:47:56 PM CDT 
To: mdeanstpgov.org, mlorinojr@stpgov.org, Rtoledanostpgov.org, jjdavisstpgov.org  
canulette@stpgov.org, mmsmithstpgov.org, tj smithstpgov.org, err .districtl 2' I ail.co  C Bob Owen <robowen432 1 gmail.com> 
Cc: Dgb <dgbinderao1.com> 
Subject: Fwd: Rashes from Easter 2021 

( 

Councilman Mike Smith, 

Below is a short letter from Mrs Leslie Muller. She is your direct next door neighbor on Cross 
Gates Blvd. See below. 

Sincerely, 

David Binder 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Leslie Muller <lesliem7@icloud.com> 
Date: April 10, 2022 at 2:14:50 PM CDT 
To: dgbinder@aol.com  
Subject: Rashes from Easter 2021 

A few days after Easter 20211 broke out with a skin rash on my chest, hips and stomach. Aftr 
couple of weeks of trying everything I could to heal the rashes it only got worse. It turned into 
staph and I had to see a dermatologist who put me on antibiotics and prescription ointments. It 
took weeks to finally be healed from it. After I saw the Owen and White report and the David 
Hammer Investigation I realized that I was not alone, that it was the water that caused this. I a 
joining with the other residents in calling for an investigation into the Easter 2021 sewage leak 
that I think caused my issues. 

Thank you, 
Leslie Muller 

Sent from my iPhone 
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From: Kim Blackledge <kim.blackledgegmail.com> 
Date: Sat, Apr 9, 2022 at 8:41 PM 
Subject: Tammany Utilities 
To: <mlorinoir(2lstpgovorg> 
Cc: <mdeanstpgov.org>, <rtoledanostpgov.org>, <ij davis(,stpgov. org>, 
<canulettestpov.org>, <mmsmithstpgov.org>, <tjsmithstpgov. org>, 
<jerry. district l 2gmai1.com> 

Dear Mr. Lorino, 

I live on Dublin Ct. in the new Cross Gates Subdivision. It has been more than frustrating t 
live here over the years with the constant issues with our water. Our family was one of several 
on my street that was affected over the Easter Holiday with illness related to the water. It is 
absolutely ridiculous that we have to pay for water that we can't even drink, and then spend mo e 
on water to bring into the home. The water also impacts our appliances and I have had to repla 
my hot water heater. We as residents of this parish deserve better than to have less than quality 
drinking water. I hope that something is done to investigate why we have had to live like this fr 
years. 

Sincerely, 
Kim Blackledge 

( 

L 



From: Melissa Norwood <melissanorwood 1 yahoo.com> 
To: mdeanstpqov.orq <mdeanstpqov.orQ>; mlorinojr(stpqov.orq <mlorinojrstpgov.orQ>; 
rtoledanostpqov.org  <rtoledanostpqov.orq>; jidavisstpqov.org  <jjdavisstpgov.org>; 
canulettestpqov.orq <canulettestpqov.orq>; mmsmith(astpqov.orq <rnmsmith(5stpqov.org>; 

tjsmithstpqov.orq <tismithstpqov.orq>; jerry.district12(qmail.com  <jerry.district12qmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, April 8, 2022, 09:57:21 PM CDT 
Subject: Water System 

Hello Councilman, 

My name is Melissa Dragon. I am a resident in Turtle Creek. Due to the frequent boil water advisories, 
we felt very unsafe bathing, cooking and drinking the tap water. Within the past year, we invested in a 
whole house filtration system as well as reverse osmosis on the kitchen faucet to have clean water for 
cooking and drinking. Even with the filtration system, I am still cautious since the water coming into the 
house is so compromised. 

I ask that you would persist with reforming Tammany Utilities and revamping the system in order to supi ly 

citizens with the fundamental need of clean water. 

Thank your for your attention and efforts with improving our water system. 

Sincerely, 
Melissa Dragon 

( 



From: Donald Meyer <dnrneyer@bellsouth.net> 
Date: April 8, 2022 at 4:36:01 PM CDT 
To: mdean@stpgov.org, mlorinojrstpgov.org, Rto1edanostpgov. org, iidavis@stpgov.org, 
canulette@stpgov.org, mmsmith@stpgov.org, tismith@stpgov.org, err district 12' :mail.co 
dgbinder@aol.com  
Subject: East St. Tammany Utilities (CrossGates Subdivision) 

C 

( 

To All, 

My name is Don Meyer, a resident of Old CrossGates Subdivision for over 30 years. I 
am emailing you to express my concern with our water system and am calling the 
Council to open an official investigation based on the findings of the recent engineerin 
report of the East St. Tammany Utilities ongoing issues and why it seems the St. 
Tammany Executive Branch is not being receptive to the findings of the report. In 
particular, it seems the conduct of Director Tim Brown may need to be investigated als 

I personally have been sick over recent years, both intestinal and skin rashes, which, 
personal physician confirmed was caused by the water in my home. Because my wife 
and I have no confidence in the management of the Utilities with correcting the situatlo 
last year we actually spent over $6,000 and installed a home water filtration system so 
that we can have peace of mind with the water entering in our home. 

I am writing you because I am hearing that a lot of my residents are continuing to get 
sick in our subdivision. I am concerned not only with my fellow residents getting sick, 
but also how this poor quality water system could be dramatically impacting property 
values in our subdivision. Your attention to this matter would be greatly appreciated. 

Don Meyer 



From: Karen Seghers 
Sent: Thursday, April 7, 2022 1:11 PM 
To: 'mdeanstpgov.org' <mdean stpgov.org>; 'mlorinoj rstpgov. org' 
<mlorinojr(istpgov. org>; 'rtoledanostpgov.org' <rto1edanostpgovorg>; 'jjdavis@stpgov.or: 

<jjdavis@stpgov.org>; 'canu1ettestpgovorg <canulette stpgov.org>; 'mmsmith@stpgov.org  
<mmsmith@stpgov.org>; 'tj smithstpgov. org' <tjsmith@stpgov.org>; 
J cry. district 12@gmail.corn' <j cry. district 12@gmai1.com> 
Subject: IMPORTANT - FOR USE AT 4/11/2022 MEETING 
Importance: High 

TO THE ST. TAMMANY PARISH COUNCIL 

Discolored Water 

I have been a resident of The Landings subdivision in Slidell since June 2015 an' 
a resident of St. Tammany Parish since 1998. In the Spring of 2017, my family 
decided to purchase a large above ground pool because we enjoyed swimming in 
our pool in our previous home in Abita Springs. 

After filling up the new pool with faucet water, I was in shock to see the water, 
was dark green and knew something was wrong. I had already filled up a pool 
with faucet water at my home in Abita Springs (serviced by Utilities, Inc.) and th.. t 
water was crystal clear. No chemicals were necessary before swimming in the 
Abita Springs pool. 

On the same day that I saw the green water, I contacted Tammany Utilities and 
complained, and they sent a gentleman to my home When he arrived, he filled a 
bucket with water from my pool and told me he was taking it for sampling. The 
next day, he contacted me and told me that the water was fine to swim and drink I 
complained to him and told him I was too scared to put my body in that green 
water and why would I put that in my mouth? 

A few hours after adding Vinyl Shock purchased from Clearwater Pools, my poo 
water turned clear, the way it should have looked when it came from the faucet. 

I have attached two photos of my pool immediately after being filled up, and one 
photo soon after circulating the Vinyl Shock. The photos speak for themselves. 

Physical Problems from the Water  

I have been drinking faucet water throughout the day and night for many 
years. Over the past few years, I have been having a burning sensation in my 
throat right after drinking the faucet water. On a few occasions, I popped open a 
bottle of spring water shortly after the burning sensation disappeared and no long r 
experienced the burning in my throat. 



C 
In May of 2021, I was experiencing itching and burning on my torso and looked i 
the mirror to discover a red and gray area with small round vesicles. I presented 
via video visit with a doctor at Ochsner on 6/2/2021 who could not definitively 
diagnose the rash via video, but prescribed medications for a fungal and yeast 
dermatitis. Between the two medications, the rash disappeared. I mentioned to t 
doctor that we were having water issues and she said she could not rule out that 
this was caused by the water. 

Summary 

I have never experienced problems with faucet water in my lifetime. The faucet 
water I received in my home in Lake Village, also in Slidell, was never discolore 
and never caused me any physical harm. This neighborhood is also serviced by 
Utilities, Inc. 

I do not enjoy the taste or smell of our faucet water, and certainly don't enjoy in 
throat burning after drinking the water. Why am I forced to purchase bottled wati r 
because Tammany Utilities is unwilling to provide safe drinking water? Someth ' 
must be done! 

( 

Karen Chatelain Seghers 

725 Wood Duck Lane 

Slidell, LA 70461 

Phone: (504) 444-2325 

Fax: (985) 265-4479 

Kseghers707@outlook.com  

L 
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From: Sherry Roberts <stroberts54@yahoo.com> 
Date: April 8, 2022 at 2:59:25 PM EDT 
To: mdeanstpgov.org, mlorinojrstpgov.org, canulettestpgov.org, mmsmithstpgov.org, 

tj smithstpgov.org, jerry.district12gmai1.com,  oiendano(stpgov.org, jjdavis(ãstpgov.org  

Subject: Tammany Utilities 

Dear Councilman Lorino and Councilman Binder, 

I am reaching out to you because of the poor water quality that we have been dealing with for 
years. We are on the TU water system that supplies Turtle Creek subdivision. My husband and 
myself have contacted TU since 2017 about our water. It started out with discoloration in our 
toilets and bathtubs then progressed to having brown and clay colored debris left in our tabs. 7,  
Brown and his associate came to our home, and tested our water and told us it was fine. We we e 
also told we might need to replace our hot water heaters and flush them regularly. At our 
expense, we did so and nothing changed. We have been buying bottled water by the cases for t e 

past 5 years because of the fear of the water TU supplies us with. I'm not going to drink brown 

water, would you? 

My husband and I have continually suffered with itchy scalp and skin rashes on our face and 
body. There are many others that I am aware of that are still having similar issues. We really 
thought that something would have been done especially after the Owen & White report reveab d 
many issues that needed immediate attention. 

I am begging that an investigation into the actions of TUbe done immediately. As our parish 
council, we are counting on you to get to the bottom of this matter and get us water that we can 
safely drink and use for our household needs. Our health has been and still is at risk and it's 
totally unacceptable that we have to pay for water we can't use and pay for bottle water to drinl 

and cook with. 

Thank you! 

Sincerely, 
Sherry Roberts 
214 Leeds St 
Slidell La 70461 
985-640-5487 

Sent from my iPad 
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From: Cathy Wood Newman <cathy@bluebayoubreeze.com> 
Date: Thu, Apr 7, 2022 at 8:47 PM 
Subject: Parish Council Panel Concern 
To: <mdeanstpgov.org>, <mlorinojrstpgov.org>, <rtoledanostpgov.org>, 
<jjdavisstpgov.org>, <canulettestpgov.org>, <mmsmithstpgov.org>, 
<tj smithstpgov.org>, <jerry. district l 2@gmaiLcom> 

Councilman Lorino, 

I am writing to express my continued concern about the quality of the water in our home on 
South Buckingham Drive in Slidell. My husband and I are foster parents and have had 7 
children in our home since 2020. Out of the seven kiddos six of them all have had issues with 
rashes after bathing in this water. It is very upsetting that we are trying to provide a safe 
environment for these kids and a basic need like water is not suitable for them. 

Thank you, 
Cathy Wood Newman 

L 



From: Neil Waguespack <nei1.waguespackgmail. corn> 
Date: Thu, Apr 7, 2022, 7:31 PM 
Subject: Tammany Utilities - Request for Investigation 
To: <mdeanstpgov.org>, Mike Lorino Jr. <rnlorinojrstpgov.org>, Rykert Toledano 
<rto1edanostpgov.org>, James J Davis <JJDavisstpgov.org>, Chris Canulette 
<canulette@stpgov.org>, Mike M. Smith <mmsmithstpgov.org>, <tjsmithstpgov.org>, Jer y 
Binder (External Email) <j erry.districtl 2gmai1.com> 

Members of the Utility Work Group, 

I request that the Council nominate and commission an independent third-party investigator to 
investigate the events surrounding the sewer break under Gause Blvd that was discovered on\ 
around March 26, 2021. I understand these events were the subject of several Council and 
Utility Work Group meetings. I request an investigation because even today the residents that 
were suffering on the system continue to suffer. If we do not learn from our past mistakes and 
correct them, we are doomed to repeat them. St Tammany was extremely fortunate that thron 
these events more people were not seriously or fatally injured. 	

I 

The management of the events are equally troubling when the possibility of drinking water 
contamination is considered. Equally troubling to me is the complete and total failure by the 
management of Tammany Utilities, and LDH to protect the residents' wellbeing and safety. 

How many times prior have the residents seen a BWA stating "Out of an abundance of 
Caution"? Looking back to the events of Holy Week, not once did Tammany Utilities East act 
out of an abundance of caution to protect the residents. 

I am not requesting this investigation to re-litigate the events but to ensure (1) that managemen 
failures are identified and remedied (2) that above all resident safety is paramount and (3) final 
with the hope that through an investigation and identification of deficiencies that this type of 
event can be avoided in the future. 

The facts surrounding the contamination warrant the investigation are as follows: 

1. The sewer line break was found and STP advised the residents that pump trucks would e 
used to move the sewer to the plant until a new line could be installed and commissione' 
This did not happen, and TU continued to utilize that line. 	 I 

2. There is a water main within several ft of the sewer force main and they run parallel to 
each other under Gause. 

3. For an extended period surrounding the break and continued use of the line there was lo 
or no residual on the water main as it passed under Gause, all residual was lost within 
several hundred ft of the break. 

4. Both wells running per normal operations and the Willow wood line was unable to keep a 
residual. 

5. Tammany Utilities blamed loss of residual on a valve, there is no valve on the water ma n 
that the low residual was tested on, this is an outright fabrication. 

6. Tammany Utilities realizing they had an issue and shut down the Steele Rd well, in doi g 
so and to "move water" and "flush" the system made Willow wood the primary well th s 
pushing contamination throughout the entire system. 

7. Residents were injured and sickened because of TU's failure to act and properly manag 
the events. 

it 
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8. Residual was not able to be held until Steele Rd was shut down and further the system 
was not able to run as it had been run prior until the replacement line was installed and 
commissioned. (this alone links the lack of residual to TU's continued use of the broke 
line) 

9. NO Bacteriological samples were taken by either TU or LDH to verify that the lines we e 
not contaminated due to the break until AFTER a minimal residual was maintained. 

10. TU refused to utilize the best equipment available to them, namely the SL1000. TU 
continued to utilize the DR900 and powder pillows to test for total chlorine which is 
subject to testing and user error. 

11. THE MOST TROUBLING FACT IS THAT TU AND MR. BROWN NOT ONLY 
FAILED TO CALL A BWA "OUT OF AN ABUNDANCE OF CAUTION" BUT 
INTENTIONALLY AVOIDED CALLING A BWA TO PROTECT THE 
RESIDENTS. FAILURE TO CALL THE BWA WITHOUT A RESIDUAL 
JEOPARDIZE THE SAFETY OF EVERY RESIDENT SERVICED BY THE 
SYSTEM! 

Considering the significant findings by Owens and White, the facts surrounding the event, and 
the failures by the operators and Mr. Brown to protect the safety and wellbeing of the residents. I 
respectfully request a full and unbiased investigation of these events and that those found 
responsible for the failures in management and operations be held accountable. 

Respectfully, 

Neil Waguespack 

( 

L 



From: Stephanie Graffeo <msamonty33yahoo.com> 
To: m dean stpqov.orq <m dean @stpqov.orQ>; mlorinojrstpqov.orq <mlorinojrstpqov.orq>; 
rtoledanostpqov.orq <rtoledano(stpqov.org>; iidavisstpqov.org  <jjdavisstpqov.org>; 
canulettestpqov.orq <canu!ette(stpqov.org>; tismith(strgov.orq <tjsmith(stpgov.org>; 
ierry.district12qmail.com  <jerry.district126gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 7,2022,01:11:19 PM CDT 
Subject: Investigation of Tammany Utilites 

Hello all, 

My name is Stephanie Graffeo. My husband, Joe Graffeo, and myself lived in Cross Gates for more tha 
10 years. We recently moved out of Cross Gates in September 2021 with one of the reasons being the 
water!!!! Throughout the 10 years we lived in Cross Gates, we were under MANY boil water advisories. 
Tammany Utilities was also NEGLIGENT in calling for boil water advisories when it was warranted, 
SPECIFICALLY 3/26/21-4/2/21. Several months prior to moving we FINALLY decided to subscribe to 
Kentwood water because we no longer TRUSTED Tammany Utilities OR local government. I attended 
council meetings which were merely a joke... .nothing accomplished! For God's sake, TIM BROWN was 
NO SHOW (apparently advised NOT to attend)!! Yet, they preach 'transparency." 

I am requesting an investigation into Tammany Utilities based on the Owen and White report and 
David Hammer investigation, I CANNOT understand how not a single person, government official or 
company is being held accountabletll!I'll This is a HEALTH HAZARD!! I think I'm speaking for most 
residents on the TU water system when I say there is ZERO TRUST when it come to Tammany Utilities 
and local government. 

And for the record, my dog suffered from HORRIBLE skin rashes. She was on Apoquel daily ($60/monti 
At times, it would get so bad she would also need steroids and antibiotics. HOWEVER 	SINCE 
MOVING OUT OF CROSS GATES (OUT OF SLIDELL) SHE HAS NOT HAD A SINGLE RASH AND S 
IS NOT ON ANY MEDICINE! NONE! ZERO!!! I'd LOVE to provide photo evidence if needed!! 

Honestly, I could go on and on .... green pools, alarms going off all the time with no one at TU notified as 
its up to a residents to call it in, skin irritations, UTIs, Tim Brown (I don't think further explanation is 
necessary), etc, etc, etc. 

We moved to Madisonville hoping to escape the water issues in Cross Gates, BUT unfortunately we 
didn't. NOW we are dealing with Magnolia Water. However, the difference with Magnolia and TU is they 
ADMIT there is a problem and appear to be trying to fix the issues. Time will tell. 

In closing, I request investigation into Tammany Utilities based on the Owen and White report and 
David Hammer investigation. It's time to do the right thing. The residents of Cross Gates are 
resilient and are not going to give up until we have CLEAN and SAFE drinking water! 

Sincerely, 
Stephanie Graffeo 

C 

( 
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From: Mona Prince <monaprince@rocketmajl.com> 
Date: April 7, 2022 at 12:27:23 PM CDT 
To: mdean@stpgov.org, mlorinojr@stpgov.org, Rtoledanostpgov.org, jidavisstpgov.org, 
canulette@stpgov.org, mmsmithstpgov.org, tjsmithstpgov.org, i errydistrict 1 2gmail.coin 
Subject: Tammany Utilities Owen & White Report C 

( 

Dear Council Member, 

I am contacting you because of the above report. I have known for years that Tammany Utilitie 
was not operating as it should, yet complaints to Tim Brown were completely ignored 

I have suffered, and still suffer from eye infections, rashes and severe skin irritation. Therefore, I 
want to know why myself (and hundreds of others) were ignored? The Owen & White report 
revealed so many issues that have been known by TU but they failed to act. 

I am formally requesting an investigation into the actions of TU. I am counting on you to find 
out why our health has been at risk for years! 

Sincerely, 
Mona M. Prince 
206 Leeds St 
Slidell La 70461 
985-502-7890 

Sent from my iPhone 

L 
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From: dgbinderaol.com  
Date: April 9, 2022 at 5:07:41 PM CDT 
To: mdeanstpgov.org, mlorinojrstpgov.org, Rtoledanostpgov.org, jidavisstpgov.org, 
canulettestpgov.org, mmsmithstpgov.org, tjsmithstpgov.org, err .districtl2' i sail.co  
Bob Owen <robowen432 1 gmail.com> 
Cc: Dgb <dgbinder@aol.com> 
Subject: Fwd: Water issue 

Councilman Lorino, 

This email is of a graphic nature, however lye been specifically asked to send it to the Tamman 
Utilities work group on this Mother's behalf. This is the Cross Gates water system. 

Sincerely, 

David Binder 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Kat Martin <kat.martin.2830gmail.com> 
Date: April 9, 2022 at 4:58:11 PM CDT 
To: dgbinderaol.com   
Subject: Water issue 

( 

L 

Dear councilman Lorino, 

Hello. My family moved to the willowwood subdivision in the summer of 2019 on 
military orders from New Jersey. Immediately after moving in we discovered that our 
water was a yellow/brown color. We have never drank the water for this reason. Soon 
after settling in, 3 of my children began having skin issues. We've gone to several 
doctors and dermatologist for the matter. Having one doctor actually say "it's from the 
water here". For 3 years now we've been battling these skin issues. One of my children's 
skin rash is so bad that sometimes it will get infected and she winds up in the emergenc 
room to have them cut open and drained. It's gotten to the point that when I notice hei 
rash flaring up, I don't even allow her to shower! The doctor has said that we need to p 
bleach in the bath water. My scalp goes through itchy stages. My sons head is constantl 
flaking. This is honestly absurd. No one should have water as such. We've lived in 4 
states and have never had health or skin issues until living here. I've never seen water s 
disgusting. If the parish doesn't want to fix this issue then maybe they should provide al 
residents with bottled water! Imagine how much bottled water we go through as a famil 
of six because we can't even use the faucet water. The anxiety I felt when I knew I was 
bringing a newborn baby into this and having no other choice than to bathe her delicate 
skin in this yellow/brown water would have me in tears. Not to mention the sediment th, t 
is left on all of our dishes after the dishwasher is done running or the bath is draining ou 



As a resident of the willow-wood subdivision, I am concerned. This water issue is scary 
for all that live here. At this time I am requesting that an investigation be open on the 
matter! Several residents and families are suffering! 

Thank you for your time 
Kat Martin 

I will attach some pictures of the issues we've been suffering as well as a picture of the 
water at its worst. Mind you, we've had days of that & it's NEVER been clear. 

( 
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From: Kaylan Bankston <kaylanb08@gmail.com> 
Date: April 9, 2022 at 6:48:45 PM CDT 
To: mdeanstpgov,org, mlorinojrstpgov.org, Rtoledano©stpgov.org, iidavisstpgov. org, 
canulettestpgov.org, mmsmithstpgov.org, tjsmith(stpgov.org, e . district 12' : ail. co  
Cc: Kaylan B <kaylanb08@gmai1.com>, dgbinder@aol.com   
Subject: Concerned citizen of Tammany Utilities 

To whom it may concern, 

I would like to share my story with you in regards to the Tammany Utilities water system. My 
mother has been a resident of Cross Gates since 2007. My three children and I moved into her 
home in late 2014. One of my daughters within a year of moving from a well water home to 
being on this water system started to develop rashes in which my doctors assumed it was 
eczema. We discovered what foods could possibly be causing her eczema to flare. Those foods 
we stay away from, but some how she continues to get these horrible rashes. My daughter suff s 
too often from being woken up in the middle of the night for years now due to how much her 
skin itches. She suffers psychologically because due to all of the itching, her skin looks terrible 
She scratches so much to where she is cutting her skin. Because of this she has developed 
impetigo which is a form of staph, all over her body too many times to even count since she wa: 
a baby until now at almost 8 years old. After speaking with others who are on this water syste 
it seems as though my daughter is not the only one suffering in this way because of the water d 
chemicals being used. This is unacceptable!! Someone needs to do better. This fight with this 
water system has gone on entirely too long and in the year 2022, there is no excuses for people 
not to have clean water that is not causing so many health issues. I myself within the last sever 
months cannot stop itching when I get out of the shower. The itch is almost indescribable 
because it is that intense. Attached here are pictures I have saved of my daughter over the years 
with the fight she has endured with her skin due to this unfortunate circumstance. The last 
picture is just one time she had impetigo which was caused by the severe itching to where she 
broke the skin. I am requesting that you open an investigation based on the poor water quality 
and health effects it has caused people in our area. Please do better! Our kids, our community 
and our mental needs this to be fixed. 

Sincerely, 

A very concerned citizen 
Kaylan 
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From: Tabitha Hymel <tahymelgmaiI.com> 
Date: Wed, Apr 6, 2022 at 8:43 PM 
Subject: Cross Gates subdivision water investigation 
To: <mlorinojrstpgov.org> 
Cc: <mdeanstpgov.org>, <rto1edanostpgov.org>, <jidavisstpgov.org>, 
<canu1ettestpgov.org>, <mmsmithstpgov.org>, <tjsmithstpgov.org>, 
<jerry,districtl 2@gmail. corn> 

My name is Tabitha Hymel, and I purchased my home in Old Cross Gates in August of 2020. I 
is my understanding that an investigation into the water problems in my neighborhood is up for 
discussion, and I'd like to offer my own experiences in hopes you will consider moving forwars 

I have had recurring issues myself since April 2021. Roughly two weeks after Easter 2021, I. 
began having severe gastro and bladder issues. I had recurring labs, I was scoped and biopsies 
were run, but doctors could not figure out what was going on. My symptoms would only 
alleviate when/if I was on an antibiotic, but would always come right back once I'd been off of 
them for over a week. 
We've been renovating this home and one thing I was excited to put in was a massive soaking 
tub in the master bathroom, and frankly, now I'm scared to use it. We installed it in January 2041 
and at first it was wonderful, but now it's not worth the risk to soak in. There are days when the 
water in my home smells like a swimming pool (If you've ever been to the indoor pool at the 
CrossGates Athletic Club on Gause, it smells like that). Just this week on April 4th, I was reall 
wanting to take a bubble bath and soak after a really stressful day. I work in an elementary 
school, you can imagine. I thought I'd give it a shot, but the smell was way too strong. 
On February 28th, ltd  decided to take a chance on the water and soak, and it took 3 weeks for e 
sensitive skin around my female area to quit burning and peeling off. (I'm sorry to be so blunt, 
but that's what we're dealing with here.) I have never in my life had issues with bubble baths, o 
soaking, until this past year. Now I have a wonderful, deep, soaking tub in the bathroom I 
renovated that we just don't use. 
My husband constantly battles splotchy skin rashes (just so you know it's not just me having 
issues). 

I reached out to Mike Smith about what I'd been experiencing after Feb 28th, and he sent my 
concerns out to someone at Tammany Utilities. 

The next day, I received a phone call from a 985-893-1717. This phone call lasted just over 10 
minutes. I was told by the man on speakerphone that he was calling to check on my complaint 
about the water. This man flat out fibbed to me and said there had been NO formal complaints 
about the Cross Gates water system filed with Tammany Utilities. I explained to this man all o 
the health issues in my home and he promised someone would come by and get a sample from 
the little site in my front yard. I have a camera system that alerts me to cars and people in my 
culdesac, and was paying attention to see if anyone came, which no one did. I gave up watchin 
out for it when it hit the 2 week mark. 	 I  

I grew up in Cross Gates, I spent my weekends and summers riding my bike from my grandma' 
house to the TimeSaver. I was excited to buy a house in a neighborhood I had so many fond 
memories of. And now I can't believe I'm dealing with a home where my water gives me these 
issues. Not in an established neighborhood like this. The way we're being lied to about our wat i r 
is mind-blowing. I really hope you will considering moving foward investigating this matter. 
I appreciate your time. 



From: Allison Polo <oIo.fronistasqmail.com> 
Subject: Tammany Utilities 
Date: April 6, 2022 at 2:33:54 PM CDT 
To: mdean(stpgov.org, Mike Lorino <mlorinojr(stpqov.orq>, rtoledano(stpqov.orq, 
jjdavisstpqov.orq, canulettestpqov.orq, "Mike M. Smith" <mmsmithcstpqov.orq>, 
tjsmithstpqov.orq, jerry.districtl 2qmail .com  

My name is Allison Fronistas. I am a resident of New Cross Gates. The week of 
Holy Week 2021, I noticed discoloration of my bath water in my garden tub day aft r 
day. I photographed this discoloration and sent pictures to other residents asking if 
they noticed the tan tinged water. This was especially noticable to me because in 
2018, I had installed a carbon filter on my home to try and help cleanse the water 
coming into my home that was causing my son's skin to crack, peel and bleed throg 
all of the TU mishaps that occurred in 2018. Because of this filter, my water was 
typically very clear and so this sudden discoloration was something I paid attention ti 
and noted. 

Also of note, my father also lives in New Cross Gates. He is a resident at 100 
Whimby Dr. (This is the last home in New Cross Gates before Military Rd. on the 
corner of Cross Gates Blvd and Whimby) and he reported to me that his water 
pressure was low for 3 days. He said it was most definitely during the middle of the 
week of March 29-April 2. He recalls noticing this decrease while washing his dishe 
and filling his coffee pot in the morning over those 3 days. He also referenced that 
filling of a bathtub and his washing machine took noticeable longer over these 3 day 
and he even called me to see if i was having pressure issues. John Williams personal 
called me in the days following this incident and I verbally relayed to him that a lops 
of water pressure was noted at my fathers address. I gave him the dates and told him 
that my father said the pressure drops would fluctuate. .they were not constant and it-
was 

t
was very noticeable. I did not call TU with this information because I felt 
confident telling the state and thought they would take it from there. 

TU has a long history of mishaps and I began speaking to LDH about these mishaps 
dating back to 2018. Of note, chioramine systems were discussed at length, as well s 
TU's issues with maintaining residuals, as well as TU's inadequate testing procedur 
as well as TU's failures to self report, and this list can go on and on. Our community 
here in Cross Gates has come to TU and LDU repeatedly asking for help and 
sounding the alarm that we were being put at risk and that the state needed to step 
in. Chioramines is a discussion for another day but it should be noted we repeatedly 
asked WHY was TU being allowed to continue running chioramines when they had 
proven at nauseam that they can not do so safely and effectively! It was also recentl' 
tried in Oak Harbor and Eden Isles and Clipper Estates and it failed miserably. 

Today, I am hear to call on the Parish Council to review the David Hammer 
Investigation and take action for the malfeasance that has occurred on our water 
system. I had the opportunity to read the Owens and White report. My heart literall 
sank reading this report. I can not even begin to believe how this has been allowed t 
go on our water system. Between the Owen and White report and the David Hamm 

y 
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Investigation these issues show a systemic and blatant disregard for public health. 
These reports shows what happens when not one corner is cut but EVERY corner is 
cut and ZERO followup or accountability happens. Since Easter 2021, 
the Cooper Administration has tried to edit, soften, lie, and redact these reports in 
their favor proving that they are more concerned with the public perception then 
actually getting down to the bottom of this and holding someone accountable. I am 
dumbfounded and incredible saddened by these events. I feel helpless. We are beinji  
put in harms way. As a mother with Immunodeficient children and having the same 
deficiency myself, my family has had to invest in thousands of dollars worth 
of filtration equipment to try and keep our family safe. We should have NEVER had 
had to do that. I think it is outrageous that we were given no choice but to take matte s 
into our own hands and try to protect ourselves. After Easter, I was forced to install 
even more equipment at my farnilys expense. 

am asking the Parish Council to open an investigation as to the events of March 

28th through April 2nd that sickened our neighborhood. 

Thank you. 

Allison Fronistas 

24 yr. Resident of Cross Gates 
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From: Lenell Melancon 
Sent: Wednesday, April 6, 2022 1:33 PM 
To: mlorinojr@stpgov.org  
Cc: mdean@stpgov.org; rtoledanostpgov.org; ii davis®stpgov.org; canu1ettestpgov.org; 
Mike Smith <mmsmithstpgov.org>; tjsmith@stpgov.org; jerry.districtl2@gmail.com   
Subject: Please open an investigation of water issues from March 28 through April 2, 2021 

From: Lenell Melancon 
Sent: Wednesday, April 6, 2022 1:54 PM 
To: Raychel.berkheimer1a.gov   
Subject: Waterborne Disease from Tammany Utilities 

Dear Ms. Berkheimer, 

I am a resident of New Cross Gates and have suffered severely from the water/sewer 
contamination event of March 28--April 2, 2021. My eye infection was so severe I eventually 
ended up at SMH ER to have the infection surgically removed. I'll be happy to provide hospit. I 
records. Family members were ill with diarrhea; each on the second night they were here! M 
cystitis has returned to the point of having to see a doctor and the skin rashes are increasing. Ti e 
shower water actually stings sometimes. I have been extremely healthy until moving to my ne 
home four years ago yesterday, April 5, 2018. 

I've been trying to regain my health and have seen many doctors for the eye infections, thrush, 
cystitis and skin issues. Please call me at your earliest convenience to discuss this problem. 

Sincerely, 

Alice Lenell Levy Melancon 
667 Whitney Drive 
Slidell, LA 70461 
225-939-2758 

L 
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From: soroots@aol.com  
Date: April 5, 2022 at 5:09:39 PM CDT 
To: mlorinojr@stpgov.org, mdeal@stpgov.org, Rtoledano@stpgov.org,  jj  davis(stpgov.org, 
canulette@stpgov.org, mmsmith@stpgov.org, tjsmith@stpgov.org, err . district 12' St 
Subject: Tammany Utilities 
Reply-To: soroots(ao1.com  

Although Mike Cooper denies it, there are health issues occurring from th 
mismanagement, incompetence, et cetera, of the powers that be in St. 
Tammany and their appointees, i.e. Tim Brown. I am witnessing firsthand 
my family suffering from the water provided to and paid for by the resident 
in the affected areas. Not only are we being "served up" water with feces 
in it along with other contaminants, but also the treatment they are using, 
chloramine, doing nothing to solve that problem but.adding other problem 
to the system. You need to read what chioramine can do to the body, the 
health issues it can cause. It appears that nobody with the power to do 
something about it seems to pay attention, maybe because they aren't 
affected by it or maybe because they just don't want to be bothered. 

I would ask that the Parish Council begin an investigation immediately mt 
Tammany Utilities and what has gone on for years without being correct el  
and being ignored, and continues to this day, including the events that too c 
place which brought the problems to light March/April 2021. However, onl 
recently are the health problems beginning to be connected to the water 
issues. You have the power to do something, DO IT! 

Mary A. Gas kin 
soroots(aol.com   

ov.or 



From: Paulette Sanders <thesuprvyzerlatt.net> 
Date: April 5, 2022 at 11:59:32 AM CDT 
To: mlorinojrstpgov.org  
Cc: tjsmith@stpgov.org,  rndean@stpgov.org,  Rtoledano@stpgov.org, jjdavis@stpgov.org, 
canu1ettestpgov.org, Mike Smith <mrnsrnith(stpgov.org>, j erry. district 1 2(gmail. corn  
Subject: Tammany Utilities Water 

Good morning Mr. Lorino, 

As you and others are aware, we have and are still having major water quality issues i 
our area. This is nothing new. I became aware of the issues after the terrible accident 
last Easter. The lack of testing, the health effects that many have had, and the lack of 
communication from the head of this department, back then, Tim Brown have causeçl 
lot of mistrust. I am sure you understand why. This has been hashed out many times 
over the year in meetings, newspaper articles and news reports. 

Then we finally got an "independent report" from Owen and White with a plethora of 
major issues along with other "minor" issues. If anyone is dependent on clean water, 
they would not drink the water here nor think anything about it is "minor". I know my 
family has not drank water from the faucet for over a year now. I have boiled water, 
literally 3-4 times per week in a large pot on my stove, along with putting out plenty of 
extra money for bottled water, all while still paying a water bill for water we won't even 
give to the pets or plants. I believe this report was finished around August of last year 
and we STILL do not have fixes, answers or relief, just excuses and finger pointing. 

We need and deserve clean, safe drinking water. Yesterday, not 2 years from now. W 
would also like to know what, if any, fixes have been made to date. Please don't tell m 
"we are looking at fixes". That is not sufficient. 

In closing, I am asking the Parish Council to open a deep investigation into the events 
last year (March 28th through April 2nd, 2021) that sickened our neighborhood. 

Sincerely, 
Paulette Sanders 
New Cross Gates 
Thatcher Drive. 
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From: Adam Johnsen 
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 11:16 AM 
To: 'mlorinojr@stpgov.org' <m1orinojr(stpgov.org> 
Cc: 'mdean@stpgov.org' <mdeanstpgov.org>; 'rtoledano@stpbov.org' 
<rto1edanostpbov. org>; 'jj david@stpgov.org' <ij david(stigov.org>; 'canuiettestpgov.or' 
<canulettestpgov.org>; 'mmsmith@stpgov.org' <mmsmithstpgov.org>; 
J erry. district 12gmail.com' <i erry.districtl 2gmai1.com>; 'tjsmith@stpgov.org' 
<tjsmith@stpgovorg> 
Subject: PARISH COUNCIL INVESTIGATION 

Councilman Lorino, 

My name is Adam Johnsen and my family lives in New Cross Gates. I lived in a Cu! de sac ane 
several of my neighbors became ill during Easter 2021. The Owen and White report and then t e 
David Hammer Investigation have brought to light why my neighbors became ill. 

By Good Friday, April 2, 2021, a small group of us residents in the neighborhood recognized t e 
dire situation we were in. Due to this, I phoned Parish President Mike Cooper at approximatel 
lOam the morning of April 2nd and asked for help. We spoke for a little more than 10 minutes. 

Following the call with PP Cooper I wrote the following to a small group of my fellow 
neighbors: 

Quote: 
"I have just completed a call with Parish President Mike Cooper. I have made him fully awarb 
that during the ongoing sewer spill under Gause Blvd (sewer spill verified by Councilman Mik 
Smith Sunday night 3/28) involving 4 lift stations, our water system was found to have no 
sanitation, verified Thursday, 4/1, by the Louisiana Depai 	tnient of Health as per the resulting 
violation dated and issued to TU East on 4/1. TU has known about this issue for the entire wee 
and even so TU has still not informed the public by issuing a Boil Water Advisory (BWA) or a 
Do Not Drink Order - even after the 4/1 violation was issued by LDH. This is a SERIOUS 
problem, and it's a problem that we should ALL refuse to take quietly! I explained to Presiden 
Cooper, in detail, the issues surrounding the lack of transparency, accountability and urgency 
that TU East continues to show." 

In light of what has now been revealed, I am asking the Parish Council to open an investigation 
as to the events of March 28th through April 2nd that sickened our neighborhood. The below 
text message verifies that residents did seek help from PP Mike Cooper that week in asking for 
Boil Water Advisory to be called. 

Sincerely, 

Adam Johnsen 

L 
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Gina Hayes, Mike Cooper (2) 
2 recipens 

Tim Thencs for keeping us postedvia erni regardIng the matter with 
11) at Cross Gates over the past several days. 3 would like to catch up 
regarding this early next week. 

President Coopat Tim and I have spoken about this issue a couple of 
times today, He is on vacation next week out of state I Cao mot wtth 
you on Tuesday or if you want me to come in Monday I will. 

M 

Thanks Gina, No need to come in Monday. We can meet upon T3rns 
return. 1 received cells from residents In the area. too. 

:2 Pr1 

( 
.*pe+ $ 1,02 

Thanks. Tim. No need to come in on Monday am.. enjoy your vacetIoni 

HE 3:i. 

Adam Johnson 
Red Bull General Manager 

.' amioh nQe$t 	ILcorn 
504' 240 • 5328 office 
985'285O946-cell  

71 H CRESCENTCROWNDiSTAUTlNGLLO, 
5900 Alnionaster Ave New Odeans, LA 70126 
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From: "Stephen N. Leech" <snleech@bellsouth.net> 
Date: April 4, 2022 at 18:23:58 CDT 
To: "Mike Lorino Jr." <mlorinojrstpgov.org> 
Cc: mdean@stpgovorg, rto1edanostpgov. org, jjdavis@stpgov.org, canulettestpgov.org, 
mmsmithstpgov.org, tjsmith@stpgov.org, jerry.district12@gmail.com   
Subject: Utility Work Group Meeting April 11, 2022 

Chairman Lorino, 

I received a call from Councilman M. Smith this morning and he advised that it appears no one 
from the Administration or Utility Department will be present at the April 11 Workgroup 
meeting. 

Please find file attached. It was my intention (in the 3 minutes allotted) to focus on the events 
and facts that took place from March 28 - April 2, 2021 since the Administration and Tamman 
Utilities/Utility Department still have not forthrightly addressed them. 

Because there will be none there to do so I have attached what I intended to say. Having done 
this I am looking forward to the workgroup addressing at the April 11 meeting "Holy Week" 
give attention to all of the other problems that we are continued to be afflicted by. 

Things cannot continue the way they have (It has been almost 5 years that I have been actively 
involved with problems that have existed for many years before). 

An investigation is needed. 

Sincerely, 

Steve Leech 

My name is Stephen Leech. I live at 915 Cross Gates Blvd. In the front yard of my home there is 
a Tammany Utilities TCR site (TCR 915) for sampling purposes on the Cross Gates water 
system. This sample tap is directly from the 10" water main that runs down Cross Gates Blvd. 
This sampling tap also is the closest TCR sample site to both the Willow Wood wellhead and 
also the closest TCR sample site to the April 2021 sewer force main rupture location. 

On the afternoon of March 28, a resident made me aware of reported skin rashes in the 
neighborhood and also loss of chlorine residual on the Cross Gates water system. I went down o 
Councilman Mike Smith's home and reported this information to the Councilman. He said baé 
to me face to face that he had just been informed that there was a sewer rupture at the Resource 
Bank on the corner of Cross Gates Blvd and Gause Blvd and that the lift stations were supposes 
to be shut down. Both myself and Councilman Smith drove to the location and the lift stations 
were not shut down, they were actively running and the sewer was being pumped to ground 1ev 1 
and flowing like a river in the grass and street and right up against the elbow of the 10 inch 
drinking water main, the evening and night of Sunday March 28. I observed this for period of 
approximately more 4 hours. 

We (Councilman Smith while standing next to me) had multiple phone conversations with Tim 
Brown and operator "Nikki" was dispatched and ran chlorine residual water samples at 923 
Cross Gates and 915 TCR close by to the sewer spill. His samples came back "low" and he 
reported these low numbers back to Director Tim Brown but "could not" give them to me or 



Councilman Smith. Nikki then opened the hydrant at the corner of Epsom and Cross Gates 
Blvd., ran multiple more residual tests and left the hydrant open and running all night. Tim 
Brown called back in my presence and informed Councilman Mike Smith the readings were 
"down a point" but that he would not be calling a Boil Water Advisory. He also stated the lift 
stations were not running; but they were in fact running. I took video showing the sewerage ii 
stations were running and sewerage was flowing, which you saw in the David Hammer 
Investigation. 

The morning of April 1, 2021 a power outage occurred and loss of water pressure. In the 
afternoon of April 1, 20211 personally stood next to LDH employee Ms. Jackson as she samplid 
the water from the TCR at my address. She found a Total Chlorine of 0.0. At the time of her tes 
the water temperature at my sample tap was 92 degrees. The sample tap was later turned on by 
TU and ran all night. The following day April 2, 2021, Class 4 operator Aaron Davis came on t 
my property and he took a sample from my TCR tap. His Total Chlorine reading was 0.05. Aft;r 
a couple hours Mr. Davis sampled at my TCR site again and got a Total Chlorine reading of 
0.02. Mr. Davis also confirmed to me that he had registered a reading from the Willow Wood 
wellhead site of 2.66 (at Resource Bank) and had tested another location just to the East of 
Willow Wood well site and he reported to me a Total Chlorine result there of 0.23 (Shell 
Station). Mr. Davis and I had a long discussion about the sewer force main break close to the 
well head that carries 70,000 gals per day of sewage (That's only from the Willow Wood lift 
station. There are two other lift stations that would also be pumping back to the breach). I also 
explained to Mr. Davis that the sewage leak was substantial and that I had videoed it prior, but 
that the leak was no longer visible because Mr. Tim Brown had seemingly ordered the corner 
back filled and dump truck loads were placed on top of sewer leak location on March 30th  

thereby making it invisible for public viewing. Even though Mr. Aaron Davis is the designated 
operator for our water system he stated that he handles developments and line location 
planning/approval for the parish and that he was not familiar with the sewer pipe rupture, 
therefore Mr. Davis and I spent a considerable amount of time discussing the details of what w • s 
unfolding. Mr. Davis left and began flushing hydrants down East Gause Blvd., which were left 
open all night and the following morning, which I also videoed. 

Despite all of this, Director Tim Brown refused to call a Boil Water Advisory. This lack of 
timeliness puts the public health and safety at risk in real time because boil water advisories on 
have meaning if they are called irthnediately when needed and required. Without doubt, a BOil 
Water Advisory was required in this event and it would have triggered mandatory BACT 
testing. With the "low" residuals verified beginning March 28 and both lost pressure and 0.0 
Total Chorine result at my TCR site for 2 consecutive days on April 1 and 2 by LDH and TUs 
Aaron Davis, this should not be a difficult decision to call a BWA. Furthermore, with loss of 
pressure at the wells and an ongoing ruptured (8" or 10"?) sewer force main along with loss of 
residuals, TU should have also been voluntarily testing my TCR for bacteriological 
contamination on March 27th  when the sewer leak area was dug and then known to be 
substantial, and both April 1st and April 2", 2021. But yet no BACT tests were performed in a 
timely manner. Because my TCR is on the 10" main, this value of 0.0 not only affects my one 
house but it also affects 400 or more additional homes, St. Luke Catholic Church (during Holy 
Week and Easter), Doctor and Dentist offices, Restaurants, Supermarkets and other businesses 
who also pull their water from this same exact 10" water main and branches from it, in my 
specific subdivision of New Cross Gates. 

In conclusion, I ask the Parish Council to open an investigation as to the events of March 28th 
through April 2nd that sickened our neighborhood. Thank you. 

Y 



5/19/22, 2:08 PM 	 Fw: more TU 

) 	Rep I' all I V 

) Reply all I V 	@ Delete 	Junk I V 

Fw: more TU 

Mike M. Smith 
Fri 4/16/2021, 12:28 PM 

Karlin L. Riles; Ashley Gonzales; Michel Aguilar; Mike M. Smith; Mike Lorino Jr.; +7 more s 

tammany uts 

Forwarding complaints as I get them. 

From: Allison Polo <polo.fronistas@gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, April 16, 20217:48 AM 

To: Mike M. Smith 

Cc: Arty; Gene Bellisario; dgbinder; emaiLadam.johnsen@gmail.com; President; Jerry Binder (External Email ; Mike 

Lorino Jr.; James J Davis; Jake; phillipleitz@gmail.com  

Subject: Update 

Mr. Mike 

I was contacted yesterday (April 25, 2021)by a nurse/staff member from Pelican Urgent 

Guase Blvd who saw my Facebook post sharing the news article. She reached out to tell 

the urgent care saw a huge uptick in cases of gastroenteritis and men with UTI infectio 

during the time in question, which she stated is very very rare. She felt it was important 

me know this information and I wanted to send it to you. I did not ask for details obviou 

hippa, but did send her the Waterborne Disease Coordinators contact information and 

email address to give her boss. She did not think her boss would reach out. I wanted to 

on in case the parish needed to look into this further. 

I) 

are on 

e that 

s,,  

to let 

lybcof 

ur 

as this 

Also, it was brought to my attention that a man named Bill Travis was an independent 

consultant who was brought in when TU initially changed our system from a Free Chlori e to a 

Monochloramine system. According to what I was told, Mr. Travis helped dial in the well. and 

get us regulated. Mr. Travis was at the meeting last week and it aware of the instability 

currently happening. Would the parish be willing to have Mr. Travis come inspect what's going 

on with the current instability and see if he can't get us stable again? I heard that we wq. e 

loosing lppm in our residual from Shell to 915 Crossgates as of yesterday, April 15. This h. 

a substantial drop and it sounds like TU STILL can not find the problem. Here is Bill Travi' 

contact info if the parish is interested in his insight. 

Bill Travis 

btravis@tmbwater.com   

httos://webmail.st000v.orofowa/proiection.aSpx 
	 1/2 
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) Reply all I V 	a Delete Junk 

Thank you 
Allison Fronistas 

( 
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5/19/22, 2:07 PM Fwd: Health Concerns with Drinking Water 

) Reply all V 	Delete 	Junk IV 

Fwd: Health Concerns with Drinking Water 

Jerry Binder <jerry.districtl 2@gmaiLcom> 
Fri 4/16/2021, 12:31 PM 

President Mike Cooper; Gina T. Hayes; Mike M. Smith; James J Davis; +7 more 

tammany uts 

President Cooper/Gina: 

X 

? Repi all Iv 

I want to advise you that I wholeheartedly agree with Mike Lorino & his email of earlier this after oon. A 

qualified outside person/entity needs to be brought in to conduct a full review and provide a det. iled 

report. 

Thanks, 

Jerry 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Mike Lorino Jr. <mlorinojr@stpgov.org > 

Date: April 16, 2021 at 12:05:24 PM CDT 

To: 'Mike M. Smith" <mmsmith@stpgov.org > 

Cc: Ashley Gonzales <agonzales@stpgov.org>, "Gina T. Hayes <gthayes@stpov.org >, 

Michel Aguilar <maguilar@stpgov.org >, "Karlin L. Riles" <klriles@stpgov.org >, President 

Mike Cooper <mcooper@stpgov.org>, Tim Brown <tbrown@stpgov.org >, "Jerry Binder 

(External Email)' <jerry.district12@gmail.com >, James J Davis <JJDavis@stpgov.org >, Chris 

Canulette <canulette@stpgov.org > 

Subject: Re: Health Concerns with Drinking Water 

President Cooper/ Gina, this issue need to be removed from TU know and bring someone i 

to review/ provide a full report. 

This needs to put to bed once and for all. 

Please let me know if this will happen and when? 

Mike 

On Apr 16, 2021, at 10:10 AM, Mike M. Smith <mmsmith@stpgov.org > wrote: 



5119/22, 2:07 PM 	 Fwd: Health Concerns with Drinking Water 

) Reply all I V 	04 Delete 	Junk I V 

All: I am forwarding each concern as I get them. Also hearing there might have 

been a recent dip in chlorination levels in the problem areas previously cited. 

Getting complaints of sickness and rashes in other sub-divisions which residents 

are attributing to TU water. Can we get some definitive information on this? I 

would suggest quickly hiring a testing service independent of TU and LDH to do 

testing for a wider variety of problems which would include bacteria, any metals 

and E-Coli for an indeterminate period of time at a variety of spots in the 

subdivisions serviced by TU. ? Regards: Mike Smith. 

From: Andrew Ogea <andrewogea@gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, April 16, 20218:13 AM 

To: Mike M. Smith 

Subject: Health Concerns with Drinking Water 

Dear Councilman, 

I am a resident of the Crossgates subdivision in Slidell. I write to you after reading 

the following news article regarding ongoing issues Tammany Utilities East: 

https://www.nola.com/news/northshore/article  cc98fbf6-9c64-11eb-a3a1-

fba7281b4730.html  

In the article, I see that residents have been reporting health issues they believe 
are related to the drinking water that Tammany Utilities provides and maintains. 

Specifically, one man noted passing out due to a urinary tract infection. This raised 

alarm for me because my family has been dealing with urinary/gastrointestinal 

issues and rashes for the past few weeks. 

On March 15, I had to take my wife to the emergency room because she could not 

get out of bed. She had extreme muscle soreness and fatigue. We thought it was 

COVID, but she tested negative twice. Bloodwork revealed she had a UTI which 

was the cause. The problem eventually went away. But starting April 13, the same 

exact symptoms returned and she has been struggling to go to work because of it. 

I had to bring my daughter to a Gastroenterologist two weeks ago because of 

stomach issues she has been having. I also scheduled an appointment two weeks 

ago to bring my son to the doctor because he complains of a burning sensation 
when he urinates. My wife and all three children have also been dealing with skin 

rashes during the past month as well. 

We have been perplexed because we cannot figure out why all of this is happening 

at the same time. So, when I read the article, it made me think that the issues 

could be related. 

I'm not sure what is or can be done, but this is a serious problem, especially if 

multiple people are complaining about similar illnesses. Please let me know if 

nrri/r.,,,,/nrnkr'.tInn 2'nY 

x 
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5/19/22, 2:01 PM 	 Fw: we need action John 

) Reply all I V 	Ifli Delete 	Junk I V 

C 	Fw: we need action John 

Mike M. Smith 
Mon 5/3/2021,11-.20 AM 

Utility Plan Distribution 

( 

Sent Items 

From: dgbinder@aol.com  <dgbinder@aol.com> 
Sent: Friday, April 30, 20218:22 AM 

To: Gene Bellisario; Mike M. Smith 

Subject: Fwd: we need action John 

*****EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe.***** 

fyi 

Sent from my iphone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: dgbinder@aol.com  
Date: April 30 2021 at 9:12:19 AM CDT 

To: John Williams <john.williams@la.gov>, Jacob Haffner <jacob.haffner@la.gov> 

Cc: gthayes@stpgov.org, rayche!.berkheimer@la.gov, Dgb <dgbinder@aol.com> 

Subject: we need action John 

John, 

This is what i basically wake up 
to every morning to now for weeks. Again, please strongly consider moving us through 

breakpoint over to free chlorine for 2 weeks. 

sent to me 58 minutes ago: 

Shane Jeanfreau: 

"Just moved into autumn lakes end of March early April and I've noticed the water issues. Bo h 

of my kids skin rashes and itching. My son also been vomiting for a day or two. This is 

completely Unacceptable" 

x 

) Reply all Iv 

1/5 
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5/19/22, 1:36 PM Re; Case 1 

) Reply all V 	 Delete Junk V 

Re: Case 1 

X 

Mike Lorino Jr. 	 ) Reply all I v 

Fri 5/28/2021, 4:42 PM 

dgbinder@aol.com; Jerry Binder (External Email); James J Davis; Chris Canulette; M 

Deleted Items 

Thanks 

On May 28, 2021, at 12:22 PM, dgbinder@aol.com  wrote: 

*****EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe.***** 

Chairman Lorino, 

The patient was also told by the Dr. yesterday verbally "he should not drink the water.' May 

27, 2021. 

I failed to include that statement in my prior email. It was sent to me in writing, so I meant to 

include that in my email to you as well. 

Thanks, 

David 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 28, 2021, at 11:59 AM, dgbinder@aol.com  wrote: 

Chairman Lorino, 

The following case is Male in Southwest portion of New Cross Gates. Name redacted. 
Episode Easter week. Failed doxycycline treatment, persistent and recurring. Attached is 
recent testing performed on the individual for the continuing issue. I hope this helps per 
your request. Will send you additional medical cases next week, should I be granted 
permission by additional residents, as similar to this resident granting me permission this 
morning, per your request. 

I continue to strongly urge Councilman Smith to protect the residents of his district by 
having system wide remediation performed asap. 

httr//,,,hrr,,,iI qtnnov nrrfr,w,/nrniAr.tir,n ,Rsryc 1/2 



5/19/22, 1:32 PM 	 case 2 

) Reply all I V 	jjj Delete 	Junk I V  

case 2 

dgbinder@aol.com 	 ;) RepI 

Fri 5/28/2021, 2:27 PM 

Jerry Binder (External Email); Chris Canulette; James J Davis; Mike Lorino Jr.; Mike Fv 

tammany uts 

*****EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe.***** 

Chairman Lorino, 

Per your request: 

Female, 50 and older, who lives in New Cross Gates, southeast area. Eye became infected on 3/26 and sought 
immediate treatment. Received treatment on 3/26 and follow up again on 4/9/21. Eye continues to recur wit  illness 

to date. 

She noted, 

x 

all IV 

David you have my permission to use my medical records proving I sought medical treatment for the eye in 

is my belief my eye got infected from washing my face and showering with contaminated water. 

A partial of her medical record below for purposes of redaction. 

David 

1/3 https://webmail.stpgov.Org/OWa/prOjeCtiOn.aSPX  

ection. It 



o Importance I Side Effects of Dilation 
Cl Advised Vision Not Legal to Drive 
o Instillation / Compliance w/Meds & F/U 
O Reviewed Previous Med Records / Lab Tests 
0 

O DW/EW Schedule for SCLs with Optifree / Renu 
El Good Comlort/Fit/Vsn c CL; Replace 2W/I M/IYr 1 

o SISx of RD/ACG - Call if Pain, Redness or l' Vsn 
o P0 Care / Complications Reviewed 
0 

5/19/22, 1:32 PM 

) Reply all I V 

\A 

Delete JunkV 

101 

case 2 

	 Flare / Cells 1 Shallow / ML 
	 Neo I Atrophy / Irreg Pupil / NL 
	CS/ 	PSCI 	NS/NL 
	  Decentered I Centered / ML 
	 Folds / Haze / Open i ML 
	  PVD/Synercsis /NL 

Pink / NMI/ NL 
	 Edema / Drusen I Mottling/ ML 

	

 	Attenuation / Tortuosity / ML 
	 PTE Changes / Drusen / NL 
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NL/ Syneresis / PVD 	  
NL / Pink / NRJ(1 	  
NI. / Mottling I Drusen / Edema 	  
NL / Tortuosity / Attenuation 	  
NL / Drusen / RPE Changes 	  

	Decrease TBUT / ML TF 
	Meib Caps / Debris / NL LL 
	Inj / Papillae / Ping I ML CONJ 
Stain/ Ptcryg / Areus I NLCORNEA 

AC 
IRIS 

LENS 
IOL 
PC 
VJT 

DISC 
MAC 
BV 

PRA 

78-90D I BIO /EO (Sf1 3-M / DO 

()HolesiTcarsIRct Detach 360OD/OS 

	TAG 	 

	am/pm 

CID 78-90D1BIOIEOISII3-MIDO 

ASSESSMENT/IMPRESSIONS 

tro( oV 

PLAN/TREATMENT 

RTC: Bond Eye Am7 	llammond / Other: 	  WHEN? 	 

WHY? CLP/CLF/DFE/ GEE IJGDX/OCT/GON/PAC}I/VF 	/POIMR/ 	  

0 Dictation 0 Order CL Trial I] Order CL Supply 	F/U Appt: 	AM/PM on 

PT EDUCATION / MISC 

iii Paddock / C. Wr,sJiS'  W'  r toemaa Join2T.!1cGhee / Reimoid I SIGNATURE: 
	flATE: 

PH SIC! 
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El Importance / Side Effects of Dilation 
El Advised Vision Not Legal to Drive 
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n 

0 DW/EW Schedule for SCLs with Optifree / Renu 
0 9ood Comfort/FitJVsn cCL; Replace 2W/1M/IYr 
'Ey/Sx of RD/ACC - Call if Pain, Redness or .1' Vsn 
O P0 Care I Complications Reviewed 
El 
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C COD 0 
TF 	NL / TBUT Decrease 	  
LL 	NL / Debris / Meib Caps 	  

CONJ NL I Ping! Papillae IJ.nj 	  
ORNEA NL / Areas / Ptcryg / Stain 	  
AC 	NL/ Shallow/Cells/Flare 	  

NL I Ineg Pupil / Atrophy I Neo 	 
NL/NS 	/PSC 	/CS 	 
NL / Centered / Decentered 	  
NL / Open / Haze lFolds 	  
NL / Syneresis / PVD 	  
NL/ Pink! NRRI 	  
NL / Mottling! Drusen / Edema 	 
NL /Tortuosity / Attenuation 	  
NL / Drusen I RPE Changes 	  

	 Neo / Atrophy I Irreg Pupil I 	iRIS 
	CS! 	PSCI 	NS/J LENS 
	  Decentered / Centered I 	JOL 
	 Folds/Haze/Open/NL PC 
	 PVD / Syiieresis / NL VU 
	 Pink / NMI NL DISC 
	 Edema I Drusen / Mottling! NL MAC 

	

 	Attenuation / Tortuosity / NL BV 
	 RPE Changes I Drusen / NL PRA 

DIOS (.)Holesfrears/Rct Detach 3 

1coj(e 

/-\ 
'Pm 

	 CID 	 

ASSESSMENT/IMPRESSIONS 

1AjI LA 
w V VlT -v 

PLAN/TREATMENT 

I 	I 	 A t 	A 

T011 "M t 	 - 
I 	iIUhJIflWl 	'IL., •1Nam 

RTC: 

WHY? 

lJ Dictation 

Bond Eye- Amite/(/ 	ammond IOther: - 	 WHEN?  

CLP/CLF/DFE/CEEfAS/GDX/OCT/CONJPACFI/VF 	/PO/MR/ 
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PT EDUCA 

Yr
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Sent from my iPhone 
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dgbinder@aol.com  
Fri 5/28/2021, 2:27 PM 

Jerry Binder (External Email); Chris Canulette; James J Davis; Mike Lorino Jr.; Mike 

C 
case 2 

 

) Replj all v 

tammany uts 

*****EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe.***** 

Chairman Lorino, 

Per your request: 

Female, 50 and older, who lives in New Cross Gates, southeast area. Eye became infected on 3/26 and sobgl it 

immediate treatment. Received treatment on 3/26 and follow up again on 4/9/21. Eye continues to recur wit i illness 

to date. 

She noted, 

David you have my permission to use my medical records proving I sought medical treatment for the eye inection. It 

is my belief my eye got infected from washing my face and showering with contaminated water. 

A partial of her medical record below for purposes of redaction. 

David 

httns//whm2iIstnaovorc1/owa/DrOieCtiOfl.aSLJX 	 1 	1/3 



o Importance I Side Effects of Dilation 
O Advised Vision Not Legal to Drive 
O instillation / Compliance w/Meds & F/U 
O Reviewed Previous Med Records / Lab Tests 
0 

O DW/EW Schedule for SCLs with Optifree / Rena 
D Good Cotnfort/Fit/Vsn c CL; Replace 2W/I M/IYr 

o S/Sx of RDIACG - Call if Pain, Redness or !. Vsn 

o P0 Care / Complications Reviewed 

0 

C 
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Sent from my iPhone 
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Mike M. Smith 
Thu 5/6/2021, 9:02 AM 

TUWorkGroup 
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All: I am forwarding these as I receive them. Regards: Mike Smith. 

From: Carollo, Mary T. <Mary.Carollo@stpsb.org> 

Sent: Thursday, May 6, 20218:37 AM 

To: Mike M. Smith; President 

Subject: Tammany utilities 

EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is sa fe.**** 

Good morning Mr. Smith and Mr. Cooper, 

I am sure you are hearing often about the Tammany Utilities issues we are facing in Slidell. 
issues continue to occur with no end in sight. The residents need to know when the whole 
is going to be fixed, why do we continue to have issues with the clorination of our water, an 
is not proper equipment to monitor our water? Why are there not the proper people in plac 
this corrected. People are getting sick, my daughter for one is not having abdominal issues 
the water. PLEASE help us get this corrected, this should not be an issue to have clean w. 
our area. 

Te4eJCcraUo-M. ED 
7th/Ov  QreMath/ 
Stu&vt' wav Except'  u a'tte4' Te42W31W 

13&yetfr 1&jhi 
St. Tct.vnvna-'ny 'cti' P ubUc' S cho6i Systevn' 
www4tpr'/ Fctce2'ok'/ Twitter I Itccn' 

The 
ystem 
i there 
to get 
from 
er in 

STPPS adheres to the equal opportunity provisions of federal and civil rights laws and does not discriminate on the basis o I race, 
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Mike M. Smith 
Thu 6/3/2021,11:36 AM 

TUWorkGroup 

( 

tammany uts 

From: dgbinder@aol.com  <dgbinder@aol.com> 

Sent: Thursday, June 3, 20216:43 AM 

To: Mike M. Smith; Jerry Binder (External Email); Chris Canulette; James J Davis; Mike Lorino Jr.; 

robowen4321@gmail.com  

Subject: case 3 

*****EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe.***** 

Chairman Lorino, 

Out of respect for Councliman Davis' previous email on hippa concerns, I am simply relaying here direct quote of this c. se as 

follows: 

) RepI all Iv 

Mid section of New Cross Gates, female 

"My family has resided in Cross Gates for over fifteen years and has experienced variQus water issues. Over Easter wee 

4, my daughter came home from college and drank the water we pay for provided to us by the utility company. She be 

ill. So ill she had to be seen by medical professionals, given IV fluids and medication. She has also missed worked duet 

illness. My family has suffered with rashes as well. My family was never made aware of the contaminated water. Weh. 

documentation, doctors records and photos of these offenses. The disturbing lack of response to the amount of familie 

becoming ill is beyond concerning," 

end, April 

ame very 

this 

e 

Sent from my iPhone 

119 



5/19/22, 1:16 PM 	 case 5 

) Reply all I " 	@ Delete 	Junk I V 

case 5 

dgbinder@aol.com 	 ) Rep! all 

Thu 6/3/2021,12-.43 PM 

Jerry Binder (External Email); James J Davis; Chris Canulette; Mike Lorino Jr.; Mike Fv 

tammany uts 

*****EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe.**** 

Chairman Lorino, 

The below female resident of New Cross Gates explicitly asked and granted me permission to send you the bz low letter 

as to her illness, which remains ongoing. 

Sincerely, 

David 

1/3 https://webmail.stpgov.org/owa/projection.aspx  
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T whom may concern; 

The above patient wa..sn in iife ain 416/21 after caH± curnpaining o(acit 

n 4/521. She contiued to have dysuria and, 1UT1 symptoms and was 

cid again on 44l3ZL If you havny questions an4 have received a 

of rneJi cal informaUon fto the paiu. yo may send t1jj in and eII tht oñ 	k 
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Mike M. Smith 
Tue 3/8, 12:41 PM 

TUWorkGroup; Christopher P. Tissue s 

5/19/22,1:08 FM 	 Fw: Water issues 

tammany uts 

Chris: Please have constituent contacted on these water issues. Regards: Councilman Mike Smith. 

From: Tabitha Hymel <tahymel@gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, March 4, 2022 5:10 PM 

To: Mike M. Smith 

Subject: Water issues 

***EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe. 
	* 

Good afternoon, 
Just wanted to report that I've been having severe skin issues this week after taking a bath on Monday night 

(Feb 28?). 
My skin is on fire. It's incredibly uncomfortable. 

I have had this happen before numerous times in the past 11 months, so I've for the most part stucK to 

quick showers and avoided baths entirely. We had just renovated our bathroom and installed a massive 

soaking tub over a year ago in January 2021 and rarely get to use it because of the water issues. 

We live at 104 Milford Dr in Old Cross Gates. 

Also, maybe worth noting that in April of last year I began having severe GI issues. I had labs done tD look 

for possible infections or other causes. I've had scopes and biopsies done. None of the specialists can figure 

out why I have the problems I do now. 

We bought our home late August of 2020, I've never had issues like this before. Our previous home had a 

well, and I'm really missing it now! 

Thanks for your time! 

https://webmail.stpgov.org/owa/projection.aspx  
1/2 
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Fw: Crossgates Water and Chlorine Burn 

Mike M. Smith 

Wed 4/13,10:20 AM 

Christopher P. Tissue; Gina T. Hayes; President Mike Cooper 

Sent Items 

Forwarding more complaints. 

From: Brian Guttuso <limitout4015@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2022 11:38 AM 

To: Jerry Binder (External Email); Marty Dean; Mike Lorino Jr.; James J Davis; Rykert Toledano; Chris Canulett ; Mike 

M. Smith; Thomas J. Smith 

Subject: Crossgates Water and Chlorine Burn 

EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe. 

STP Councilmen, 

As I see the newly placed signs at the entrance of our Crossgates neighborhood, it makes me uneasy that 

our Parish President, Mr. Cooper, and Director of Tammany Utilities, Mr. Brown are clueless about tie 

associated Public Health Risks associated with the current intrusion of raw sewerage into our water supply, 

despite the records and evidence presented in previous meetings and on the local news channels. I: has 

been since Easter of 2021 that the residents of Cross Gates, Turtle Creek and other bordering 

neighborhoods had expressed concerns and basically held Tammany Utilities and Tim Brown accountable to 

have something done. Although that was a struggle in itself, Tammany Utilities continually denied t iat they 

were at fault, and Director Brown took no recourse on his own to rectify the situation. Mr. Cooper 

continues to back his Director and their actions which causes me great concern and quite frankly, "Distrust' 

of our Parish President. I am calling for the council to vote on an investigation of Mr. Brown, his staff, as well 

as Mr. Cooper in regards to this situation. This is unacceptable! 

My family and I have been experiencing unexplained rashes and itching as well as multiple clothes and 

towels being ruined by intermittent staining after being washed in our new washing machine. 

In closing, I would like to say that it has been almost a year and we are apparently doing somethipgthat 

should have been done immediately after receiving the complaint and not 'pointing the finger" in tie other 

direction. I expect, as our elected district officials and our voice to the people who want to "Play Po itics" to 

their advantage, for you to bring this Public Heath Issue to a close and resolve it going forward. 

Brian Guttuso 

https://webmail.stpgov.org/owa/projection.aspx 	 1/2 



From: Ashley Schenck <a_aromyschenck@yahoo.com> 

Date: April 6, 2022 at 10:00:18 PM CDT 
To: Mike Lorino <mlorinojr stpgov.org>, mdeanstpgov.org, "Mike M. Smith" 

<mmsmithstpgov.org>, Jerry Binder <jerry.districtl 2(gmail.com>, rtoledano 
<rtoledano stpgoVOrg>, jjdavis <jjdavis stpgov.org>, canu1etestpgov.org, tj smith 

<tj smithstpgov.org> 
Subject: TU Easter Investigation 

Good evening Councilman Lorino, 

My name is Ashley Schenck. I'm a resident of Slidell, LA and reside on Waverly Drive in 
Crossgates subdivision. As you are aware, between the dates of May 26, 2021 through April 4, 
2021, the Crossgates water system experienced a sewage leak that coincided with loss of 
chlorine residual on the drinking water main at the same location. A boil water advisory and 
bacteriological samples were avoided by Tim Brown during this timeframe. However, reports .f 
multiple residents falling ill within this time frame has and is continuing to be reported. My 
family as well as my neighbor were all sickened within this time frame and are continuing 
treatment a year later as a result of the events that took place at Easter 2021. My children and 
neighbor have rashes and sores on their body and myself suffering with bladder problems whic' 
started on March 31, 2021. I would like to note that myself nor my children have any prior 
history of bladder or skin issues until this event occurred. I also experienced extreme nausea an, 
gastrointestinal problems during Holy Week and Easter 2021. I continue to receive bladder 
treatments from a urologist and my son suffers with an unknown rash and sores that have 
become a chronic illness. My cat has had urinary issues as well. My family and pet now have. ti 
drink bottled water. However, we still bath/shower in the water with the worry it will continue o 

sicken us. 
Our water system has been mismanaged for years by Tammany Utilities East. To be more 
specific, by Tim Brown. I believe, at the time of Easter 2021, he held the title of director of wa'-r 
operations. Neither Tim Brown nor Mike Cooper called a Boil Water Advisory (BWA) at East ;r 
knowing a possibility of sewage may have leaked into the water system. After a year of waitin, 
nothing has been done to fix and prevent the problems and illnesses that continue to occur on o 

water system. 
The Owen and White survey was performed last year and reported many deficiencies. 38 
recommeiidations were made, 17 were deemed immediate to include a chlorine flush tf the 
system. The citizens are still waiting for this flush to occur as well as the critical deficiencies to 
be addressed and fixed. I recently spoke with John Williams with LDH. He stated that LDH w. 
more than willing to approve the chlorine flush as well as a conversion back to a free chlorine 
system when Tammany Utilities request it He said the hold up was with TU. He also stated thai 
the entire flush/conversion process was "very simple". When asked why Tim Brown didn't call 
the BWA at Easter and follow the criteria for a BWA laid out by LDH, he admitted "it's an 
honor system." Who holds Tim Brown accountable? An honor system?? I'm a nurse and all in 
actions are regulated by an accreditation board as well as state and federal entities. This is to 
assure patient safety standards are being upheld to the highest standards. There is no honor 
system, only black and white regulations that must be followed or the hospital and all employe s 
are held accountable. Why is this not the same for utilities? 	 I  
How many more people (entire families, children, pets) have to be sickened by this water that e 
drink and bath in before TU East is held accountable for their negligence and inaction? How 
many nights do I have to watch my son cry and ask me what's wrong with him? How much 
longer do we have to live sick feeling helpless and hopeless that our illnesses and concerns fall 
on deaf ears? Why does the Cooper administration get the right to play with our lives with 
concern only for his own political agenda and total disregard for our health and safety? Why is 



C 

the $24 million dollars allotted to fix Crossgates water system sitting stagnant when we needed 
help yesterday, today, and tomorrow. 
All politics aside, I'm asking you and the parish council to do what you know is right as hum 
beings. As politicians, I'm asking you to open an investigation into the events that occurred wi 
Crossgates water and sewage systems within the timeframe from of March 26 to April 4. 
Thank you for taking the time to read my continued concerns. I hope you will fight for the 
citizens of Crossgates and the surrounding neighborhoods that are on the TU East water system 
Fight for us to have trust that our water system is safe to consume again. 

Sincerely, 

Ashley Aromy Schenck 

Attached is a present picture of my son's rash he is suffering with. 

L 

   

   



U 
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From: dgbinder@aOLCOm 
Date: April 12, 2022 at 4:20:07 PM CDT 
To: rndean©stpgOV.Org, rnlorinojrQstpgov.Org, toledano©StpgOV.Org, jjdavisStPgOV.01g 

canuletteStpg0V.0rg, mrnsmjthStpg0V.0rg, tjsmith©stPgOV.Org  jerry.districtl2@gmaU.c0m Bob Ow 

Campaign <owefl©IegiS.la.gov> 

Cc: Dgb <dgbinder@aol.com> 
Subject: Fwd: Contaminated water 

fyi 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Amanda Hurlston <amanda.hurlStOn@hotma0m> 

Date: April 12, 2022 at 4:17:00 PM CDT 
To: dgbinder@aol.com  
Cc: Amanda Hurlston <amanda.hUrlSton@h0tmcom>  
Subject: Contaminated water 

To whom it may concern, 
My name is Amanda Hurlston and I reside in Willow Wood neighborhood. On April 1,2021 My daughter 
Adrianna And I got really sick for almost I week. I had to call in sick to both of my job due to having 
nausea, vomiting, diarrhea and bad stomach pain. During this time is when there was work being done 
the pipeline at the entrance of the neighborhood. We where not notified of the contamination of the wat 
My family and I would like to see this being investigated and have us updated of the process. We truste 
the system but felt that we where let down by the system. If you have any questions please feel free to 

contact me, my number is 985-445-7223. 

Thanks 

Amanda Hurlston 

n 



From: Andrew Ogea <andrewogeagmaiI.com> 

Date: April 11, 2022 at 6:17:22 PM CDT 
To: mlorinojr@stpgov.org  
Cc: mdean©stpgov.org, Rtoledanostpgov.org, jjdavis@stpgov.org, canulette@stpgov.org, 

mmsmith@stpgov.org, tjsmith@stpgov.org, jerry.districtl@gmail.com  
Subject: Request for Tammany Utilities Investigation 

Dear Councilman Lorino, 

I am writing to request an official investigation be opened against Tammany Utilities in response to the 
Owen and White and David Hammer investigative reports for our water system regarding the events th 
occurred in March & April 2021. Below, I have included emails I sent to Mike Smith and Louisiana 
Department of Health representatives concerning health issues that my family incurred during that tirre 
period. I am concerned the health issues were related to our water system and potential negligence by 
Tammany Utilities officials. 

Sincerely, 

Andrew Ogea 

From: Andrew Ogea [mailto:andrewogea@gmEiit.ComI  

Sent: Monday, April 19, 20213:15 PM 
To: Gina Lagarde <Gina.Lagarde@LA.GOV>; Raychel Berkheimer<Raychel,Berkheimer@la.ROV> There.a 

Sokol <Theresa.Sokol@LA.GOV> 
Subject: Fwd: Health Concerns with Drinking Water 

EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe. 

Dear Public Health Representatives, 

I am writing you regarding a serious concern that I have with the water supply for the 
Crossgates subdivision in Slidell, LA. I have been a resident of Crossgates for over 5 years now (1406 
Lake Village Blvd), and we have constantly had problems with Tammany Utilities with boil water 
advisories and dips in water pressure. However, my family has recently experienced significant health 
issues, and after reading a couple of news articles, I am concerned that our health issues are related to 
similar problems that are being reported by other neighborhood residents. Below, you will see an email 
that I sent to our Parish Councilman regarding my concern. I have recently switched to bottled water am 
Kentwood Water service in hopes that the gastrointestinal issues and skin rash issues that we are 
experiences will go away. I have also sent a sample of my water to an independent lab for testing. Plea e 
let me know what else I can do to ensure that my family has safe drinking and bathing water. 

Sincerely, 

Andrew Ogea 

	Forwarded message 	 
From: Andrew Ogea<andrewoqeac1maiI.COm> 

Date: Fri, Apr 16, 2021 at 9:13 AM 
Subject: Health Concerns with Drinking Water 
To: <mmsmith(stpqov.orq> 

Dear Councilman, 



am a resident of the Crossgates subdivision in Slidell. I write to you after reading the following new 
article regarding ongoing issues Tammany Utilities East: 

https://www.nola.cOm/neWS/northshOre/artiCle  cc98fbf6-9c64-1 1 eb-a3a 1 -fba728 1 b4730.html  

In the article, I see that residents have been reporting health issues they believe are related to the 
drinking water that Tammany Utilities provides and maintains. Specifically, one man noted passing out 
due to a urinary tract infection. This raised alarm for me because my family has been dealing with 
urinary/gastrointestinal issues and rashes for the past few weeks. 

On March 15, 1 had to take my wife to the emergency room because she could not get out of bed. She 
had extreme muscle soreness and fatigue. We thought it was COVID, but she tested negative twice. 
Bloodwork revealed she had a UTI which was the cause. The problem eventually went away. But starti 
April 13, the same exact symptoms returned and she has been struggling to go to work because of it. 

I had to bring my daughter to a Gastroenterologist two weeks ago because of stomach issues she has 
been having. I also scheduled an appointment two weeks ago to bring my son to the doctor because he 
complains of a burning sensation when he urinates. My wife and all three children have also been 
dealing with skin rashes during the past month as well. 

We have been perplexed because we cannot figure out why all of this is happening at the same time. 
when I read the article, it made me think that the issues could be related. 

I'm not sure what is or can be done, but this is a serious problem, especially if multiple people are 
complaining about similar illnesses. Please let me know if more can be done on my part. Thank you for 
your service to our community. 

Sincerely, 

C Andrew Ogea 



prom: Brian Guttuso <limitout4015gmail.com> 
Date: April 11, 2022 at 12:38:34 PM CDT 
To: jerry.districtl 2gmaiLcom, mdean©stpgov.org, mlorinojrstpgov.org, jjdavis©stpgov.org, 
rtoledanostpgov.org, can ulettestpgov.org, mmsm ith©stpgov.org, tjsmith@stpgov.org  
Subject: Crossgates Water and Chlorine Burn 

STP Councilmen, 

As I see the newly placed signs at the entrance of our Crossgates neighborhood, it makes me uneasy 
that our Parish President, Mr. Cooper, and Director of Tammany Utilities, Mr. Brown are clueless about 
the associated Public Health Risks associated with the current intrusion of raw sewerage into our water 
supply, despite the records and evidence presented in previous meetings and on the local news 
channels. It has been since Easter of 2021 that the residents of Cross Gates, Turtle Creek and other 
bordering neighborhoods had expressed concerns and basically held Tammany Utilities and Tim Brown 
accountable to have something done. Although that was a struggle in itself, Tammany Utilities continual 
denied that they were at fault, and Director Brown took no recourse on his own to rectify the situation. M 
Cooper continues to back his Director and their actions which causes me great concern and quite franki 
"Distrust" of our Parish President. I am calling for the council to vote on an investigation of Mr. Browns  hi 
staff, as well as Mr. Cooper in regards to this situation. This is unacceptable! 

My family and I have been experiencing unexplained rashes and itching as well as multiple clothes and 
towels being ruined by intermittent staining after being washed in our new washing machine. 

In closing, I would like to say that it has been almost a year and we are apparently doing something tha' 
should have been done immediately after receiving the complaint and not "pointing the finger" in the oth-r 
direction. I expect, as our elected district officials and our voice to the people who want to "Play 
Politics" to their advantage, for you to bring this Public Heath Issue to a close and resolve it going 
forward. 

Brian Guttuso 



From: Janice Sloan <s1oan.janicegmail.com> 

Date: April 11, 2022 at 11: 11:56 AM CDT 
To: mdeanstpgov.org, m1orinojrstpgov.org, Rto1edanostpgov.org,  U davisstpgov.org, 

canulettestpgov.org, mmsmithstpgov.org, tj smithstpgov.org, err .district 12' :' ail.co  

Subject: Utility Workgroup Meeting 

Councilman Lorino, 

Prior to this evening's Utility WorkGroup Meeting I'd like to share some thoughts. 

At the November Utility Workgroup meeting I heard unanimous support for fixing the issues i 
the Crossgates water system. Instead nothing happened for FIVE months! You didn't follow 
through on your own actions to move progress forward, the November Utility group meeting 
notes state "Chairman Lorino suggests that we meet again in about a month. During that time 
citizens have been left to wonder, should I drink and use my water? As a citizen I expect my 
elected leaders to fight for the community that they serve, actions (or inaction) speak louder th 

words. 

I'm happy that the chlorine burn on our water system will finally be conducted. However, a 
chlorine burn that was demanded by the Utility workgroup should not take 5 months to put iit 
action. A chlorine bum should be a tool that the Utility has readily available for emergency 
disinfection of the system and for routine maintenance burns of the system. The lack of quick• 
action demonstrated, continually, by Tammany Utilities East erodes my confidence that 
community health is taken seriously. 

Due to my lack of confidence in the St.Tammany Utilities East to run and improve the crossgat s 
water system, I invested in a whole house water filtration system and reverse osmosis. This w 
a large financial investment I felt I had to make to protect my family. 

Oversight, transparency, and accountability to the citizens is desperately needed to ensure real 
change and restore confidence in the Crossgates water system. I strongly support 3rd party 
oversight or hiring a water management company to run the Crossgates water system. 
Continuing to let St.Tammany Utilities East do what it wants is not a viable solution to our wat r 

issues. 

Thank you for your time, 

Janice Sloan 

215 Leeds Street 
Slidell, LA 70461 
sloanjanice@gmail.com  



( 

From: Joshua Fineout <i osh.fineoutgmail.com> 
Date: Sun, Apr 10, 2022 at 11:09 PM 
Subject: Cross Gates Water Issue 
To: <mdeanstpgov.org>, <m1orinojrstpgov.org>, <rtoledanostpgov.org>, 
<jjdavisstpgov.org>, <canu1ettestpgov. org>, Mike M. Smith <mmsmithstpgov.org>, 

<tjsmith@stpgov.org>, <jerry.districtl2@gmail.com> 

Councilman Larino, 

We are residents of CrossGates in Slidell, LA. Since last April, my family started purchasing d 
drinking bottles df water due to the cross contamination event that occurred in 2021. We still' 
randomly experience water issues at our residence. There are times throughout the year where 
we get a slight brownish tint to the water when filling up the bathtub for our children to take 
baths in. Randomly throughout late last year and this year, the water coming out of our fridge 
that we use for cooking purposes will have a strong chlorine smell then within a couple days th 
smell will go away, and we deal with low water pressure a lot throughout the year. 

We registered for the TU notifications for Boil Water Advisory notices and still don't receive 
them. This is concerning due to the fact that my wife doesn't drive due to an eye disease and I lit 
out of town for work. There are times where a boil water advisory is issued, and because she 
isn't receiving the notifications, she will go multiple days without treating the water at home du 
to not receiving the calls. 

Thank You, 

C Joshua Fineout 



From: Pamela Newton <pmnl 986gmail.com> 
Date: April 10, 2022 at 7:07:35 PM CDT 
To: mdeanstpgov.org  
Subject: Tammany Utilities 

April 10, 2022 

To Whom It May Concern; 

I am writing to ask theParish Council to open and official investigation into Tammany Utilities based on the 
Owen and White report and the David Hammer investigation. As a homeowner and tax payer who is service 
by Tammany Utilities, I feel that the health and safety of myself, my family, and my neighbors have been an 
are still at risk for serious health issues due to the water that is supplied to us. I personally have had rashes d 
G. I. issues. Also, the sludge that is in the water which has caused two of my ice-makers to stop working 
cannot be health to consume. This forces us and many others to purchase bottled water to drink and cook wi h 
in addition to the money we pay Tammany Utilities each month. 

I believe it is the duty of the Parish Council to get to the bottom of this and to move to do it now. We have  

been burdened with this problem long enough! 

Sincerely, 

Pamela Newton 
301 Dockside Drive 
Slidell, La. 70461 
985-710-3694 



From: dgbinderaol.com  
Date: April 10, 2022 at 3:47:56 PM CDT 
To: mdeanstpgov.org, m1orinojrstpgov.org, Rtoledanostpgov.org, jjdavisstpgov.org, 

canulettestpgov.org, mmsmithstpgov.org, tjsmithstpgov.org, err .districtl2' . ail-co 
Bob Owen <robowen4321@igmail.com> 
Cc: Dgb <dgbinderao1.com> 
Subject: Fwd: Rashes from Easter 2021 

Councilman Mike Smith, 

Below is a short letter from Mrs Leslie Muller. She is your direct next door neighbor on Cros 
Gates Blvd. See below: 

Sincerely, 

David Binder 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Leslie Muller <lesliem7@ic1oud.com> 
Date: April 10, 2022 at 2:14:50 PM CDT 
To: dgbinderaol.com  
Subject: Rashes from Easter 2021 

A few days after Easter 20211 broke out with a skin rash on my chest, hips and stomach. After 
couple of weeks of trying everything I could to heal the rashes it only got worse. It turned into 
staph and I had to see a dermatologist who put me on antibiotics and prescription ointments. It 
took weeks to finally be healed from it. After I saw the Owen and White report and the David 
Hammer Investigation I realized that I was not alone, that it was the water that caused this. I 
joining with the other residents in calling for an investigation into the Easter 2021 sewage leak 
that I think caused my issues. 

Thank you, 
Leslie Muller 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: Kim Blackledge <kim.blackledgegmai1.com> 
Date: Sat, Apr 9, 2022 at 8:41 PM 
Subject: Tammany Utilities 
To: <mlorinojr(stPgovorg> 
Cc: <mdean stpgov.org>, <rtoledano stpgov.org>, <jidavisstpgov.org>, 
<canulettestpgov.org>, <mmsmith stpgov.org>, <tj smith stpgov.org>, 

<jerry. district l 2gmail.com> 

Dear Mr. Lorino, 

I live on Dublin Ct. in the new Cross Gates Subdivision. It has been more than frustrating to 

live here over the years with the constant issues with our water. Our family was one of several 
on my street that was affected over the Easter Holiday with illness related to the water. It is 
absolutely ridiculous that we have to pay for water that we can't even drink, and then spend mo e 
on water to bring into the home. The water also impacts our appliances and I have had to repla 
my hot water heater. We as residents of this parish deserve better than to have less than quality 
drinking water. I hope that something is done to investigate why we have had to live like this ii 
years. 

Sincerely, 
Kim Blackledge 

r 



From: Melissa Norwood <melissanorwood1(VahOo.com> 
To: mdeanstpqov.orQ <rn dean  stpqov.org>; mIorinorstpqoV.orq <rnlorinor(&StpqOV.Orq>; 

rtoledanostpqov.Orq <rtoledanostpqov.org>; jjdavisstpqov.orq <jdavisstpqov.orq>; 
canulette(stpqOV.Or9 <canu!ettestpqoV.orq> mmsmitheastpqov.orq <rnrnsmithstpqov. orq>; 
tsmithstpqoV.Orq <tjsmithstpqoV.OrQ> jerry.district12qmail.COm  <jerry.district12(qmail.COm> 

Sent: Friday, April 8, 2022, 09:57:21 PM CDT 
Subject: Water System 

Hello Councilman, 

My name is Melissa Dragon. I am a resident in Turtle Creek. Due to the frequent boil water advisories, 
we felt very unsafe bathing, cooking and drinking the tap water. Within the past year, we invested in a 
whole house filtration system as well as reverse osmosis on the kitchen faucet to have clean water for 
cooking and drinking. Even with the filtration system, I am still cautious since the water coming into the',  

house is so compromised. 

I ask that you would persist with reforming Tammany Utilities and revamping the system in order to sup 4 ly 

citizens with the fundamental need of clean water. 

Thank your for your attention and efforts with improving our water system. 

Sincerely, 
Melissa Dragon 

C 
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From: Donald Meyer <dnrneyer@bell50utiL> 
DT 

Date: April 8, 2022 at 4:36:01 PM C 

To: 	an(Stpg0V.0rg, miorinol' St. :ov.or, RtoledanO ' St. oV.Or, 
s ithStpg0v.0rg, tisrni th@StP0V., e .districtl2' rnail.co 

canulette' s . :ov.or:,  
dgbinder@,a0l corn 
Subject: East St. Tammany Utilities (CrossGates Subdivision) 

To All, 
My name is Don Meyer, a resident of Old CrossGates Subdivision for over 30 years. 1 
am emailing you to express my concern with our water system and am calling the 
Council to open an official investigation based on the findings of the recent engineerin 

and why it seems the St. 
repo of the East St. Tammany Utilities ongoing issues  
Tammany Executive Branch is not being receptive to the findings of the report. In 
paicular, it seems the conduct of Director Tim Brown may need to be investigated als 

i personally have been sick over recent years, both intestinal and skin rashes, which 
personal physician confirmed was caused by the water in my home. Because my wife 

and I have no confidence fl 
the management of the Utilities with correcting the situatiO 

last year we actually spent over $6,000 and installed a home water filtration system so 
that we can have peace of mind with the water entering In our home. 

I am writing you because I am hearing that a lot of my residents are continuing to get 
sick in our subdivision. I am concerned not only with my fellow residents getting sick, 
but also how this poor quality water system could be dramatically impacting property 
values in our subdivision. Your attention to this matter would be greatly appreciated. 

Don Meyer 



From: Karen Seghers 
Sent: Thursday, April 7, 2022 1:11 PM--- 

To: 

M

To: mdeanStpg0V. orgt <deanstpgov.org
>; 1miorjnojrstpgov.org  

<miorino r' st • :ov or:>; trto1edanoStpg0 org <rtoledano stpgovorg>; 'jj davisstpgOV. or 

<jj davis (stpg0V. org>; canu1etteStpg0V0rg' <u1etteStpg0v.0rg>; Immsmjthstpg00 

<msmith( Stpg0v .org>; 'tj smithstpg0V.orgt <tjsmithstpgov.0rg>; 

cry. district l 2gmai1.00m' <'er .districtl 2' :mail.com> 

Subject: IMPORTANT - FOR USE AT 4/11/2022 MEETING 

Importance: High 

TO THE ST. TAMMANY PARISH COUNCIL 

Discolored Water 

I have been a resident of The Landings subdivision in Slidell since June 2015 an 
a resident of St. Tammany Parish since 1998. In the Spring of 2017, my family, 
decided to purchase a large above ground pool because we enjoyed swimming in 

our pool in our previous home in Abita Springs. 

After filling up the new pool with faucet water, I was in shock to see the water 

was dark green and Knew s
omething was wrong. I had already filled up a pool 

with faucet water at my home in Abita Springs (serviced by Utilities, Inc.) and th.t 
water was crystal clear. No chemicals were necessary before swimming in the 

Abita Springs pool. 

On the same day that I saw the green water, I contacted Tammany Utilities and 
complained, and they sent a gentleman to my home When he arrived, he filled a 
bucket with water from my pool and told me he was taking it for sampling. The 
next day, he contacted me and told me that the water was fine to swim and drink 
complained to him and told him I was too scared to put my body in that green 

water and why would I put that in my mouth? 

A few hours after adding Vinyl Shock purchased from Clearwater Pools, my po 
water turned clear, the way it should have looked when it came from the faucet. 

I have attached two photos of my pool immediately after being filled up, and one 
photo soon after circulating the Vinyl Shock. The photos speak for themselves. 

Physical Problems from the Water  

I have been drinking faucet water throughout the day and night for many 
years. Over the past few years, I have been having a burning sensation in my 

the faucet water. On a few occasions, I popped open a 
throat right after drinking  
bottle of spring water shortly after the burning sensation disappeared and no 1og r 

experienced the burning in my throat. 



In May of 2021, I was experiencing itching and burning on my torso and looked i 
the mirror to discover a red and gray area with small round vesicles. I presented 
via video visit with a doctor at Ochsner on 6/2/2021 who could not definitively 
diagnose the rash via video, but prescribed medications for a fungal and yeast 
dermatitis. Between the two medications, the rash disappeared. I mentioned tot e 
doctor that we were having water issues and she said she could not rule out that 
this was caused by the water. 

Summary 

I have never experienced problems with faucet water in my lifetime. The faucet 
water I received in my home in Lake Village, also in Slidell, was never discolore 
and never caused me any physical harm. This neighborhood is also serviced by 

Utilities, Inc. 

I do not enjoy the taste or smell of our faucet water, and certainly don't enjoy in 
throat burning after drinking the water. Why am I forced to purchase bottled wat 
because Tammany Utilities is unwilling to provide safe drinking water? Somethi 

must be done! 

Karen Chatelain Seghers 

725 Wood Duck Lane 

Slidell, LA 70461 

Phone: (504) 444-2325 

Fax: (985) 265-4479 

Kse ghers 70 7@outlook. corn 
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From: Sherry Roberts <stroberts54@yahoo.com> 
Date: April 8, 2022 at 2:59:25 PM EDT 
To: mdeanstpgov.org, mlorinojrstpgov.org, canu1ettestpgov.org, mmsmithstpgov.oig, 
tj smithstpgov.org, jerry.districtl 2gmaiLcom, rtolendanostpgov.org, iidavis@stpgov.org.  

Subject: Tammany Utilities 

Dear Councilman Lorino and Councilman Binder, 

I am reaching out to you because of the poor water quality that we have been dealing with for 
years. We are on the TU water system that supplies Turtle Creek subdivision. My husband and 
myself have contacted TU since 2017 about our water. It started out with discoloration in our 
toilets and bathtubs then progressed to having brown and clay colored debris left in our tubs. T 
Brown and his associate came to our home, and tested our water and told us it was fine. We we e 
also told we might need to replace our hot water heaters and flush them regularly. At our 
expense, we did so and nothing changed. We have been buying bottled water by the cases for t e 
past 5 years because of the fear of the water TU supplies us with. I'm not going to drink brown 
water, would you? 

My husband and I have continually suffered with itchy scalp and skin rashes on our face and 
body. There are many others that I am aware of that are still having similar issues. We really 
thought that something would have been done especially after the Owen & White report reveal; d 
many issues that needed immediate attention. 

I am begging that an investigation into the actions of TU be done immediately. As our parish 
council, we are counting on you to get to the bottom of this matter and get us water that we cn 
safely drink and use for our household needs. Our health has been and still is at risk and it's 
totally unacceptable that we have to pay for water we can't use and pay for bottle water to ciri 
and cook with. 

Thank you! 

Sincerely, 
Sherry Roberts 
214 Leeds St 
Slidell La 70461 
985-640-5487 

Sent from my iPad 

L- 
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From: Cathy Wood Newman <cathy@bluebayoubreeze.com> 
Date: Thu, Apr 7, 2022 at 8:47 PM 
Subject: Parish Council Panel Concern 
To: <mdeanstpgov.org>, <mlorinojrstpgov.org>, <rtoledanostpgov. org>, 
<ii davisstpgov.org>, <canulettestpgov.org>, <mmsmithstpgov.org>, 
<tjsmith@stpgov.org>, <j err'y. district l 2gmail.com> 

Councilman Lorino, 

I am writing to express my continued concern about the quality of the water in our home on 
South Buckingham Drive in Slidell. My husband and I are foster parents and have had 7 
children in our home since 2020. Out of the seven kiddos six of them all have had issues with 
rashes after bathing in this water. It is very upsetting that we are trying to provide a safe 
environment for these kids and a basic need like water is not suitable for them. 

Thank you, 
Cathy Wood Newman 

( 

L 



From: Neil Waguespack <neil,waguespackgmail. corn> 
Date: Thu, Apr 7, 2022, 7:31 PM 
Subject: Tammany Utilities - Request for Investigation 
To: <mdeanstpgov.org>, Mike Lorino Jr. <mlorinojrstpgov.org>, Rykert Toledano 
<rto1edano stpgov.org>, James J Davis <JJDavisstpgov.org>, Chris Canulette 
<canulettestpgov.org>, Mike M. Smith <mmsmithstpgov.org>, <tj smithstpgov.org>, Je 
Binder (External Email) <1 erry.districtl 2gmail. corn> 

Members of the Utility Work Group, 

I request that the Council nominate and commission an independent third-party investigator to 
investigate the events surrounding the sewer break under Gause Blvd that was discovered on o 
around March 26, 2021. I understand these events were the subject of several Council and 
Utility Work Group meetings. I request an investigation because even today the residents that 
were suffering on the system continue to suffer. If we do not learn from our past mistakes and 
correct them, we are doomed to repeat them. St Tammany was extremely fortunate that throug 
these events more people were not seriously or fatally injured. 

The management of the events are equally troubling when the possibility of drinking water 
contamination is considered. Equally troubling to me is the complete and total failure by the 
management of Tammany Utilities, and LDH to protect the residents' wellbeing and safety. 

How many times prior have the residents seen a BWA stating "Out of an abundance of 
Caution"? Looking back to the events of Holy Week, not once did Tammany Utilities East act 
out of an abundance of caution to protect the residents. 

I am not requesting this investigation to re-litigate the events but to ensure (1) that managemen 
failures are identified and remedied (2) that above all resident safety is paramount and (3) final 
with the hope that through an investigation and identification of deficiencies that this type of 
event can be avoided in the future. 

The facts surrounding the contamination warrant the investigation are as follows: 

1. The sewer line break was found and STP advised the residents that pump trucks would e 
used to move the sewer to the plant until a new line could be installed and commissione 
This did not happen, and TU continued to utilize that line. 

2. There is a water main within several ft of the sewer force main and they run parallel to 
each other under Gause. 

3. For an extended period surrounding the break and continued use of the line there was lo 
or no residual on the water main as it passed under Gause, all residual was lost within 
several hundred ft of the break. 	

•1 

4. Both wells running per normal operations and the Willow wood line was unable to kee, a 
residual. 

5. Tammany Utilities blamed loss of residual on a valve, there is no valve on the water ma n 
that the low residual was tested on, this is an outright fabrication. 

6. Tammany Utilities realizing they had an issue and shut down the Steele Rd well, in d5i g 
so and to "move water" and "flush" the system made Willow wood the primary well th s 
pushing contamination throughout the entire system. 

7. Residents were injured and sickened because of TU' s failure to act and properly managi 
the events. 

y 

Y, 



8. Residual was not able to be held until Steele Rd was shut down and further the system 
was not able to run as it had been run prior until the replacement line was installed and 
commissioned. (this alone links the lack of residual to TU' s continued use of the broke 
line) 

9. NO Bacteriological samples were taken by either TV or LDH to verify that the lines we e 
not contaminated due to the break until AFTER a minimal residual was maintained. 

10. TU refused to utilize the best equipment available to them, namely the SL1000. TU 
continued to utilize the DR900 and powder pillows to test for total chlorine which is 
subject to testing and user error. 

11. THE MOST TROUBLING FACT IS THAT TU AND MR. BROWN NOT ONLY 
FAILED TO CALL A BWA "OUT OF AN ABUNDANCE OF CAUTION" BUT 
INTENTIONALLY AVOIDED CALLING A BWA TO PROTECT THE 
RESIDENTS. FAILURE TO CALL THE BWA WITHOUT A RESIDUAL 
JEOPARDIZE THE SAFETY OF EVERY RESIDENT SERVICED BY THE 
SYSTEM! 

Considering the significant findings by Owens and White, the facts surrounding the event, and 
the failures by the operators and Mr. Brown to protect the safety and wellbeing of the residents. 
respectfully request a full and unbiased investigation of these events and that those found 
responsible for the failures in management and operations be held accountable. 

Respectfully, 

Neil Waguespack 

C 
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From: Stephanie Graffeo <msan1onty33(yahoo.com> 
To: m dean stpqov.orq <mdean(stpqov.orq>; mIorinoirstpclov.orQ <mlorinoirstpqov.org>; 
doledanostpqov.org  <rtoledanostpqov.org>; jjdavis(stpqov.orq <jjdavis(stpqov.orq>; 
canuIettestpqov.orq <canulettestpqov.orq>; tjsmithstpqov.org  <tismithstpqov.orq>; 
erry.districtl 2(qrnail.com  <jerrydistricti 2gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 7,2022,01:11:19 PM CDT 
Subject: Investigation of Tammany Utilites 

Hello all, 

My name is Stephanie Graffeo. My husband, Joe Graffeo, and myself lived in Cross Gates for more tha 
10 years. We recently moved out of Cross Gates in September 2021 with one of the reasons being the 
water!!!! Throughout the 10 years we lived in Cross Gates, we were under MANY boil water advisories. 
Tamthany Utilities was also NEGLIGENT in calling for boil water advisories when it was warranted, 
SPECIFICALLY 3/26/21-4/2/21. Several months prior to moving we FINALLY decided to subscribe to 
Kentwood water because we no longer TRUSTED Tammany Utilities OR local government. I attended 
council meetings which were merely a joke .... nothing accomplished! For God's sake, TIM BROWN was 
NO SHOW (apparently advised NOT to attend)!! Yet, they preach "transparency." 

I am requesting an investigation into Tammany Utilities based on the Owen and White report and 
David Hammer investigation. I CANNOT understand how not a single person, government official or 
company is being held accountabIel?IrTlI This is a HEALTH HAZARD!! I think I'm speaking for most 
residents on the TU water system when I say there is ZERO TRUST when it come to Tammany Utilities 
and local government. 

And for the record, my dog suffered from HORRIBLE skin rashes. She was on Apoquel daily ($60/mont )! 
At times, it would get so bad she would also need steroids and antibiotics. HOWEVER 	SINCE 
MOVING OUT OF CROSS GATES (OUT OF SLIDELL) SHE HAS NOT HAD A SINGLE RASH AND E 
IS NOT ON ANY MEDICINE! NONE! ZERO!!! I'd LOVE to provide photo evidence if needed!! 

Honestly, I could go on and on... green pools, alarms going off all the time with no one at TU notified as 
its up to a residents to call it in, skin irritations, UTls, Tim Brown (I don't think further explanation is 
necessary), etc, etc, etc. 	 I 

We moved to Madisonville hoping to escape the water issues in Cross Gates, BUT unfortunately we 
didn't. NOW we are dealing with Magnolia Water. However, the difference with Magnolia and TU is they 
ADMIT there is a problem and appear to be trying to fix the issues. Time will tell. 

In closing, I request investigation into Tammany Utilities based on the Owen and White report and 
David Hammer investigation. It's time to do the right thing. The residents of Cross Gates are 
resilient and are not going to give up until we have CLEAN and SAFE drinking water! 

Sincerely, 
Stephanie Graffeo 

L 



From: Mona Prince <monaprince@rocketmail.com> 
Date: April 7, 2022 at 12:27:23 PM CDT 
To: mdeanstpgov. org, m1orinojrstpgov.org, Rtoledano@stpgov.org, jjdavis(stpgov.org, 
canulettestpgov.org, mmsmithstpgov.org, tj smithstpgov.org, ierrydistrictl2@gmail.com  
Subject: Tammany Utilities Owen & White Report C 

Dear Council Member, 

I am contacting you because of the above report. I have known for years that Tammany Utilitie 
was not operating as it should, yet complaints to Tim Brown were completely ignored 

I have suffered, and still suffer from eye infections, rashes and severe skin irritation. Therefoe 
want to know why myself (and hundreds of others) were ignored? The Owen & White report 
revealed so many issues that have been known by TU but they failed to act. 

I am formally requesting an investigation into the actions of TU. I am counting on you to find 
out why our health has been at risk for years! 

Sincerely, 
Mona M. Prince 
206 Leeds St 
Slidell La 70461 
985-502-7890 

( 	Sent from my iPhone 
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From: Chuck Lamarche <4district9gmai1.com> 
Date: Wed, Apr 6, 2022 at 11:13 PM 
Subject: St Tammany Parish council letter 
To: <rnIorinojr stpgov.org> 
Cc: <rndean stpgov.org>, Jr. Rykert Toledano <rto1edanostpgov.org>, 

<jj davis(,stpgov .org>, <canulette(stp.gov.org>, <mrnsmithstpgov. org>, 

<ti smithstpgov. org>, Jerry Binder <jerry. district 1 2gmail . corn> 

Dear St. Tammany Parish Council members, 

When our forefathers wanted a better life, they stood up and took 
chance for their friends, family and their community. They served 
their country and community to make sure everyone had happines 
and safety. St. Tammany Parish citizens were hoping that those 
who stood up and promised the same message as our forefathers 
and we're elected community leaders, would forge a clear path for 
happy and safe community. Unfortunately those who promised to 

step up and lead (Mike Cooper has not done so) seem to hay 
their heads stuck in the sand hoping things will 
change on their own. If George Washington stuck 
his head in the sand, we would be drinking tea an 
bowing to the queen! All we are asking is that you 
do what you said you were going to do, step up 
and lead your community to a happier and 
safer place. Making your constituents sick drinkins 
unsafe water with no end in sight, is a tragic and 
utter failure, especially between the dates of Marc 
28th through April 2nd 2021. It's time to make 
history as the council that stepped up, met the 
challenge head on, and fixed the TU East water 
issues. Wouldn't it be great to have David Hamme 
report that this current sitting council did heroic 
and outstanding changes that resulted in safe and 
clean water at TU East. 

U 

As you stand on the shoulders of those who stood up and met the 
challenges in front of them, prove to all the people you are that 



body of great leaders and correct the problems plaguing TU 
East. 

God bless St Tammany Parish and God bless America! 

Chuck Lamarche 
Former President CGHOA 
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From: dgbinder@aol.com   
Date: April 9, 2022 at 5:07:41 PM CDT 
To: mdeanstpgov.org, m1orinojrstpgov.org, Rtoledanostpgov.org, jj davis(stpgov.org, 
canulettestpgov.org, mmsmithstpgov.org, tjsmithstpgov.org, err .districtl2' . aiLc 
Bob Owen <robowen4321gmail.com> 
Cc: Dgb <dgbinderaol.com> 
Subject: Fwd: Water issue 

Councilman Lorino, 

This email is of a graphic nature, however lye been specifically asked to send it to the Tamm 
Utilities work group on this Mother's behalf. This is the Cross Gates water system. 

Sincerely, 

David Binder 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Kat Martin <kat.martin.283 0gmaiLcom> 
Date: April 9, 2022 at 4:58:11 PM CDT 
To: dgbinderao1.com  
Subject: Water issue 

C 
Dear councilman Lorino, 

Hello. My family moved to the willowwood subdivision in the summer of 2019 on 
military orders from New Jersey. Immediately after moving in we discovered that our 
water was a yellow/brown color. We have never drank the water for this reason. Soon 
after settling in, 3 of my children began haviiijskin issues. We've gone to several 
doctors and dermatologist for the matter. Having one doctor actually say "it's from the 
water here". For 3 years now we've been battling these skin issues. One of my children 
skin rash is so bad that sometimes it will get infected and she winds up in the emergenc 
room to have them cut open and drained. It's gotten to the point that when I notice her 
rash flaring up, I don't even allow her to shower! The doctor has said that we need to p 
bleach in the bath water. My scalp goes through itchy stages. My sons head is constantl 
flaking. This is honestly absurd. No one should have water as such. We've lived in 4 
states and have never had health or skin issues until living here. I've never seen water,  s 
disgusting. If the parish doesn't want to fix this issue then maybe they should provide'al 
residents with bottled water! Imagine how much bottled water we go through as a famil 
of six because we can't even use the faucet water. The anxiety I felt when I knew I was 
bringing a newborn baby into this and having no other choice than to bathe her delicate 
skin in this yellow/brown water would have me in tears. Not to mention the sediment th t 
is left on all of our dishes after the dishwasher is done running or the bath is draining ou 



As a resident of the willowwood subdivision, I am concerned. This water issue is scary 
for all that live here. At this time I am requesting that an investigation be open on the 
matter! Several residents and families are suffering! 

Thank you for your time 
Kat Martin 

I will attach some pictures of the issues we've been suffering as well as a picture of the 
water at its worst. Mind you, we've had days of that & it's NEVER been clear. 
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From: Kaylan Bankston <kaylanb08gmai1.com> 
Date: April 9, 2022 at 6:48:45 PM CDT 
To: mdeanstpgov.orq, m1orinojrstpgov.org, RtoIedanostpgov.org, i idavisstpgov.org, 
canulettestpgov.org, mmsmithstpgov.org, tjsmithstpgov.org, err .districtl 2' email. co  
Cc: Kaylan B <kaylanb08gmail.com>, dgbinder@aol.com   
Subject: Concerned citizen of Tammany Utilities 

To whom it may concern, 

I would like to share my story with you in regards to the Tammany Utilities water system. My 
mother has been a resident of Cross Gates since 2007. My three children and I moved into her 
home in late 2014. One of my daughters within a year of moving from a well water home to 
being on this water system started to develop rashes in which my doctors assumed it was 
eczema. We discovered what foods could possibly be causing her eczema to flare. Those foods 
we stay away from, but some how she continues to get these horrible rashes. My daughter suff s 
too often from being woken up in the middle of the night for years now due to how much her, 
skin itches. She suffers psychologically because due to all of the itching, her skin looks terrible 
She scratches so much to where she is cutting her skin. Because of this she has developed 
impetigo which is a form of staph, all over her body too many times to even count since she w 
a baby until now at almost 8 years old. After speaking with others who are on this water syst 
it seems as though my daughter is not the only one suffering in this way because of the wateri. d 
chemicals being used. This is unacceptable!! Someone needs to do better. This fight with this 
water system has gone on entirely too long and in the year 2022, there is no excuses for people 
not to have clean water that is not causing so many health issues. I myself within the last sever. 1 
months cannot stop itching when I get out of the shower. The itch is almost indescribable 
because it is that intense. Attached here are pictures I have saved of my daughter over the years 
with the fight she has endured with her skin due to this unfortunate circumstance. The last 
picture is just one time sheihad impetigo which was caused by the severe itching to where she 
broke the skin. I am requesting that you open an investigation based on the poor water quality 
and health effects it has caused people in our area. Please do better! Our kids, our community 
and our mental needs this to be fixed. 

Sincerely, 

A very concerned citizen 
Kaylan 

L 
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From: Tabitha Hymel <tahymelgmail.com> 
Date: Wed, Apr 6, 2022 at 8:43 PM 
Subject: Cross Gates subdivision water investigation 
To: <mlorinojrstpgov.org> 
Cc: <mdeanstpgov.org>, <rtoledanostpgov.org>, <ii davisstpgov.org>, 
<canulettestpgov.org>, <mmsmithstpgov.org>, <tjsmithstpgov.org>, 

<ierry.districtl2 gmai1.com>  

My name is Tabitha Hymel, and I purchased my home in Old Cross Gates in August of 2020. I 
is my understanding that an investigation into the water problems in my neighborhood is up fo 
discussion, and Pd like to offer my own experiences in hopes you will consider moving forwr. 

I have had recurring issues myself since April 2021. Roughly two weeks after Easter 2021, I 
began having severe gastro and bladder issues. I had recurring labs, I was scoped and biopsies 
were run, but doctors could not figure out what was going on. My symptoms would only 
alleviate when/if I was on an antibiotic, but would always come right back once ltd  been off of 
them for over a week. 
We've been renovating this home and one thing I was excited to put in was a massive soaking 
tub in the master bathroom, and frankly, now I'm scared to use it. We installed it in January 2041 
and at first it was wonderful, but now it's not worth the risk to soak in. There are days when the 
water in my home smells like a swimming pool (If you've ever been to the indoor pool at the 
CrossGates Athletic Club on Gause, it smells like that). Just this week on April 4th, I was reall 
wanting to take a bubble bath and soak after a really stressful day. I work in an elementary 
school, you can imagine. I thought I'd give it a shot, but the smell was way too strong. 
On February 28th, I'd decided to take a chance on the water and soak, and it took 3 weeks for e 
sensitive skin around my female area to quit burning and peeling off. (I'm sorry to be so blunt, 
but that's what we're dealing with here.) I have never in my life had issues with bubble baths, o 
soaking, until this past year. Now I have a wonderful, deep, soaking tub in the bathroom I 
renovated that we just don't use. 
My husband constantly battles splotchy skin rashes (just so you know it's not just me having 
issues). 

I reached out to Mike Smith about what I'd been experiencing after Feb 28th, and he sent my 
concerns out to someone at Tammany Utilities. 

The next day, I received a phone call from a 985-893-1717. This phone call lasted just over 10 
minutes. I was told by the man on speakerphone that he was calling to check on my complaint 
about the water. This man flat out fibbed to me and said there had been NO formal complaints 
about the Cross Gates water system filed with Tammany Utilities. I explained to this man all o 
the health issues in my home and he promised someone would come by and get a sample from 
the little site in my front yard. I have a camera system that alerts me to cars and people in my 
culdesac, and was paying attention to see if anyone came, which no one did. I gave up watchin 
out for it when it hit the 2 week mark. 

I grew up in Cross Gates, I spent my weekends and summers riding my bike from my grandma  
house to the TimeSaver. I was excited to buy a house in a neighborhood I had so many fond 
memories of. And now I can't believe I'm dealing with a home where my water gives me these 
issues. Not in an established neighborhood like this. The way we're being lied to about our wat-  r 
is mind-blowing. I really hope you will considering moving foward investigating this matter. 
I appreciate your time. 	 I 



From: Allison Polo <polo.fronistas(qmaiI.com> 
Subject: Tammany Utilities 
Date: April 6, 2022 at 2:33:54 PM CDT 
To: mdeanstp.qov.orq, Mike Lorino <mlorinojr(stpgov.orq>, rtoledano(stpqov.orq, 
jjdavis(astpqov.orq, canu!ette(stpgov.orq, "Mike M. Smith" <mmsmithstpqov.orq>, 
tjsmithstpqov.orq, jerry.district12qmail.com   

My name is Allison Fronistas. I am a resident of New Cross Gates. The week of 
Holy Week 2021, I noticed discoloration of my bath water in my garden tub day afti r 
day. I photographed this discoloration and sent pictures to other residents asking if 
they noticed the tan tinged water. This was especially noticable to me because in 
2018, I had installed a carbon filter on my home to try and help cleanse the water 
coming into my home that was causing my son's skin to crack, peel and bleed throug 
all of the TU mishaps that occurred in 2018. Because of this filter, my water was 
typically very clear and so this sudden discoloration was something I paid attention to 
and noted. 

Also of note, my father also lives in New Cross Gates. He is a resident at 100 
Whimby Dr. (This is the last home in New Cross Gates before Military Rd. on the 
corner of Cross Gates Blvd and Whimby) and he reported to me that his water 
pressure was low for 3 days. He said it was most definitely during the middle of the 
week of March 29-April 2. He recalls noticing this decrease while washing his dishe 
and filling his coffee pot in the morning over those 3 days. He also referenced that t 
filling of a bathtub and his washing machine took noticeable longer over these 3 day 
and he even called me to see if i was having pressure issues. John Williams personal 
called me in the days following this incident and I verbally relayed to him that a loss 
of water pressure was noted at my fathers address. I gave him the dates and told him 
that my father said the pressure drops would fluctuate. .they were not constant and it 
was very noticeable. I did not call TU with this infoitriation because I felt 
confident telling the state and thought they would take it from there. 

TU has a long history of mishaps and I began speaking to LDH about these mishaps 
dating back to 2018. Of note, chloramine systems were discussed at length, as well s 
TU's issues with maintaining residuals, as well as TU's inadequate testing procedur;s, 
as well as TU's failures to self report, and this list can go on and on. Our community 
here in Cross Gates has come to TU and LDH repeatedly asking for help and 
sounding the alarm that we were being put at risk and that the state needed to step 
in. Chloramines is a discussion for another day but it should he noted we repeatedly 
asked WHY was TU being allowed to continue running chloramines when they had 
proven at nauseam that they can not do so safely and effectively! It was also recenti 
tried in Oak Harbor and Eden Isles and Clipper Estates and it failed miserably. 

Today, I am hear to call on the Parish Council to review the David Hammer 
Investigation and take action for the malfeasance that has occurred on our water 
system. I had the opportunity to read the Owens and White report. My heart literall 
sank reading this report. I can not even begin to believe how this has been allowed to 
go on our water system. Between the Owen and White report and the David Hamm 

y 
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Investigation these issues show a systemic and blatant disregard for public health. 
These reports shows what happens when not one corner is cut but EVERY corner is 
cut and ZERO followup or accountability happens. Since Easter 2021, 
the Cooper Administration has tried to edit, soften, lie, and redact these reports in 
their favor proving that they are more concerned with the public perception then 
actually getting down to the bottom of this and holding someone accountable. I am 
dumbfounded and incredible saddened by these events. I feel helpless. We are bein 
put in harms way. As a mother with Immunodeficient children and having the same 
deficiency myself, my family has had to invest in thousands of dollars worth 
of filtration equipment to try and keep our family safe. We should have NEVER had 
had to do that. I think it is outrageous that we were given no choice but to take matte s 
into our own hands and try to protect ourselves. After Easter, I was forced to install 
even more equipment at my familys expense. 

I am asking the Parish Council to open an investigation as to the events of March 

28th through April 2nd that sickened our neighborhood. 

Thank you. 

Allison Fronistas 

24 yr. Resident of Cross Gates 

( 



From: Lenell Melancon 
Sent: Wednesday, April 6, 2022 1:33 PM 
To: mlorinojrstpgov.org  
Cc: mdeanstpgov.org; rtoledanostpgov.org; ii davisstpgov.org; canulettestpgov.org; 
Mike Smith <mmsmithstpgov.org>; tj smithstpgov.org; i erry.district 1 2(gmai1. corn 
Subject: Please open an investigation of water issues from March 28 through April 2, 2021 

From: Lenell Melancon 
Sent: Wednesday, April 6, 2022 1:54 PM 
To: Raychel.berkheimerla.gov   
Subject: Waterborne Disease from Tammany Utilities 

Dear Ms. Berkheimer, 

I am a resident of New Cross Gates and have suffered severely from the water/sewer 
contamination event of March 28--April 2, 2021. My eye infection was so severe I eventually 
ended up at SMH BR to have the infection surgically removed. I'll be happy to provide hospit 
records. Family members were ill with diarrhea; each on the second night they were here! M 
cystitis has returned to the point of having to see a doctor and the skin rashes are increasing. T e 
shower water actually stings sometimes. I have been extremely healthy until moving to my ne 
home four years ago yesterday, April 5, 2018. 

I've been trying to regain my health and have seen many doctors for the eye infections, thrush, 
cystitis and skin issues. Please call me at your earliest convenience to discuss this problem. 

Sincerely, 

Alice Lenell Levy Melancon 
667 Whitney Drive 
Slidell, LA 70461 
225-939-2758 

L 



From: soroots@aol.com  
Date: April 5, 2022 at 5:09:39 PM CDT 
To: m1orinojr(stpgov. org, mdealstpgov.org, Rtoledanostpgov. org, jjdavis@stpgov.org, 
canu1ettestpgov. org, mmsmith(stpgov. org, tjsmith@stpgov.org, en-  .district 12' ste lov.or 
Subject: Tammany Utilities 
Reply-To: soroots@aol.com   

Although Mike Cooper denies it, there are health issues occurring from th 
mismanagement, incompetence, etcetera, of the powers that be in St. 
Tammany and their appointees, i.e. Tim Brown. I am witnessing firsthand 
my family suffering from the water provided to and paid for by the resident 
in the affected areas. Not only are we being "served up" water with feces 
in it along with other contaminants, but also the treatment they are using, 
chloramine, doing nothing to solve that problem but adding other problem 
to the system. You need to read what chioramine can do to the body, the 
health issues it can cause. It appears that nobody with the power to do 
something about it seems to pay attention, maybe because they aren't 
affected by it or maybe because they just don't want to be bothered. 

I would ask that the Parish Council begin an investigation immediately mt 
Tammany Utilities and what has gone on for years without being correcte 
and being ignored, and continues to this day, including the events that too 
place which brought the problems to light March/April 2021. However, onj 
recently are the health problems beginning to be connected to the water 
issues. You have the power to do something, DO IT! 

Mary A. Gaskin 
soroots@,aol.com   



From: Paulette Sanders <thesuprvyzerlatt.net> 

Date: April 5, 2022 at 11:59:32 AM CDT 
To: mlorinojrstpgov.org  
Cc: tjsmithstpgov.org, mdeanstpgov.org, Rtoledanostpgov.org, jjdavisstpgov.org, 

canulette(stpgov. org, Mike Smith <mmsmithstpgov.org>, jerry.district12@gmail.com  

Subject: Tammany Utilities Water 

Good morning Mr. Lorino, 

As you and others are aware, we have and are still having major water quality issues i 
our area. This is nothing new. I became aware of the issues after the terrible accident 
last Easter. The lack of testing, the health effects that many have had, and the lack of 
communication from the head of this department, back then, Tim Brown have caused 
lot of mistrust. I am sure you understand why. This has been hashed out many times 
over the year in meetings, newspaper articles and news reports. 

Then we finally got an "independent report" from Owen and White with a plethora of 
major issues along with other minor" issues. If anyone is dependent on clean water, 
they would not drink the water here nor think anything about it is "minor". I know my 
family has not drank water from the faucet for over a year now. I have boiled water, 
literally 3-4 times per week in a large pot on my stove, along with putting out plenty of 
extra money for bottled water, all while still paying a water bill for water we won't even 
give to the pets or plants. I believe this report was finished around August of last year 
and we STILL do not have fixes, answers or relief, just excuses and finger pointing. 

We need and deserve clean, safe drinking water. Yesterday, not 2 years from now. W 
would also like to know what, if any, fixes have been made to date. Please don't tell m 
"we are looking at fixes". That is not sufficient. 

In closing, I am asking the Parish Council to open a deep investigation into the events 
last year (March 28th through April 2nd, 2021) that sickened our neighborhood. 

Sincerely, 
Paulette Sanders 
New Cross Gates 
Thatcher Drive. 



From: Adam Johnsen 
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2022 11:16 AM 
To: 'mlorinojrstpgov. org' <mlorinojrstpgov.org> 
Cc: 'mdeanstpgov.org' <mdeanstpgov.org>; 'rtoledanostpbov,org' 
<rtoledanostpbov.org>; j davidstpgov.org' <jj david@stpgov.org>; 'canulette®stpgov.orgt 
<canu1ette(stpgov.org>; 'mmsmithstpgov.org' <mmsmithstpgov.org>; 
'jerry. district 12@gmail.com' <j erry. district l 2cgmaiLcom>; 'tjsmith@stpgov.org  
<tj smithstpgovorg> 
Subject: PARISH COUNCIL INVESTIGATION 

Councilman Lorino, 

My name is Adam Johnsen and my family lives in New Cross Gates. I lived in a cul de sac aae 
several of my neighbors became ill during Easter 2021. The Owen and White report and then t e 
David Hammer Investigation have brought to light why my neighbors became ill. 

By Good Friday, April 2, 2021, a small group of us residents in the neighborhood recognized ti e 
dire situation we were in. Due to this, I phoned Parish President Mike Cooper at approximatel 
10am the morning of April 2nd and asked for help. We spoke for a little more than 10 minutes 

Following the call with PP Cooper I wrote the following to a small group of my fellow 
neighbors: 

Quote: 
"I have just completed a call with Parish President Mike Cooper. I have made him fully aware 
that during the ongoing sewer spill under Gause Blvd (sewer spill verified by Councilman Mik 
Smith Sunday night 3/28) involving 4 lift stations, our water system was found to have no 
sanitation, verified Thursday, 4/1, by the Louisiana Department of Health as per the resulting 
violation dated and issued to TU East on 4/1. TU has known about this issue for the entire we-
and even so TU has still not informed the public by issuing a Boil Water Advisory (BWA) or a 
Do Not Drink Order - even after the 4/1 violation was issued by LDH. This is a SERIOUS 
problem, and it's a problem that we should ALL refuse to take quietly! I explained to Presidn 
Cooper, in detail, the issues surrounding the lack of transparency, accountability and urgency 
that TU East continues to show." 

In light of what has now been revealed, I am asking the Parish Council to open an investigatios 
as to the events of March 28th through April 2nd that sickened our neighborhood. The below 
text message verifies that residents did seek help from PP Mike Cooper that week in asking for a 
Boil Water Advisory to be called. 

Sincerely, 

Adam Johnsen 



CRESCE 

( 
Gina Hayes, Mike Cooper(2) 
2 recipien t's  

Tim. Thanks for keeping us posted via entaU reardlnq the matter with 
11) at Cross Gates over the past several days. 3 would like to catch up 
regarding this eatly next we& 

President Cooper, Tim and 3 have spoken about this issue a couple of 
times today He Is on vacton next week out of slate can meet  Wtth 
you on Tuesday or if you want me to con e to M0nday, wilL 

fl'aol PM 

PM 

I 14ko Cof 

Thanks Gina- No need to come In Monday. we can meeit 
return I received calis from reatdenti m the esea. ice ' 

by;n J 

:t' 
	 1 	1 

Thanks, Tim. No need to come In on Monday aim Enjoy your voC8iiOnt , 

( 

Adam Johnsen 
Red Bull General Manager 
adamiohncrescentorôwrtx~m 
5O4f04O5328-office 
935.285 0946 -ceI 

CRESCENT GROWN DSTRiBUTING1 LL. 
.59Q Almonaster Ave. New Orleans, LA 10126 

L 



From: "Stephen N. Leech" <snleech@bellsouth.net> 
Date: April 4, 2022 at 18:23:58 CDT 
To: "Mike Lorino Jr." <mlorinojrstpgov.org> 
Cc: mdeanstpgovorg, rtoledanostpgov.org, jidavis@stpgov.org, canu1ette(stpgov. org, 
mmsmith(stpgov.org, tj smithstpgov.org, jerry.districtl2@gmail.com  
Subject: Utility Work Group Meeting April 11, 2022 

Chairman Lorino, 

I received a call from Councilman M. Smith this morning and he advised that it appears no one 
from the Administration or Utility Department will be present at the April 11 Workgroup 
meeting. 

Please find file attached. It was my intention (in the 3 minutes allotted) to focus on the events 
and facts that took place from March 28 - April 2, 2021 since the Administration and Tamman 
Utilities/Utility Department still have not forthrightly addressed them. 

Because there will be none there to do so I have attached what I intended to say. Having done 
this I am looking forward to the workgroup addressing at the April 11 meeting "Holy Week". 
give attention to all of the other problems that we are continued to be afflicted by. 

Things cannot continue the way they have (It has been almost 5 years that I have been actively 
involved with problems that have existed for many years before). 

An investigation is needed. 

Sincerely, 

Steve Leech 

My name is Stephen Leech. I live at 915 Cross Gates Blvd. In the front yard of my home there is 
aTammany Utilities TCR site (TCR 915) for sampling purposes on the Cross Gates water 
system. This sample tap is directly from the 10" water main that runs down Cross Gates Blvd. 
This sampling tap also is the closest TCR sample site to both the Willow Wood wellhead and 
also the closest TCR sample site to the April 2021 sewer force main rupture location. 

On the afternoon of March 28, a resident made me aware of reported skin rashes in the 
neighborhood and also loss of chlorine residual on the Cross Gates water system. I went down o 
Councilman Mike Smith's home and reported this information to the Councilman. He said bac 
to me face to face that he had just been informed that there was a sewer rupture at the Resource 
Bank on the corner of Cross Gates Blvd and Gause Blvd and that the lift stations were suppose 
to be shut down. Both myself and Councilman Smith drove to the location and the lift stations 
were not shut down, they were actively running and the sewer was being pumped to ground 1ev-i 
and flowing like a river in the grass and street and right up against the elbow of the 10 inch 
drinking water main, the evening and night of Sunday March 28, I observed this for period of 
approximately more 4 hours. 

We (Councilman Smith while standing next to me) had multiple phone conversations with Ti 
Brown and operator "Nikki" was dispatched and ran chlorine residual water samples at 923 
Cross Gates and 915 TCR close by to the sewer spill. His samples came back "low" and he 
reported these low numbers back to Director Tim Brown but "could not" give them to me or 
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Councilman Smith. Nikki then opened the hydrant at the corner of Epsom and Cross Gates 
Blvd., ran multiple more residual tests and left the hydrant open and running all night. Tim 
Brown called back in my presence and informed Councilman Mike Smith the readings were 
"down a point" but that he would not be calling a Boil Water Advisory. He also stated the lift 
stations were not running; but they were in fact running. I took video showing the sewerage 
stations were running and sewerage was flowing, which you saw in the David Hammer 
Investigation. 

The morning of April 1, 2021 a power outage occurred and loss of water pressure. In the 
afternoon of April 1, 20211 personally stood next to LDH employee Ms. Jackson as she sampi; d 
the water from the TCR at my address. She found a Total Chlorine of 0.0. At the time of her te 
the water temperature at my sample tap was 92 degrees. The sample tap was later turned on by 
TU and ran all night. The following day April 2, 2021, Class 4 operator Aaron Davis came on t 
my property and he took a sample from my TCR tap. His Total Chlorine reading was 0.05. After 
a couple hours Mr. Davis sampled at my TCR site again and got a Total Chlorine reading of 
0.02. Mr. Davis also confirmed to me that he had registered a reading from the Willow Wood 
wellhead site of 2,66 (at Resource Bank) and had tested another location just to the East of 
Willow Wood well site and he reported to me a Total Chlorine result there of 0.23 (Shell 
Station). Mr. Davis and I had a long discussion about the sewer force main break close to the 
well head that carries 70,000 gals per day of sewage (That's only from the Willow Wood lift,, 
station. There are two other lift stations that would also be pumping back to the breach). I also 
explained to Mr. Davis that the sewage leak was substantial and that I had videoed it prior, but 
that the leak was no longer visible because Mr. Tim Brown had seemingly ordered the corner 
back filled and dump truck loads were placed on top of sewer leak location on March 30th 
thereby making it invisible for public viewing. Even though Mr. Aaron Davis is the designatçd 
operator for our water system he stated that he handles developments and line location 
planning/approval for the parish and that he was not familiar with the sewer pipe rupture, 
therefore Mr. Davis and I spent a considerable amount of time discussing the details of what w 
unfolding. Mr. Davis left and began flushing hydrants down East Gause Blvd., which were left 
open all night and the following morning, which I also videoed. 

Despite all of this, Director Tim Brown refused to call a Boil Water Advisory. This lack of 
timeliness puts the public health and safety at risk in real time because boil water advisories on 
have meanirrg if they are called immediately when needed and required. Without doubt, a Boil 
Water Advisory was required in this event and it would have triggered mandatory BACT 
testing. With the "low" residuals verified beginning March 28 and both lost pressure and 0.0 
Total Chorine result at my TCR site for 2 consecutive days on April 1 and 2 by LDH and TTJs 
Aaron Davis, this should not be a difficult decision to call a BWA. Furthermore, with loss of 
pressure at the wells and an ongoing ruptured (8" or 10"?) sewer force main along with loss of 
residuals, TU should have also been voluntarily testing my TCR for bacteriological 
contamination on March 27th  when the sewer leak area was dug and then known to be 
substantial, and both April 1st and April 2'', 2021. But yet no BACT tests were performed in 
timely mamier. Because my TCR is on the 10" main, this value of 0.0 not only affects my one 
house but it also affects 400 or more additional homes, St. Luke Catholic Church (during Holy 
Week and Easter), Doctor and Dentist offices, Restaurants, Supermarkets and other businessçs 
who also pull their water from this same exact 10" water main and branches from it, in my 
specific subdivision of New Cross Gates. 

In conclusion, I ask the Parish Council to open an investigation as to the events of March 28th 
through April 2nd that sickened our neighborhood. Thank you. 

y 
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Ashley Schenck's Statement After Mike Cooper's Press Release 

S 	Ashley Schenck <a_aromyschenck@yahoo.com > 

40 	Sun 4/24,11:58 AM 

Marty Dean; Martha J. Cazaubon; David R Fitzgerald; Mike Lorino Jr.; +17 more 

tu illnesses 

) Reply all I V 

*EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe.***** 

Good morning, 

When I came forward and decided to go on TV for your investigation, I knew I was putting myself into the public arena. I did because all evidence, 
in my mind, strongly pointed to a cross contamination event at Easter 2021. 

My name is credible among my colleagues, friends, and people in my community who know me. My wealth of knowledge has always beex my strong 
point and admired by others. Mike Cooper's latest press release labels me a "political pawn." He essentially states my family's illnesses along with 
neighbors means absolutely nothing and I have no mind of my own. That I have been persuaded by the parish council in some sort of ivaj to believe 
a cross contamination event occurred at Easter 2021. This is beyond appalling to me as a Mother and Medical Professional. By not showi ig up to the 
meeting, he's saying that our reported illnesses mean nothing to him. 

Looking at all the data, circumstantial evidence, reported illnesses, and no BWA, it ALL points to a sewage leak into the water line at Eager 2021. 
I'm not going to get into details but his argument that 280 total coliform samples were within compliance doesn't mean anything when th.y were 
taken a good while after the fact. We all know the manipulation that takes place on this water system involving suspect sampling practice.. 

It is commonly known in our neighborhood, that if you come forward, you will be bullied by Tammany Utilities. I called in early April to report my 
ongoing illness. I left a message. However, I decided not to speak with anyone after another resident was discredited on the phone by a Tammany 
Utility employee. I decided my conversations with Raychel Berkheimer and John Williams were sufficient. 

At the recent utility work group meeting, a letter was read from Mike Cooper as he and his administration were not in attendance. His St ited reason 
was if the parish council wasn't going support his administration with the Crossgates water issue, then they had no reason to be present. tie 
mentioned he was ready to move forward from this event. What he doesn't realize is, we the residents of Crossgates, are ready to move f rward too. 
However, we need his help In doing so. Unfortunately, he wants to take a blind eye to what happened at Easter and stall on the restoratior of our 
system. You see.. .The only way we can move forward is to have our water and sewage systems fixed from its current dilapidated states to working in 
full capacity with experts in water and sewage management hired to run the systems. Chris Tissue, interim director at this point, is curre itly 
working on certifications. We need someone with a wealth of knowledge and years of experience to run these systems while they are bein gy fixed. 

The parish council has been willing to listen to our concerns and helpful in trying to find solutions to our current situation with the water sewage, 
and illnesses. Unfortunately, their hands are tied due to a document known as the Home Rule Charter. This document gives the Parish Pesident all 
the power in making decisions. Without his cooperation, nothing can be done. This is why an investigation needs to be opened regarding 'the events 
that occurred last Easter. His blind eye continues to aid in the suffering of my family and my neighbors. Like I said on television, all we 'aant is to 
know that the water we pay for is safe to drink and safe to bath in. SIMPLE AS THAT!! 

As a side note, I was recently contacted by a mother. She heard about my story and contacted me to let me know that in early 2021, her young son 
was staying with family in Crossgates for a brief time while they relocated from up North to Slidell. During his brief stay, he was hospitalized for 3 
weeks with blood Ecoli. They have not been able to determine the source. It was prior to Easter but it does beg the question, why are thel e cases of 
Ecoli and Enterococcus showing up in people who live in Crossgates? 

Just this past weekend, I was at a pool party with people who live in Crossgates. The mothers were showing me their childrens' skin. Tlu y all have 
bumps and rashes to varying degrees. They both stated that it never fully goes away. One Mother admitted that her own skin is often red burns, and 
itches after showering. These reports are many and still ongoing. 

We are blasting alarms that something is wrong. We live everyday on this TU system and people are still sick. Yet, our concerns continue to fall on 
deaf ears. One thing I will never be is a "political pawn." I know exactly who I AM. I am a Christian woman, loving Mother, and seasoned Nurse 
with the heart and mind to fight for what I believe in. I know from the Owen & White report that our water system is completely broken and assume 
the sewage system to be the same, leading to concerns for health and safety of the residents who live on this TU system. This needs to change sooner 
rather than later. I will continue to fight to make this change happen for the health and safety of my family and fellow neighbors. Florence 
Nightingale would be proud!!! If you've never heard her name, you should read about her accomplishments. She is known as the "Mothe: of 
Nursing" but was recognized for so much more. 

Regards, 

Ashley Schenck 

https://webmail.stpgov.org/oWa/prOjeCtion.aSPX 	 1/1 
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Fw: TU Water Issues 

Mike M. Smith 
Mon 5/3/2021,11:18 AM 

Utility Plan Distribution vv 

Sent Items 

) Replvall Iv 

All: Now that this group has been set up, I will be forwarding concerns as I get them. I will try and screen to 

avoid duplication of emails already sent on an individual basis so pleas excuse if I miss some out of, :his first 

batch. Thanks: Mike Smith. 

From: Sherry Roberts <stroberts54@yahoo.com> 

Sent: Sunday, May 2, 202112:27 PM 

To: Mike M. Smith 

Subject: TU Water Issues 

**EXTERNALEMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe.***** 

We have lived at 214 Leeds St. in Turtle Creek subdivision for over 27 years. We began to have water issues, bro n water 

stains in our toilets and residue left in our tubs around 2016 and 2017. We have reported the issue to Tammany Utilities 

many times. We met at our residence with Tim Brown and another TU employeealong with the Turtle Creek Horr eowners 

Association President, Frank Maggio on June 12, 2019. Our water was again tested that day and Mr. Brown said it was 

"normal". He indicated there was nothing wrong with the water and it must be something wrong with our pipes or water 

heaters in the house. We had our hot water heaters replaced and regularly flush them and we still have brown 

water issues with both Hot and Cold water, (see attached pictu'res and dates). We have been drinking bottled waer 

since 2016. We shower with the tap water and recently noticed our skin and scalp are itchy. Obviously, we are not pleased 

with the water situation and are concerned about out health. We request the water issues be addressed and resolved. 

Sam and Sherry Roberts 

214 Leeds St. Slidell, LA 70461 

985-640-5487 

First picture was April 2019 

Next 2 pictures was April 2020 

Last picture was February 20211 
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Sent from my Pad 
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Mike M. Smith 
Tue 3/8,12:41 PM 

TUWorkGroup; Christopher P. Tissue 

5/19/22, 1:30PM 	 Fw: Water issues 

tammany uts 

Chris: Please have constituent contacted on these water issues. Regards: Councilman Mike Smith. 

From: Tabitha Hymel <tahymel@gmail.com> 
Sent: Friday, March 4, 2022 5:10 PM 

To: Mike M. Smith 
Subject: Water issues 

****EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe.*** 

Good afternoon, 
Just wanted to report that I've been having severe skin issues this week after taking a bath on Monday night 

(Feb 28?). 
My skin is on fire. It's incredibly uncomfortable. 

I have had this happen before numerous times in the past 11 months, so I've for the most part stUck to 

quick showers and avoided baths entirely. We had just renovated our bathroom and installed a massive 

soaking tub over a year ago in January 2021 and rarely get to use it because of the water issues. 

We live at 104 Milford Dr in Old Cross Gates. 

Also, maybe worth noting that in April of last year I began having severe GI issues. I had labs done tJ look 

for possible infections or other causes. I've had scopes and biopsies done. None of the specialists cn figure 

out why I have the problems I do now. 

We bought our home late August of 2020. I've never had issues like this before. Our previous home had a 

well, and I'm really missing it now! 

Thanks for your time! 

https://webmail.stpgov.org/owa/projection.aspx 	 1 	
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Mona Prince <monaprice@rocketmaiLcom> 	 ) Repl all I V 

Thu 4/7,11:27 AM 	 s f f1-,I?2r 
Marty Dean; Mike Lorino Jr.; Rykert 11oledano; James J Davis; Chris Canulette; Mike 

tammany uts 

*****EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe.***** 

> 

> Dear Council Member, 
> 

lam contacting you because of the above report. I have known for years that Tammany Utilities was not op-rating as 

it should, yet complaints to Tim Brown were completely ignored. 
> 

> I have suffered, and still suffer from eye infections, rashes and severe skin irritation. Therefore, I want to kne why 

myself (and hundreds of others) were ignored? The Owen & White report revealed so many issues that have .een 

known by TU but they failed to act. 	
•1 

> 	
•1 

> I am formally requesting an investigation into the actions of TU. I am counting on you to find out why our ealth 

has been at risk for years! 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> Mona M. Prince 

> 206 Leeds St 

> Slidell La 70461 

> 985-502-7890 
> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
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Karen Seghers <kse9hgrs707@outIook.com > 
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The message sender has requested a read receipt. To send a receipt, click here. 

This message was sent with high importance. 

vv Show all 3 attachments (8 MB) Download all 

*****EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe.***** 

TO THE ST. TAMMANY PARISH COUNCIL 

Discolored Water 

I have been a resident of The Landings subdivision in Slidell since June 2015 and a r 
of St. Tammany Parish since 1998. In the Spring of 2017, my family decided to pure 
large above ground pool because we enjoyed swimming in our pool in our previous h 
Abita Springs. 

ident 
ase a 
me in 

After filling up the new pool with faucet water, I was in shock to see the water was da k 
green and knew something was wrong. I had already filled up a pool with faucet wat r at my 
home in Abita Springs (serviced by Utilities, Inc.) and that water was crystal clear. N 
chemicals were necessary before swimming in the Abita Springs pool. 

ined, 
from 
told 

On the same day that I saw the green water, I contacted Tammany Utilities and compi 
and they sent a gentleman to my home. When he arrived, he filled a bucket with wat 
my pool and told me he was taking it for sampling. The next day, he contacted me an 
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A few hours after adding Vinyl Shock purchased from Clearwater Pools, my pool wat-r 
turned clear, the way it should have looked when it came from the faucet. 

I have attached two photos of my pool immediately after being filled up, and one pho 'o soon 
after circulating the Vinyl Shock. The photos speak for themselves. 

Physical Problems from the Water 

I have been drinking faucet water throughout the day and night for many years. Over the 
past few years, I have been having a burning sensation in my throat right after drinkin S  the 
faucet water. On a few occasions, I popped open a bottle of spring water shortly aftr the 
burning sensation disappeared and no longer experienced the burning in my throat. 

In May of 2021, I was experiencing itching and burning on my torso and looked in th mirror 
to discover a red and gray area with small round vesicles. I presented via video visit ith a 
doctor at Ochsner on 6/2/2021 who could not definitively diagnose the rash via video, but 
prescribed medications for a fungal and yeast dermatitis. Between the two medicatio s, the 
rash disappeared. I mentioned to the doctor that we were having water issues and she said 
she could not rule out that this was caused by the water. 

Summary. 

I have never experienced problems with faucet water in my lifetime. The faucet wate I 
received in my home in Lake Village, also in Slidell, was never discolored and never 'aused 
me any physical haitii. This neighborhood is also serviced by Utilities, Inc. 

I do not enjoy the taste or smell of our faucet water, and certainly don't enjoy my thrd t 
burning after drinking the water. Why am I forced to purchase bottled water because 
Tammany Utilities is unwilling to provide safe drinking water? Something must be de e! 

Karen Chatelain Seghers 
725 Wood Duck Lane 
Slidell, LA 70461 
Phone: (504) 444-2325 
Fax: (985) 265-4479 
Kseghers707@outlook.com  
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) RepI all I  Mike M. Smith 
Mon 4/12/2021,11:18 AM 

Mike M. Smith 

tammany uts 

TU statement 
There is no argument from anyone that Tammany Utilities in District 9,  s a 

rapidly aging and crumbling system making modernization and replacement • f 
infrastructure critical and repairs to the existing system frequent and challeng ng. 
Compounding these problems were deficiencies in management under the las 
director of TU which caused a wide spread loss of confidence and suspicion of U's 
operation in general, the discharge of Mr. Gordon as director and promotion if 
current Director of Operations, Tim Brown. 

Although some progress has been made in modernizing the system, sue as a 
larger and better trained staff, and longterm plans have begun to be made su.l as 
replacement of a 1970'S era treatment plant-day to day operations continue to 
present many of the same persistent challenges such as the events around the slown 
sewage line near the Willow Wood Water Well discussed at length in this mee ting. 

I have had discussions with the Administration about these issues and b; lieve 
that they are not opposed to hiring an outside entity or expert to audit and an lyze 
operations at TU, and to resume the practice of posting routine or special saw  sling 
results of water in the TU system on their web site daily. 

I would also urge that Administration have TU complete the process of 
removing manual alarms on all lift stations and replace them with auto dialer' to 
alert TU of failures as rapidly as possible. I would further urge standardizing t e use 
of the SL-ioo water analysis systems, already paid for by the Parish, to test fo a 
variety of elements such as Chlorine, Ammonia, PH levels, etc. I would urge t at 
SCADA electronic analysis and reporting devices be installed on wells so real t me 
information on their operations can be accessed 24/7, wirelessly. This is also 
something money was directed towards in the last administration but the SC, A 
packs were not installed. 

Lastly, it is clear to me from my discussions with my constituents, who a e the 
customers of TU, that they continue to have a low level of confidence in TU 
operations and equate current operations as little different from those under I e past 
administration. Other than commissioning a consultant's report, what is theb st 
way to restore constituent's confidence? 

President Cooper after being elected, formed an advisory committee wh h 
issued a report setting goals for his first two hundred days in office. I believe o e 
recommendation was to make the Director of TU separate from the Directoro 
Environmental Services. Currently they are one in the same which means the 
Director of TU is essentially serving as his own superior and evaluator. The two 
should be separated as recommended and a new director brought in with no 

https://webmail.stpgov.org/owa/projection.aspx  
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great aid to whoever is brought in to be the new Director of TU. I believe that is 
would go a long way to restoring faith in the TU system by the public and sho the 
Parish is indeed committed to operating and improving TU for the benefit oft ose 
citizens. Maintaining the current status quo would send the opposite message 
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Mike M. Smith 
Tue 11/16/2021, 8:18 PM 

Randy Hollis <randy@owenandWhite.c0m> 

Mike 

( 

Sent Items 

Thanks for the update Randy. I think we have the administration convinced to do the burn. Thanks: 

Smith. 

From: Randy Hollis <randy@owenandWhite.com>  

Sent: Tuesday, November 16, 20211:47:02 PM 

To: Sean M. Riecke 
Cc: Gina T. Hayes; Bob Moeinian; Christopher P. Tissue; Mike M. Smith 

Subject: RE: Question 

EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is 
safe.***** 

I would not agree that comparing a chlorine burn to chemotherapy is a good analogy. Using that analogy1  could 

possibly infuriate some people who have undergone that experience. Comparing the process to a colonos :opy 

would be better in my opinion. 

P. R. (Randy) Hollis, P.E. 

President 

Owen and White, Inc. 
8755 Goodwood Boulevard 1 Baton Rouge, LA 70806 
Phone 225.926.5125 I Fax 225.952.7665 I Direct 225.231,0323 

From: Randy Hollis 

Sent: Monday, November 15, 202112:42 PM 
To: Sean M. Riecke <smriecke@stpgov.org> 

Cc: Gina T. Hayes <gthayes@stpgov.org>; Bob Moeinian <bmoeinian@stpgov.org>; cptissue@StpgoV.org  

Subject: RE: Question 

Dear Sean. 

I have no idea what happened on June 6th, but the reporting of zero total chlorine and zero monochloramin a at one 

of the well sites, but more importantly, the reporting of zero total chlorine and zero monochloramine at the MRT 

should have been enough to justify a chlorine burn at that time. Given the parameters that are to be met, that one 

event should have been enough to justify a chlorine burn. 

Free chlorine is in my opinion a base line to compare all other results to. Chioramines are an option for 
disinfection. There are a number of states that do not allow chloramines. There is strong opposition in many 
parts of the world to chloramines and the detrimental effects of using chloramines as a disinfectant. Hence the 

negative feelings of using free chlorine may in fact be just the opposite if research is performed by residents 

comparing free chlorine to chloramines. 	
Tennessee does not allow chloramines. We consult with a large regional 

1/I 
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byproducts but the use of chloramines was rejected by the state. They would only allow free chlorine. 

I live on a chloramine system and enjoy the benefit of having no chlorine smell in the water. However, we h 

two fish kills in our pond where water from the distribution system was used to fill the pond without any 

treatment. Maybe it could have happened with free chlorine, but the chloraminated water was quick to ki 

even though the water was aerated as it was introduced. Unfortunately, aeration does not remove chloram 

water as easily as it does for free chlorine. I also know that chloraminated water is very detrimental to the 

floats in toilets. I have to change out the rubber float in our main bathroom at least every five years duo t 

damage that the chloraminated water does to the rubber. This is a common occurrence with chloraminate 

systems. My parents live on a free chlorine system. I maintain their house and can tell you that I have no 

out a rubber float valve in decades. 

ye had 

I the fish 

nes from 

ubber 

the 

changed 

( 

Free chlorine has its drawbacks including the smell of chlorine. Disinfection byproducts are more than Me y going 

to be higher with free chlorine than with chloramines. That is one of the main advantages of chloramines. 

Previous test results for part of the Cross Gates system showed elevated levels at the MRT on one occasion. I 

suspect this is when the system was overfeeding chlorine at the time. Tests by Bill Travis showed that disi ection 

byproducts will increase, but the levels should be below the maximum levels established by EPA. 

In my opinion, converting to free chlorine should help restore the system to lower levels of bacteria, thereb giving 

you a good background to compare the system to when you switch back to chloramines. Chloramine syst- s tend 

to have higher levels of bacteria due to the ammonia in the water, especially when the chemicals are not ad usted 

routinely and when the bulk storage concentrations fluctuate due to chemical degradation. 

Staying with chloramines or purging the system using free chlorine is certainly your decision as the operator. I only 

provided my recommendation, which Istand by. If you stay with chloramines, Istrongly recommend that you use 

the targets of 2.7 mg/I and 3.0 mg/I for optimum monochloramines formation as recommended by Bill Travi. instead 

of the much lower concentrations that have been used in the past. 

I suggest that you conduct some further research into chloramirie systems. 	Attached below is a link to a l:tter to 

the editor that appears to have been written by a nurse just before a system overseas was getting ready to s itch to 

chloramines. lam certain there are many more letters and comments just like these. Research into articl-s such 

as this will help everyone to be more informed about the use of chloramines or the possible switch to free c brine. 

There may be just as many letters about the wish to switch to chloramines from some people, 

https://www.gloucestertimes.com/opinion/letter=words-of-warning-on-citY-Use-Of-chbOramifleS  article 9dfc. 69e-

beoe-5f5f-93c9-e300fe37b03 1.html  

Consumer education is critical. If you elect to stay with chloramines then I believe it would be wise to poi out to 

the customers all of the things that you are going to do. If you elect to switch to free chlorine for a burn o t, which 

I still recommend, then notifying the public in advance of the changes they will notice when the switch is m. de is 

paramount to letting them know what to expect. Flushing of the system will be critical to remove all chlor, minated 

water as the free chlorine is piped throughout the system. 

Again, the decision is yours. 	I provided my recommendations and stand by them. I do believe that swits ing to 

free chlorine will help to 'wipe the slate clean' and provide you with a good background to compare the opt-ration of 

the system to in the future, especially if you revert back to chloramines. 	Residents will notice a significant 

difference with the smell of chlorine that they have not noticed before. Education and informing them oft e 

change is critical. Yes, the system may undergo some issues as the free chlorine water moves through th ystem. 

Unidirectional flushing, which you have stated that you have a program for this, will be very important to flu. h the 

system of any legacy deposits of minerals as the free chlorine is introduced. Close attention to detail is cri cal 

during a chlorine burn to adjust chemicals carefully and to flush out any undesirable water. The raw water :mmonia 

must be overcome to get to free chlorine. This will take significant chlorine, but more importantly consiste cy. 
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P. R. (Randy) Hollis, P.E. 

President 

Owen and White, Inc. 

8755 Goodwood Boulevard I Baton Rouge, LA 70806 

Phone 225.926.5125 I Fax 225.952.7665 I Direct 225.231.0323 

From: Sean M. Riecke <smriecke@stpgov.org> 

Sent: Monday, November 15, 202111:32 AM 

To: Randy Hollis <randyowenandwhite.com> 

Subject: RE: Question 

Randy, 

Thank you for your quick response. I have already reviewed your comments carefully but I just wanted to give you 

the opportunity to provide some further clarification of your justification for your recommendation for a chlorine 

burn. You state that the reasons given in your report are sufficient. Fair enough. 	
' 

You state on pg 7, "There are no water quality issues that make the conversion to free chlorine mandatory 

(necessary), but we feel that the conversion to free chlorine will help to resolve some of the issues that are dividing 

the residents, water system managers, and public officials." 

You have made several good operational recommendations to help us optimize our ability to follow the nitriication 

plan as proposed by Bill Travis. However, you state that based on the criteria in our nitrification plan we havE not met 

any of the criteria for a chlorine burn. In fact, according to Bill Travis, we have consistently performed within the 

parameters as set forth in the plan which is why he is advising against an unnecessary chlorine burn. 

Fortunately, the plan does not call for a chlorine burn based on opinions or feelings that others may have regarding 

our treatment methods or procedures or" to resolve some of the issues that are dividing the residents, water system 

managers, and public officials". It does not consider the political ramifications for operational decisions, nor should it. 

It is based on facts, data, and water chemistry only. The unwarranted, unproven, and misguided concerns of a 

handful of citizens do not outweigh the fiduciary responsibility we have as licensed operators to all residents on the 

water system. It is my opinion that the public perception and trust will actually be weakened if we proceed with this 

based on the concerns of a few misguided and baseless opinions which are not based in fact. This is tantamc unt to a 

doctor giving a patient chemotherapy because the patient "feels" he has cancer even though every diagnost'c test 

shows he does not. 

Thanks again for your many good recommendations for optimization. As you know, there are always plenty Df 

opportunities for improvement. 

Sincerely, 

Sean Riecke 

From: Randy Hollis <randyowenandwhite.com> 

Sent: Friday, November 12, 20212:08 PM 

To: Sean M. Riecke <smriecke@stpgov.org> 

Subject: Re: Question 

*****EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe.***** 
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am traveling on business today and I'm out of the office. 

x 

  

The best I can do is to refer you back to my report. I covered this in the water quality section as well as in th 

summary and conclusions. I cannot expound and offer anything more in a short email other than what was iovered 

extensively in my report. 

I would ask that you go back and read those sections carefully. 

Sincerely, 

Randy Hollis 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 12, 2021, at 12:19 PM, Sean M. Riecke <smriecke@stpgov.org> wrote: 

Good Afternoon Randy, 

Tammany Utilities staff has received and reviewed the final report for the Cross Gates and Meadow L. ke 

Systems. Thank you for your hard work and the many good suggestions on how we can optimize our 

operation. 

I have a quick question for you regarding your recommendation to complete a chlorine burn at this 

time. As pointed out in the report, our nitrification plan calls for a chlorine burn out if the system 

exceeds specific target limits. According to our data, we have not met any of the conditions for a 

chlorine burn at this time. This is also the opinion of Bill Travis who as you know helped us to set up a d 

monitor the plan. Can you please give us a specific reason you are recommending it at this time? This 

information will be helpful in completing the application for approval for LDH as well as for members if 

the public who will be negatively affected by the burn. 

Any further explanation will be greatly appreciated. 

Thank you, 

'zimageOol.png> 

Sean M. Riecke 

Environmental Compliance Supervisor 

Tammany Utilities 
St. Tammany Parish Government 

620 N. Tyler Street Covington, LA 70433 
p: 985-893-1717: e: smrieckejstpgov.org  
www.stpgov.org  

  

DISCLAIMER: Any e-mail may be construed as a public document, and may be subject to a public records request. Th: 

contents of this e-mail reflect the opinion of the writer, and are not necessarily the opinion or policy of St. Tammany Pari 

Government. 
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dgbinder@aol.com  
Thu 10/21/2021,11:17 PM 

Mike M. Smith; Mike Lorino Jr.; Jerry Binder (External Email); +6 more 
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*****EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe,***** 

Chairman Lorino, 

I am emailing you tonight with a specific purpose, In May of 2021, Councilman Mike Smith requested that prvate 

citizen Stephen Leech, private citizen Allison Polo, private citizen Gene Bellisario and myself(private citizen Da Id 

Binder) meet with Owen and White. We did in fact meet with Mr. Randy Hollis in May of 2021, one meeting i total. 

Allison Polo was unable to attend the meeting. We have 800 residents in our group, many of whom would h e 

wanted to meet with Owen and White too; however, Councilman Smith asked us to keep it to a very small gro p and 

so we did so accordingly. 

At the time of our meeting, Mr. Hollis had already completed his site visits. As you know, as residents, we are ot 

allowed physical access to the water wells as they are restricted areas. This being the case, the residents could not have 

possibly shed any light on the physical site conditions, because it is a restricted area, which we cannot access. 
However, because we live and suffer daily on this water system and because are involved citizens, we certainl had 

information to provide. 

Ever since then, we, the residents, have been eagerly awaiting the report. We had every confidence the Owe, and 

White report would be independent. Following the release of the preliminary draft report, we became aware hrough 
copies provided by Councilman M. Smith that the Cooper Administration was offering or suggesting over 50 evisions 

to the report. At the same time, we are aware the Cooper Administration would like Owen and White to nam names 

of private citizens "with whom you have consulted, received information, received speculation or accepted dir ction." 

Also, I have been recently informed, that the Cooper Administration has instructed Owen and White to in fact name 

names. This is purely an intimidation tactic perhaps on the part of the Cooper Administration. It may also be ;n 

attempt to create confusion or discredit the report. Either way, it is shameful. 

By this email, I am asking you to consider moving all future funding of any independent investigations or md 

audits that involve Tammany Utilities, to a fund account controlled by The Parish Council, not the Administrati 

further asking you to consider that all future scopes of work relating to independent investigations or indepe 

audits that involve Tammany Utilities be written by Parish Council staff, not the Administration. Because of thi 

of events, it has become evident that the Cooper Administration should not be allowed to police itself. I woul 

suggest that the powers of the home rule charter be explored on this issue as well. 

pendent 

in. lam 

dent 

series 
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Never again should a group of residents of St. Tammany Parish have to face this type of intimidation for spea .ing to an 

engineering firm. Vice versa, I am also concerned about the message this sends to engineering firms who sig on to 

work for St Tammany Parish. I cannot speak for Mr Hollis or Owen and White, but perhaps Mr. Hollis is also b;'ing 

subjected to tactics too by the Cooper Administration? 

Sincerely, 

David Binder 
Cc: Councilman Mike Smith District 9 Councilman Jerry Binder Vice Chair 
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS MADE AT MAY 5, 2022 COUNCIL MEETIN 

Sean M. Riecke 
Fri 5/6, 12:23 PM 

Council Members; Council Staff; President Mike Cooper; Gina T. Hayes; +18 more 
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Show all 13 attachments (3 MB) Download all 

Councilmembers, 	 I  

I watched last night's Council meeting with much dismay and disappointment. It sadd-ns me 
and my fellow employees to see the Department of Utilities being weaponized by vaf sus 
Councilmembers for political purposes by making and supporting unsubstantiated cla ms that 
the water provided by the Cross Gates water system is unsafe. 

As the one who is responsible for making sure that the water provided to many of you 
constituents is safe, I feel compelled to explain to you the danger of your actions and '  hy it 
is critical to the safety of the public you represent for you to cease and desist from doi ig so. 

First, the repeated and unsubstantiated claims that there are "hundreds" of customers ho are 
experiencing ongoing and substantiated health issues related to the drinking water is f; ise. To 
date, the Department has only received six actionable complaints of health issues alle,edly 
caused by the drinking water provided by the Cross Gates water system. None of the 
complainants have ever reported any water quality issues in the past. I have contactd all six 
and have requested medical records and any other documentation that would substant ate 
these claims. 

It is important to note that we are not questioning whether or not these individuals ha e 
experienced these issues nor are we making light of them. However, serious allegatio s 
regarding the safety of the public's drinking water require serious substantiation, espe ially 
in light of the fact that all water quality testing indicates that there is nothing in the w ter that 
would cause such health issues. 

To date, I have not received the requested documentation from any of the complainan s. My 
phone calls, letters, and emails remain unanswered and unreturned. However, I contin e to 
see some of these same individuals making statements to the media and appearing at public 
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present them as fact. In fact, to do so is a misuse of the public trust placed in you as ci cted 
officials. 

On three occasions, I have requested information from Councilman Mike Smith regar. ing 
the hundreds of complaints he claims to have received from his constituents (correspo dence 
attached). To date, I have not received the requested infoimnation. 

His non-response to my requests either indicates that he misrepresented the number o 
complaints as stated or that he did receive said complaints and did not forward them t 
Department for investigation. Either way, this is a disservice to his constituents and a 
dishonest representation of the facts. 

For instance, one of the six complaints (Andrew Ogea) which Councilman Smith did rovide 
to the Department was first reported to him on April 16, 2021, but not forwarded to th-
Department until April 13, 2022. 

In addition to the six complaints being investigated by the Department of Utilities, th 
Department was notified in a letter from the Louisiana Department of Health (LDH) 
May 5, 2021, that there were several (number not given) complaints of illnesses from 
residents of Cross Gates which were investigated by the Infectious Disease Epidemio 
Section of the Office of Public Health division of LDH. The letter states that a comm 
source for the identified health issues could not be identified and as such could not be 
attributed to any water-borne causes. 

Since complaints reported by Councilmembers and the media are not being reported t the 
Department, and in an effort to investigate further and document for our records, the 
Department of Utilities has submitted a formal request for information regarding thes 
complaints to LDH on February 8, 2022, and again on April 1, 2022. To date, the De.rtment 
has not received the requested information and as such has not been able to follow up .n 
these reports. 

During the period of March 1, 2021, through May 6, 2022, there have been over 300 sutine 
bacteriological samples taken by the Louisiana Department of Health (LDH). All test esults 
have come back negative indicating that there has been no presence of colifoimmi bacteia 
including E. coli detected in the water. 
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5/19/22, 12:58 PM 	 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS MADE AT MAY 5, 2022 COUNCIL MEE I INU 

In addition to a review of biological testing results, a review was also conducted of al 
inorganic and chemical analysis testing results completed at both the Steele Rd. and 
Wood water wells in addition to samples taken in the distribution system. All test rep 
were normal with none of the results exceeding the maximum contaminant levels (M I 
forth by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 
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parameters outlined in the Nitrification Monitoring Plan approved by LDH. 

Finally, it is also important to note that that there are approximately 2,200 service 
connections representing an estimated population of 9,600 individuals in the Cross Gates 
water system. The six individuals who have come forward with actual complaints rep esent 
.002% of the service connection population of the water system. The remaining 99.98' o have 
not filed any complaints. Yet, the 99.98% are currently undergoing an unneeded chior ne 
burn to accommodate those whose fear some of your colleagues have encouraged. 

The statistics, testing data, and lack of substantiation of these claims all point to the f 
the drinking water is not the cause of these issues. On behalf of the customers we se 
the constituents you represent, I am pleading with you to cease and desist from makin 
repeating public statements which are unsubstantiated and are designed only to instil 
of confidence in the public's drinking water. 

t that 
and 
or 
lack 

  

I understand that fear is a common political tactic deployed in today's politics but plea se do 
not use something as important as the public's drinking water in your efforts. The resi • ents 
of St. Tammany Parish deserve much better than this. 

In closing, I can assure you that in spite of these actions, the dedicated men and women of 
the Department of Utilities will continue to work diligently and around the clock to p e vide 
the best service possible to the customers we serve. It is what we do. It is what we ha e 
always done. No thanks necessary (but you're welcome anyway). 

Sincerely, 

Sean M. Riecke 

Environmental Compliance Supervisor 

Department of Utilities 
St. Tammany Parish Government 

620 N. Tyler Street Covington, LA 70433 
p: 985-893-1717: e: sm rieckestgov.org  
www.stpgov.org.  

  

DISCLAIMER: Any e-mail may be construed as a public document, and may be subject to a public records request. The conten s of this e-

mail reflect the opinion of the writer, and are not necessarily the opinion or policy of St. Tammany Parish Government. 
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Fw: Water What should we as homeowner's do? 

Mike M. Smith 
Tue 5/10,12:46 PM 

Terry J. Hand; Michel Aguilar; Ashley Gonzales; Christopher P. Tissue; Sean M. Rieck 

Sent Items 

X 
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From: Mike M. Smith 

Sent: Tuesday, May 10, 2022 12:25 PM 

To: Kay Schewe 

Subject: Re: Water What should we as homeowner's do? 

Mrs. Schewe: The chlorine levels are going back up along the water line but more time is needed to get 

them consistent along what is a vast expanse of piping. The BWA is an inconvenience but must be 

completed before the Louisiana Department of Health will issue a permit to lift the BWA. Following the lift 

of the BWA free chlorine will continue to be used for an additional 60 days provide there is no caus for 

another BWA. Customers patience is appreciated during this time period. I will forward your comm nts and 

suggestions via email to administration and TU. TU is posting updates on the ongoing operations o the 

Parish and TU websites and will surely post the date the BWA will be over as soon as they can. Reg.rds: 

Councilman Mike Smith 

From: Kay Schewe <camellia523@bellsouth.net> 

Sent: Friday, May 6, 2022 11:36:36 AM 

To: Mike M. Smith 

Subject: Water What should we as homeowner's do? 

*****EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe.***** 

First of all, let me thank you for all you are doing on behalf of TU customers. 

I was wondering if there is a specific avenue for us to be able to get some water brought in to drink and cook with duri g this 

time - which now sounds like it will last maybe months? First of all, we are basically paying for water to flush our toilet and take 

quick showers. We are still paying the same amount for water that is inadequate for daily needs of nutrition and hygie e and not 

being furnished the quality that is safe.. I have always had bottled water delivered; and now am increasing my orders :ach 

delivery. I am also purchasing ice as I don't even trust our refrigerator filter to handle this mess. 

Should we start a petition? Should we reach out to the news sources again? Is there someone at the state level that co Id help 

us. We don't live in a third world country and yet we are not afforded one of the most precious benefits of all. After n.tional 

disasters, they bring in pallets of water and ice. 

These are no minor inconveniences. I won't bathe my grandchild at my home or wash her clothes here. I have to use b ottled 

water to even wash our fruits and vegetables. I feel for the school system who is having to adjust the student's food se ice and 

https://webmaii.stpgov.org/owa/projection.aspx 
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Any iaeas woo we can reacti out to and get water triat is necessary to sustain iite e I will continue to pay tor my water o -liveries - 

but it really isn't just to have to pay our water bills at the same rate we always have just to turn around and have to bu more 

bottled water in addition to make up for their shortcomings. 

Thank you. 

Respectfully, 

Kay Schewe 

2/2 https:/Iwebmail.stpgov.org/owa/projection.aspx  
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St Tammany Utilities Water Issues 

) Rep! Robert Amedeo <ramedeo@charter.net > 
Today, 11:02 AM 

President 

tammany uts 

*****EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe.***** 

To: Mike Cooper 

I have lived in Crossgates since 1989, quite a few years. I have never seen such incompetence with running th 

system, water boil after water boil. It seems we had less problems when the system was run by Miramon year 

Since the parish has taken control of running the water company, it seems to be dysfunctional. I recommend 

professional company to run St Tammany Utilities. There are companies that can do this. 

Thank you, 

A concerned homeowner 

Robert Amedeo 
Sent from my iPhone 

( 
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C 
MTNUTES OF THE UTILITES WORKGROUP MEETING 

MONDAY, APRIL 11, 2022 AT 5:30 P.M. 

ST. TAMMANY GOVERNMENT COMPLEX 

21490 KOOP DRIVE, MANDEVILLE, LA. 

Call to Order by Honorable Michael R. Lorino, Jr., Chairman 

Roll Call: 	Marty Dean - absent 
Michael R. Lorino, Jr. - present 
James "Jimmie" Davis, III - present 
Christopher Canulette - present 
Michael "Mike" Maxwell Smith - present 
Jerry Binder - present 
Thomas "TJ" Smith - present 

Other Attendees: Ashley Gonzales, Assistant Council Administrator; Emily Couvillon, 
Civil DA; Karlin Fitzmorris, Council Administrator 

PUBLIC COMMENT: a three (3) minute time limit is established for each member of t 
public wishing to speak (for or against) an item on the Agenda., 

1. General update on Tammany Utilities since last workgroup meeting 
a. No members of administration in attendance. 
b. Chaiiinan Lorino read memo from Parish President Mike Cooper to Chaiiiiian o 

Council Utilities Workgroup Lorino dated April 11, 2022 into the record. 

c. Chaiiinan Lorino read Public Notice of chlorine burn into record. 
d. Chairman Lorino read Chris Tissue's Chlorine burn status report datd April 11, 

2022. 
e. Councilman Binder discussed Parish President's Memo, and failure to attend or 

allow staff to attend tonight's meeting. 
f 	Councilman Binder discussed emails and photographs councilmembers have bean 

receiving of rashes, etc. 
g. Councilman Canulette discussed Parish President's absence from tonight's 

meeting. Discussed that running the system is not the job of the council; council 
provides budget for operations. Discussed incident that occurred last Easter wee 

h. Chairman Lorino's update on Council actions. 
i. Foimer TU director is no longer in that position. 

ii. Are working to find a third-party operator. Administration is not in favor 
of this. 

iii. Expressed concerns about the same DA giving both Council and Parish 
President legal advice. 

L 
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2. Report from Acting Director since appointment 
a. Acting Director Chris Tissue did not attend, but sent a report. Chairman Lorino 

distributed said report for the record. 

3. Status of Chlorine Burn 

4. Legal opinion discussion on 3 d  Party management company 

a. Ms. Couvillon broadly discussed her legal opinion on hypothetical possibilities 
hiring a third party to operate Tammany Utilities. 

5. Public Comment 
a. Jim Maschek: Water is dirty. Had a rash. Had the same stuff everyone else has. 

Has been having this issue for at least two years. Wants to know where the $23 
million went. Thinks the steam from the water is getting into their lungs and 
causing coughing. It's not covid, it is the steam from the water. 

i. Councilman Binder discussed ARPA funds. 
b. Ashley Schenk: Read a letter into the record recounting her experiences over the 

last year. She and her family have been experiencing bladder and skin issues. H 
cat has had urinary issues. Had gastrointestinal issues last Easter. 

c. Allison Fronistas: Disappointed in Mike Cooper and embarrassed she voted for 
him. Her son experienced bleeding eyes. Her pediatrician instructed her to rine 
his eyes with bottled water after she bathed him. How did Tim Brown not lose h s 
job? Discussed various shortcomings of TU over the last several years. Is 
disappointed that Mike Cooper didn't allow Chris Tissue to attend. He could ha e 
answered some of their questions and they could have gotten to know the new 
director. ATT told her that there is a "massive void" under the road that is "the 
size of a car". Believes the break is still there. Is concerned that someone will fa 1 
into the void. 

d. Janice Sloan: Lives in Turtle Creek. Is frustrated that there is nothing the Counc' 1 
can do about the administration. Feels that there is a severe lack of transparency 
in the water system. 

e. David Binder: Is glad that he has met his neighbors during this process. These 
neighbors are so vigilant about their water systems because they are being harm d 
by their water. His wife was harmed by this water caused by the sewer spill. 
Referenced June 2018 SOPs for TU and believes these were not followed. Asks 
for an investigation. 

f. Steve Leech: Claims nothing in the memo posted online is done. Commented on 
Chris Tissue's report. Advised that he took a walk with Chris Tissue, and at the 
time the lines were marked by a fiber optic company. Told Mr. Tissue that Dept. 
of Utilities is hurting people. In December of 2020 he had leg problems. His son 
and grandson had rashes. He uses creams on his skin because of this. It gets d 
below his skin and into the muscles. Feels that he is being mocked. 

i. Councilman Canulette asked him about his testing. He said the numbers 
go up and down. 

Utilities Workgroup M 
April 11 
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C g. Councilman Mike Smith: Has been asking for a chlorine burn since May 2021. 
Has not been able to get the administration to allow interim and appointed 
directors to attend meetings, either workgroup meetings or his district meetings. 
Doesn't have a problem with Chris Tissue, who seems to be trying to do his job, 
although he seems to be shocked at the state of disrepair of the system. He has a 
problem with administration not allowing Chris to come to meetings and not 
giving him the tools he needs to do his job. Would like this workgroup to create 
report and give it to the full council. Would like for Dept. of Utilities to post 
numbers during chlorine bum Heard that there was a hearing by LDET in July bi t 
didn't get any notice Claims if there wasa meeting that administration knew 
about it and didn't let the council know.. Is trying to get copies of those minutes: 

h. Steve Leech: Says more than 100 written complaints had been filed to LDH. 
i. David Binder: Can we please try to make what we are doing as clear as possible 

to the public. Referenced facebook post about chlorine burn that the facebook I 
administrator asked citizen to DM them to report brown water because they hay a 

no active water reports. 
j. Councilman Binder: Turtle Creek, Willow Wood, Crossgates, The Landings, Th - 

Bluffs. Discussed complaints not being filed. Read boil water requirements fro. 
the CDC. 

k. David Binder: Asked the Council to pass an emergency boil water ordinance. 
1. 	Councilman TJ Smith: Asks legal to advise us on the possibility of an emergenc 

boil water ordinance. 

( 
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Cross Gates Water Permit 

.00 

dgbinder@aol.com  
Tue 4/12,12:48 PM 

Sen. Sharon Hewitt <hewitts@Iegis.Ia.gov>; Marty Dean; Mike Lorino Jr.; Rykert Tol 

x 

) Rep! all Is" 

tammany uts 

*****EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe.***** 

Senator Hewitt, 

We discussed many options last night at the Parish level, including an emergency ordinance. 

I wanted to also reiterate at the state level that I have sent countless letters to LDH Amanda Ames and John illiams 
asking them to RESCIND the Cross Gates chloramine permit. The permit is a political football, I get it, but it n eds to 

be looked at as soon as possible. My basis is that the LDH staff engineer who is a RE. DISAPPROVED the per ut. The 
PhD LDH engineer also DISAPPROVED the permit. John Williams and/or Amanda Ames then approved it in t e face of 

disapproval under a "no objection" permit. I believe it needs to be rescinded. If they are going to continue to run a 

water system with this treatment 
method, it should require at a minimum an APPROVED permit like the City of Slide!l has in place. 

In light of all evidence provided directly in written letters to the Parish Council, we would appreciate your assitance in 

reviewing this matter at the State level. 

(I have an expensive water system in place at my home. This matter is less urgent for me, but it is extremely rgent for 

all my fellow neighbors who are in fact suffering.) WDSU will share some of these concerns tonight I am told, on their 

newscast. 

Sincerely, 

David Binder 

Sent from my iPhone 

1/2 https://webmail.stpgov.org/owa/projection.aspx  
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Fwd: 6 page NOV released this morning from LDH to TU dated 4/28/ 
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) Reply all jv dgbinder@aol.com  
Sat 5/8/2021, 5:54 PM 

Jerry Binder (External Email); James J Davis; Mike Lorino Jr.; Mike M. Smith; Chris C: 

tammany uts 

****EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe.* 

fyi 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded 

Subject: 6 page NOV released this morning from LDH to TU dated 4/28/21 

This applies to the water system for Turtle Creek, Cross Gates, The Bluffs, The Landings, 

Willowwood, Autumn Lakes. 

1/13 
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Tim Brawn 
S. Tanuirny ParishCveriimft 
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Cwi*, LA 104j 
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1 Tammany NHAt  

1)r Mr. Brown:  

The 0pr1nim of1ksith wtijUd likc to haak youand flic Altovisit 	pirn 1r II 	iiry 
itri amisluncc rrwidcd urrg the Apt 12. 2021 sanU:uy sun inspection Orthc Pulitiva'atcr supply 
yii fli' S Tammany Lirish - Ciii 	SD. 11L ntnt & th 	i t va1ua theSyIius 

auiy to prWuco iintl digldbkao salcdrinkir wat1 in wconlancc wid Sdc 0;inldng Wki Av 
(DWA 	*raiTh, including flic f1DWA Ckuun Wrr 11hI1c 	40 C.FJL 4§ 141.0)40$ 
nl Surill.ix War T1c trnunt Rnk (SW'TR. 40 C.P.R. §§ 140M.723aiid Title. 51 e1'tlit Louisiana 

Aininiv C.nt TW ki.itr oe1nis und 11j1i nk iIn 	•.l during Theii pkui, 

Pprlic.v Prouint  

Lisa c1 ]a lwme 	 1.011/0111 1 1',  CtAincorin 	enics 
t1 HafI'ner 	 L0l-1/0PI1 1insrinj Srks 
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Lairnnk iiwn 	 LDH/OM Icright rini Strviccs  
Tim 1r4iwft 	 imLnmy IiWtei 
Auron D4 	 Tiiiaay Uilitie 
Atiel (t4L 	 1rniny Uc 
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Chrs I Sanitary Survey 
St TE1 Parish - Crust ate SD 
PWS ED: LAflO3053 

Wrter Sy&tcffl Lae Jtiol* or Physical Address  

Si. Titminany Parish Covwrnient 
620 N Tyler St 
Covington, LA 70433 

Tot1 Number of Sr'ke Conn•retiont - 88 

Derived Popu.totkn S 

9600 (SEE 
ATTACHED) 

NOTICE OF Y10LAT:I0NS  

By this notice LD}1 ru11i4 to 	ne&ate attention the 1bLILWi1tI dcliricriciv9 Observed riurin 
our inspection ofyour 	tern's facilities awl records and unresolved deficieurius cited in pre-viinn 

The following list of u esolved observations tprcnnn do-ficiudtiel that were cited dtiriri a 
previous sanitary survey and ste ptridixig eorxiecthe adinli by the water aysknt: 

Unresolved (}:tsiihnt 

SUi Ybdi Dtc W11118 
	

Pat lityt 1103053-00l-Ctio Gates Well i1(Steele Rd) Severity' 
Minor 'category,  Sources 

Crnnentr A 24 inesls, ewmdori Misinal screen shall be installed to ps-eveat the 01411413ce of  ftnvign 
istieni per LAC 5t:XIi116914.6-bJi 

Under the GWt and SWTR, sini.fieint deficiencies are defined to include a defect in design, 
operation, or ma[nteiiaflce. or a failure Or malfunction of the sources, treatinenit, storage or diAribution 
system that LDI1 determines to be causing. or have potential for causing, the  introduction of 
eoritamimdion into the waler nkli'rered to oonsolners. See 40 CF.R ff 141 .403{a)4)(GWR) and 

14 L;723{h) SWTR) 

Slgn41leasit Jkfi&neiex 

Fadlity tthtmer Nlanaj3crnent And Operation Category: Mannemcnt And. Oj,erutiori 

Oervatlan and Coreetiw Actieta:t 
The decwrtentalioni of testable backliew devices and their test results were incurnplete. Tetiable 
L,rekflow devices ocirited with Lhbr water system are not clearly identified and are not diriracterizert 

by The deit-ee of hazard. Tine 	datc- yearly tests for the deviees ideritifid Wete incomplete and riot u to 

The water system mast properly implement the cross crimoection control plan by minrying customers 
to dnnermhic poteritliti cross cormeetiosat and the degree of hai.rd. The writer %Ys tent must notify 

httnllwehmniI .stocmov.ora/owa/oroiectiofl.aSPX 
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Class I Sanitary Survey 
Si Tans Parish - Croiss. (iites SD 
PWS if): LAI 103053 

ctLrners of the requireTwar to install a haekflow preniioct &vice at deltmaiined by I he derc of 
basnl. The ater vseni must naintaia reeorthi of cutitaner mplinec with the plan artd anruial 

Code Citation: 
LAC 51 ;Xii,.344J - In. order to ptect :is water supply from potcobrial eoatornirtatkm, each water 
supplier shall make a reasunab!r eTht in ensure that only awtortwu who comp [y with mandatory 
eunlammerit practices eonLteet or rcmin connected to its water supply. 

Diciaek• 

Facility Name,  Cross Gates Well /fl {Stecte UP 	Cagea7t Sreet 

Olra1ioi and Coreoetive AtiOn 
Deoaion with TU stuff end record keeping niwell activity dicates [EuLL the Steele Road flow meter 
s nun-Functional, 
A means of rricasuria's glow must be provided. 

Code Citatiott 
LAC 51 :XiLi(iL3,aiv - The discharge piping SEULR be equipped with u means o r measuring flow. 

Facility Name; Crossgates Well 0 (Willow Wood) 	CateDry. Sources 

Observalion and C irreetha Mthni; 
The Willow Wood Well slid not eommtuirt a J/24 mesh on the well vent 
Tl.e we'll vent must be jruperly screened and wminute in a downward direction to prevent 
contamination of the well, 

Code Cftathrn; 
LAC 5 I :X1L)27.A.1 1-12 - Ii. ME potalde water well easinis- shall he vented to atmusphem as 
provided in *3,Al2 below, with the snmcepticn thit no vent will be required when s±nle-pipe jet 

are used, 12. All potahk water well vents shall be so constructed and installed as to prcent the 
entrance of eofflannnatrnn. All vent upouingm. shell be piped water tight to 4 point not less than 24 

inches above the hihest flood level which may have- oecimrre-d in a 10-year pethtJ, but in no case lass 
than 24 melLes above the 8muns! surface, Such vent opcuins and extetisioLuL theretilshall be not less 
than 1/2 inch in diameter, with extension pipe firmly ttoehem1 thereto- The -openings of the vent pipes 
shalt face downward and shall be screened to prevent the- entrance- urfinuign, maner,: 

Facility Name; rossates Well 02 (Willow Wood) 	Catcgory,  Sources 

Observation and Corrective- Action; 
At the time of inspection, the Willow Wood well piping had 4 leaking cheek valve. 
The kmik(4 must be repaircd hiterntptinn of service to custarnets should he minimized, 

httnsllwohmiI etninv.nrcilnwalnroiection.asox 7/13 
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C hw I Sanitary Survey 
St Ti Perish. Cress Glues S ) 

PWS (1): LA1103 05-1 

Code Ctjttnu 
LAC SINTO I 4XV15 - All poiabht water sent 4uL11 i. deignecL corwniviod kind meiffluincRl 
Is prcveat IIkII 	rweer thie Is dfecite nio4crikils, inipnp'j;ieIIng, corms6m, Willickg. 1tIIet& 

treeing, or lii wcil. Valves and blow-Wrs wholl be rridd s that ii esury repilrs can 1K,  made 

with a pi.iaiaiujii ileuLrplinft ofwmicg. 

Uunnivud iiiIoiii 

ilte rollowis observatiori niede at  the time of the ilpeetisa have ih o atiel to re*iIt in 

dinó in lie near ruture. LDt3 strongly r estnswnds tlit the II lowing  rae mmenMtkns be 

ki 	Is mthitirin ompiiae with pthiiury drinking waler regiiiatioiis 

	

Nfoaqvmont And Operition 	C1ejer: M oeiuent And OpraIio 

OWtirviNtion sad Curectiv ,ttIein 
A d etnneated val%vexerck program is etirrwtiy net heing, iniplemented. 
Devetep and implement a v.the imcrcisicig pram A valve oitrvisc pregrani will help hieate CIOItMJ 

viihies and ensures looped ppelines are coing as cksigned 

}'neflhty Nnneu Mi n4enlem And 01 lion 	Cawory: MaeIlgerTIenI And Opcinul km 

0t,siwvi 1mi and Corrective A4tleuu 
The imached cloi.atnini Incluttos miOflI)LlTh)ri un LD1 vuliUlil 5 h(jor wotor U1 1III epIIiLtOi 

I ntiLiist The fieus of this triunitug;is 1) noiuiiidly neeurv eg colitnti nia, 2) breakpoint chlorination, 3) 

cliimine Optimization eoncep and 4) dog4igt calculutions. We recommend that Tantniany Utility 
Fuut wiLer plant speraWni watch thbtruini.ng  video, and jlherwaruh Tit (4 l-tow urn inIerniI çiastinn 

end 1Iswer discussion session to ensure they LuuidotsIe ad the ai leiials tmd/or have a ehane to have any 
quelthns answerd A yvaFly reJ'nshei' is also rectinitiwaded 

1hullty Niiine Me gemeet And Ojicunulien 	CeIeor' Msnaiie11CMI And 0ialkm 

Observation ii and Corrective Acthsii: 
tased urn the weekly clii remims nipoli lVadinipi, the lee ainitioruia metisuired during the week of April 

It' 2021 Is April 22 L was above the trigcred Ave emmeithi kvsl. 

If the water system does not meet its target levels as stl in is NCtilic waler systent should ewuluaw 

csperating prtieeiktres fr ituipnscnlent in chlemmiee ortimkathort The NCP should also be ieviewed 

for jusibk njvisiorts based 4111 the historic thita cuolketed to date Revised plans shall be nibtuitted to 

LDi f hnitwerkug S%xv.iees fUr review and uiptpnwnt 

Feelli ly Nwinw 	tsaajeiuent And OpCfci4i4ln 	Citgeryt td nuieuiei1I And 0pere4et 

Oierviiiaa and Ourrcortive Actksn; 
Conskkr particip sting in Lu isisass \rea Wide 0111im74kiii t'rutgmin (AMP), tech by Alicia 
Marline l)isiriet I lngiuieer. Alicia earl discuss with you the bcneIIsorp4LF1ieip1utift in AWOP, 

sadler striving to 1T.ICeI optimization goals Paciiitles that Tigirticipute in MVOP and suueeced in meeting 
A.WOPs apiimisi.iusn goals will tie recognized by the proguim, indicating their vonuilitillunt to 
ineelknce in water trelktaen. Alicia's corutrei Luira%8hiCn is: 

9/13 
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CIL'S I Sanitary Survey 
St Torn Parish - Cross Cates SD 
l?WS ID: LA1B30S3 

Alicia Martinez, PE. 
District Engineer (Distric I) 

Ev8incrrittg,  Services LDWOPJ1 
Office (50415"-1564 

The siguificant 	ncks kted iatbe abe aadio1 titled 	ifieiit D l'kkndcs' niut 
be eorrcttd and e written 	anse tttbwlttcd to the departinent withhi 91 days orthe receipt af 
tks Lelter. The response must summarize what nctiong yuu have taken to cerreet these items, and inclm]i 
the date of corrective action was completed and nIL required d0c'Llindntationte supporl.thoae actions. 

If additional time is required to comct thOSC detcies. then the written response must also 
contaht an extension request including speei& dates when the deficiencies will becotreeted, a detailed 
jILsti&ation for the eXtCnSift, and corrective actici. to he performed. interim corrective tetions shall Lw 
performed as necessary to prevent health liazsrth arid nutaces. 

The above noted sigWrleant derldentivs usust be em'rcekd to avoid posshbie enfurtezarkit 
action by the U.S. EPA. Region 6 aadjur the LDII/OP1! .Etfrensot link. As stated above, written 
confirmation of your acthms with regard to this matter must be provided within 90 days of receipt of this 
letter. Be advised that the GWRnuires you to notify LD}I within 30 days of completion f the 
corrective scion. 

Written Response Required 

Send written responses and confirmation regarding violauions and recommendations to the office 
that conducted this survey at the following address: 

LDii/OP11 Engineering Services 
Aftti: Lisa De La Fuente 

42154 W Club Deluxe ltd.. Ste 12 
Hammond, LA 70403 

rtllt 	and Reporting Viotatiotis 

The follovdnig nionitatin attd/orreportirt violatioto were noted diuirig the survey. Official 
rioliec of these violations atong with any rcqLtirCEI actions that must be taken will be provided under 
separatu 

https://webmail.stpgov.org/owa/prOieCtiOfl.aSpX 	 1 	11113 
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class I Sanitary Sirry 
Si Ten Parish - Cross Gates 8D 
PWS ID; LM 1010-5.1 

Igea 

 

Sampling History 

Pi r' b 	mktjirnL sartwlipg. history for the pi yeer 

Supk ii) Type Date ' 	Samli,Lr Top ChlorineRiitht4 
Toat 

A2OO,57a- 
003 

RT 
511&2D2O 2:0Oi4O 

AM 
0.12 1,63 

Violallawt flJtwy 

OthOL Vev dwig 1he p1st yer 

Violation Datc Violation Type Coep1inni 

BeginPeJi!  
8/1.1,2020 

1.2,00.60 AM 

PTried 
Date  

91111'2020; 12:I)):09 AM C 	-flIAD1QUA'flZ MN CltLORjN 
RESIDUAL(GW&SW) 

m/229 
2:;0 AM 

/1/2021. t2:U9 AM 
• 

CR -INADEQUATE MTN CULORINL1 
DUM,W&SW 

2/U2021 
E2004JO AM 

2PJ12021  
12:00;00 AM 

4f12'202 	120:00 AM 3GINADEQUATE MIN CE-JLORI1'IF 
kESLDUAL(PhV&SW) 

fl/202L 
I:O) AM 

42E2i 
2;00:00 AM 

VXATON DATE 
411 NOT 4A 2 

Your cc pe4imi and prernp 	 apriaeL If you 11jtVV. uny filICItbris. or if we 
can lie of Iurthcc assistanor, pkElsc cantact me at 995-543-4958or Li.i1J.encfJL1LGoV 

/ d k 
Lim d Ic Facair 

CC. 	AuaruI;i Ames, PE., Chief Eagincer. LDIt/OPitginccnng 

Sent from my iPhone 

https://webrnail.stpgov.org/owa/projection.aSPX  13/13 
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ST. TAMMANY PARISH 
PATRICIA P. BRISTER 

PARISH PRESIDENT 

December 12, 2017 

CERTIFIED MAIL (7017 0190 0001 1795 8240) 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

Louisiana Department of Health 
0 P Engineering Services -Southeast Region IX 
Attn: Jacinta Gisclair, P.E. 
42354 Deluxe Plaza, Suite 13 
Hammond, Louisiana 70403 

Re: 	Conversion to Chioramine System 
Cross Gates Water System (PWS 1103053) 
Meadow Lake Water System (PWS 1103146) 
Slidell, Louisiana 

Dear Ms. Gislcair, 

I am in receipt of your letter dated December 7, 2017. Please find the requested information below: 

1. 	The production rate of each the three wells is as follows: 

Steel Road 450gpm 

Willow Wood 390gpm 

Meadow Lake 375gpm 

We intend to follow the, recommendations made in the report from Thorton, Musso, and 

Bellamin (TM B), where hold test results indicated the following total chlorine residuals before 

each tank. 

Location Pre Tank Total Residual 
Steel Road Well 2.70 ppm 

Willow Wood Well 3.0 ppm 
Meadow Lakes 2.70 ppm 

Assuming full strength sodium hypochiorite and a chlorine demand of one ppm, the folIowin 

feed rates would be suggested as a start. 

Location Feed Rate 

Steel Road Well 42 mils per minute 

Willow Wood Well 40 mils per minute 

Meadow Lakes Well 40 mils per minute 

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES 

P.O BOX 628 I COVINOTON, LOUISIANA I 70434  1 ESJSTPOOV.ORG  I 985-89-53.5 

WWWSTFGOV.ORG  



2. Having a sample tap prior to the tank is critical to this problem and is specified in the 

recommendations. The goal will be to maintain the specified total chlorine residuals before th 

tank. Each site will be tested at the POE to the tank at least twice a week. This will be 

performed with the well running. At this time, feed rate adjustments will be made to 

compensate for degradation of the liquid product. 

3. Training of the staff is included in Thornton, Musso, and Bellemin's scope of work and will be 

held prior to conversion to a chloramine system. 

I trust that the above information will satisfy your request. If you require any additional information, 

please let me know or contact Tim Brown with Tammany Utilities at 985-898-2535 and/or Bill Travis 

with TMB at 225-654-4955. 

Sincerely, 

sP.E. 
Development Engineer 

St. Tammany Parish 

JW:tb 

INAMEI [TITLEI I (DEPARTMENT] 

P.O. BOX 628 1 COVINGTO, LOUISIANA 1 70434 1 [EMML]@STPGOVORG 1 985-898-3427 

WWW.STPGOV.ORG  



Safe Drinking Water Progarm 
Nitrification Control Requirements Exhibit F ID LOU SIANA 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
Public Health 

Table 3 Nitrification Response Options - Treatment Plant 

Response Comment 

Optimize C12 NH3 Ratio Evaluate the chlorine to ammonia ratio and free ammonia level at the POE ensure taiget Cl2 NH3 ratio is 
consistently being achieved with minimal excess free NHi entering the POE Accurate chlorine and ammonia feed 
rates and Cl residual monitoring ahead of NH3 addition are essential 

Minimize excess free 
ammonia at POE 

PH Adjustment 
The chloramine species generated and the rate of formation are dependent on pH. Monochloramine and its rate of 

 formation are optimized at higher pH (>7). 

Removal of Natural Organic 
Matter 

Reducing NOM by TOC removal through the treatment plant will minimizing chloramine decay in the distribution 
system, improving its stability. TOC removal can be accomplished by the addition of disinfectants and oxidants such 
as ozone, chlorine dioxide, and potassium permanganate. 

Table 4 Nitrification Response Options - Distribution System 

Response Comment 

Breakpoint Chlorination 
(Bum) 

Discontinue chloriination; maintain a free chlorine residual throughout the distribution system for a set time.  

Booster Chlorination (BC) Chlorination (free) or chioramination of a specific area. Monitoring for free and total chlorine during BC is essential. 
Booster Chloramrnation (BC) 

Unidirectional Flushing 
(UDF) 

Strategic dosing of valves and opening of hydrants to flush one segment of main in a SINGLE DIRECTION 
(UDF). Higher velocities (:~-j 5 fps is desirable) scour and remove sediment and deposits from water mains. Effective 
where nitrification is primarily due to a lack of system cleanliness. 

Directional Flushing (DF) 
Strategic closing of valves and opening of hydrants to flush multiple mains in a SINGLE DIRECTION (DF). 
Effective where nitrification is primarily due to a lack of system cleanliness. Velocities > 2.5 fps are desirable. DF is 
less effective than UDF. 

Spot Flushing Directed at reducing water age and raising disinfection residuals. Not intended to scour sediments and deposits. 
Velocity is typically held to <2.5 fps. Less effective than UDF or DF. Automatic Flushing Device 

Pigging  Pigging is more effective than flushing, but requires considerable expertise, materials, and time. 

Valve Exercise Program  Helps to locate dosed values and ensures looped pipelines are operating as designed. 
pH adjustment  Higher pH (>8.3) favors chloramine stability, minimizes potential for ammonia release, and maximizes residuals. 

Modify Dist System 
Configuration/Capacity  

Oversized mains and dead end lines may result in excessive water age and loss of chloramine residual. Replace 
oversized lines, add loops to dead-end lines, etc. Expensive. 	 - 

Pipe Peplcr  
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eoN 
LOUISIANA 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
Public Health 

Safe Drinking Water Progarm 
Nitrification Control Requirements 

Table 1 	Usefulness of Water Quality Parameters for Nitrification Monitoring 

Parameter 
Location 
Monit.

Frequency Usefulness Comment 

Total Chlorine 
(TC) 

TP/DS Varies 

VERY 

Already required at RTCR, ACR and MRT sites for compliance. Additional samples may 
be appropriate. 

SF 
Essential since nitrification generally occurs first at these locations. Outlet monitoring 
should be correlated to operational data at the time of sampling, such as whether or not 
the tank is filling or draining. 

Free Chlorine 
(FC) 

TP 1/shift 
VERY 

Monitoring free C12 just ahead of ammonia addition is essential for determining NH3 dosing. 

DS/SF Very useful during breakpoint chlorination. Not useful for routine monitoring. 

Free Ammonia- 
N 

TP POE' 
1/shift @ VERY 

At least 1/week at the POE (per LAC 51: XII 5367)2. 

Knowing how much free ammonia is entering the distribution system, and minimizing it, 
is perhaps the most important aspect of nitrification control. 

DS/SF Varies Very useful with Cl2 and nitrite. 

Total Ammonia 
TP Useful Used for determining chemical feed problems or to calculate the amount of free ammonia. 

DS/SF Limited Difficult to interpret. Used to support conclusions from the trending of other parameters. 

Nitrite-N 

TP Varies 
Very useful for determining background levels, and for systems using GAG or bio filters, 
otherwise only limited usefulness. 

DS/SF Weekly' VERY 

21 1/quartet AND in response to action level trigger at sites prone to nitrification such as 
storage tanks and low flow areas (per LAC 51: XII 367)2.  

Direct indicator that nitrification is occurring. Monitoring may be reduced to exclude wintertime 
based on historic data. 

Nitrate-N 
TP Weekly "Varies Very useful as a background or baseline, especially for groundwater systems. 

DS Varies 
Very useful if background levels are consistent; paired with nitrite sample. Cost and reporting 
Lime may be an issue. 

Heterotropliic Plate 
Count (HPC) 

DS/SF ~ Monthly Useful 
An increase in HPC may accompany nitrification. More frequent monitoring may be warranted 
based on historic data. 2-day reporting time. 

Adenosine 
Triphosphate (ATP) 

DS/SF > Monthly Useful 
An increase in ATP may accompany nitrification. Advantage over HPC includes real-time 
reporting. 

Temperature TP/DS/SF Varies Elevated water temperatures may be used as a warning that nitrification is more likely to occur. 

pH 
TP Varies Higher pH (around 8.2) is preferable to help maintain chioramine residual. 
DS Useful A reduction in pH is a possible indicator of nitrification. 

Dissolved Oxygen DS Limited A reduction in dissolved oxygen may accompany nitrification. 

D. O/1O/'?OIC 
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Departmerii t of Utilities 

  

Precautionary Boil Advisory for 

Cross Gates Water System May 14, 2022 

Today, May 14, 2022 the free chlorine residual in the Cross Gates distribution system 

temporarily dropped below the required regulatory minimum. This was caused by a 

mechanical failure of one of the chlorine pumps. The defective pump has been replaced 

and disinfection is being restored. However, as an abundance of caution and in 

accordance with Louisiana Department of Health regulations, the entire Cross Gates water 

system will be under a precautionary Boil Advisory effective immediately. 

This BOIL ADVISORY is to remain in effect until rescinded by the Department of Utilities. It 

is recommended that all consumers disinfect their water before consuming it (including 

fountain drinks), making ice, brushing teeth, or using it for food preparation or rinsing of 

foods by the following means: 

Boil water for one (1) full minute in a clean container. The one minute starts after the water 

has been brought to a rolling boil. (The flat taste can be eliminated by shaking the water in 

a clean bottle, pouring it from one clean container to another, or by adding a small pinch of 

salt to each quart of water that is boiled.) 

Again, please be sure to disinfect your own water prior to consumption until you have been 

advised otherwise. 

The Department of Utilities will rescind this BOIL ADVISORY upon notification from the 

Louisiana Department of Health that additional water samples collected from our system 

have shown the water to be safe. 

Customers affected by this advisory will be notified when it is rescinded by local media, 

social media, Parish website, reverse 911 calls, and signs place throughout the area. If you 

have any questions, please call the Department of Utilities at (985) 276-6400. 

https://webmail.stpgov.org/owa/projection.aspx 	 2/4 
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Please give consideration to what I propose, the residents' health and safety are dependent on TU's ability to run a 

safe, sanitary, stable system. The ammonia in the water did not just "show up" and every other Utility in the area 

pulls from the Slidell aquifer just like these 2 wells. They all get the same exact water, ammonia and all, yet they are 

able to run a FC system successfully to the regulations and TU East cannot. Their operators are properly classed and 

trained along with their systems having CL, pressure monitoring, and SCADA that TU up until now has not possessed 

and resisted installing. In the end this system needs to be on FC and the residents need TU to run it as a FC system, in 

the short 3 week time period our water is clearer now than it has been in my 15 years of living here. This re-affirms 

that we should have never been converted to chloramine in the manner and by the process these systems were 

converted under. 

So what is the plan now, is the conversion going to resume at any time in the future? 

Regards, 

Neil Waguespack 

From: Christopher P. Tissue <cptfssue@stpgov.org> 
Sent: Saturday, May 14, 2022 12:31 PM 

To: neil.waguespackgmail.com; Tim Brown <tbrownlstpgov.org>; 'John Williams (LDH-OPH)' 

<John.WilliamsjlLA.GOV>; Chris Canulette <canulette@stogov.org>; Jerry Binder (External Email) 

<jerry.district12gmail.com>; Mike M. Smith <mmsmith@stpgov.org>; Thomas J. Smith <jsmith@pgQrg>; 

amanda.ames@la.gov; Mike Lorino Jr. <mlorinojpgov.org>; Gina T. Hayes <gth..yesstpgov.org>; 'Lisa 

DeLaFuente' <Lisa.DeLaFuente@LA.GOV>; Sean M. Riecke <smriecke@stpgov.org>;  solawa.sultana2la,gov 

Subject: RE: Cross Gates Free Chlorine and BWA - Failure 

Mr. Waguespack, 

Thank you for the information. We are looking into the loss of residual. 

Thanks, 

Chris Tissue, P.E. 
Appointed Director 
Department of Utilities 
St. Tammany Parish Government 
620 N. Tyler Street 
Covington, LA 70433 
p: 985-893-1717 e: ptissuepgQrg 

www.stpgovrg 

Any e-mail may be construed as a public document, ;Lnd may he subject to S public records request. •f'hc contents of this e-mail reflect the opinion of the writer, and 

are not necessarily the opinion or policy of St. iiunniaiw Parish Government. 

From: neil.waguespackgmaiI.com  <neil.waguespack(6gmail.coj> 

Sent: Saturday, May 14, 2022 7:13 AM 

To: Christopher R Tissue <ptissuestpgov.org>; Tim Brown <tbrownclstpgov.org>; 'John Williams (LDH-OPH)' 

<John.Williams@LA.GOV>; Chris Canulette <canulette@stpgov.org>;  Jerry Binder (External Email) 

<jerry.district12@lgmail.com>; Mike M. Smith <mmsmithThstpgov.org>; Thomas J. Smith <jsmith@pgov.org>; 

https://webmajlstpqov.org/owa/projeetion.astax 	 5/6 
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Subject: Cross Gates Free Chlorine and BWA - Failure 

Importance: High 

*****EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe.***** 

Mr. Tissue, 

Please be advised that as of 5/14 at 7:05 am that the Cross gates System in the Turtle Creek Subdivision does not 

have disinfection at all. Apparently there was another system or operational failure to maintain such. Please 

dispatch employees immediately to remedy the problem, I will also report the same to the TU hotline shortly. The 

Free Chlorine level is below 0.5 indicating that the BWA should be reinstated that was lifted yesterday. Also, the 60 

day clock on the conversion should be reset to 60 days as FC below 1.0 was not maintained. Please address this 

failure immediately for the health and safety of the residents. 

Regards, 

Neil Waguespack 

https://webmail.stpqov.org/owa/projection.aspx 	 616 
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www.stpgov.org  

Any c-mail may he construed as a public document, and may be subject to a public iccords nqlIesl. The contents of this e-niiui reflect tlic. opinion of the writer, and 

are not necessarily the opinion or policy of St. Tanmians' Parish Govcriintcnt. 

From: neiI.wagp.k@gmail.com  <neil.waguespackgmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, May 16, 2022 11:05 PM 

To: Christopher P. Tissue <cptissue@stpgov.org>; Tim Brown < tgwiL@tpgQ&rg>; 'John Williams (LDH-OPH)' 

<John.WilliamsLA,GOV>; Chris Canulette <canulette@stpgov.org>; Jerry Binder (External Email) 

<jerry.district12@gmail.com>; Mike M. Smith <mmsmith@stpgov.org>; Thomas J. Smith ctjsmith@stpgov.org>; 

amanda.ames(WIa.gov; Mike Lorino Jr. <mlorinojr@stpgg>; Gina T. Hayes <gj.yes6pgov.org>; 'Lisa 

DeLaFuente' <Lisa.DeLaFuente@LA.GOV>; Sean M. Riecke <smrieckejstpgov.org>; solawa.sultana2la.gov  

Subject: Cross Gates Free Chlorine Conversion, back on Chioramines 

Importance: High 

*****EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments UOiCSS you know the content is safe.***** 

Chris, 

This is out of hand. Tonight I test and realize that TU, with NO NOTICE  went back to running a chioramine system. 

As I appreciate our discussions last weekend, the Steele Rd well was notbeing run and Willow Wood was trying to 

maintain a FC residual across the network. 

Go back to operating the wells AS THEY WERE ORIGINALLY DESIGNED, PERMITTED,  and CONSTRUCTED  serving a 

dedicated service area for each. 

You mentioned TU was up against the 250 mg/I chlorine feed limit running 1 well and could not maintain a residual. 

Look at the attached map, it locates both wells and the highlights proposed service areas for both that roughly split 

the total service area in half. There are CC valves that connect to the Utilities Inc FC system on both ends, one in Lake 

Village in Cross Gates and one on Leeds Blvd in Turtle Creek. Defining the service areas allows TU East to feed approx. 

250 mg/I at each well to maintain a residual without violating the daily CI feed limit. Prior to the well failures in 

2017/2018 each well was servicing a dedicated service area, the Willow Wood MRT was 226 Golden Wood and Steele 

Rd (SR) MRT was the tap at Honey Island! Splitting the set-vice area across both wells divides the flow while allowing 

for treatment of each production area up to 250 mg/I each and stops the wells from hydraulically opposing each 

other when they both run. 

You mentioned in our discussions that you have maps showing most of the valves across the system so you should 

have valves to isolate the systems from each other already installed that would return the system to its original 

design operating condition if closed. In the event of one well's failure TU could either open one of the isolation valves 

or notify Util Inc and open a CC valves until the well's issue is resolved. Once resolved TU could close the valves, wait 

for FC residual to come back up and then test and pull the BWA. For YEARS Steele Rd was the Primary well for the 

Cross Gates system and now TU is trying to serve the entire Cross Gates system from Willow Wood and not use Steele 

Rd. TU's current operating methods make absolutely no sense and are contrary to the design of the original systems. 

The lack of qualified and classed operators forces TU to bring in consultants who are not familiar with the systems, 

the history, and their operations to try to fix the TU problems, which at this point are compounding against each 

other. In short, go back to the original designed operation for both wells and start there, flush and adjust each 

independently until you can hold a residual on both well distribution systems, both wells are cycling regularly, and 

lock it in for 60 days. The residents continue to suffer while TU tries to figure out how to operate the systems safety. 

If this was not a Parish owned utility the operator would have been replaced long ago on these systems. This 

https://webmait.stpqov.or/owa/projection.aspx  4/6 
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ST. TAMMANY PARISH GOVERNMENT CONCLUDES' CHLORINE BURN ON 

CROSS GATES WATER SYSTEM 

Michael L. Vinsanau 
Today, 8:11 AM 

Michael L. Vinsanau 
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For Immediate Release: 
Contact: Michael Vinsanau (504) 939-6584 

ST. TAMMANY PARISH GOVERNMENT CONCLUDES 
CHLORINE BURN ON CROSS GATES WATER SYSTEM 

ST. TAMMANY, La. - St. Tammany Parish Government's Department of Utilities announces the 
conversion to Free Chlorine (Chlorine Burn) on the Cross Gates Water System is being concluded. 

L 	The Cross Gates Water System is being converted back to a Chiorarnine (Total Chlorine) disinfection system 
from the Free Chlorine disinfection system used for the Chlorine Burn. The Chlorine Burn was intended to 
raise the Free Chlorine residual to 1.0 ppm at all points in the ditr1bution system for a duration of 60 days as 
recommended in the Owen & White report. 

httr IIwhmiI qtnnnNt 
	 1/3 



5/17/22, 9:38 AM 	ST. TAMMANY PARISH GOVERNMENT CONULUDESUHLORINE BURN ON CROSS UAI ES WAI EK SYS I EM 
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convert to a Free Chlorine system and Free Chlorine residuals: "were •  achieved at all points in the distribution 
system; however, a mechanical failure of the dosing pumps esuled in the Free Chlorine residual dropping 
below 0.5ppm. A redundant dosing pump system was installed the next week while the Free Chlorine 
residual was re-established. Throughout the following week, the;ree Chlorine residual remained above a 
1.0 ppm in most of the distribution system and above a 0.5 ppm over the entire distribution. However, when 
a particular water well begins pumping due to a drop in ystèña pressure, the chlorine residuals would 
intermittently drop below a 0.5ppm throughout the water system. The intermittent drop in Free Chlorine 
residual was investigated, and it was determined that the Free Chlorine residual could be achieved, but was 
unable to be maintained due to several limiting factors with the CrQss Gates water distribution system. 

The Free Chlorine conversion process disclosed several lirn.itin factors for implementing Free Chlorine 
disinfection on the Cross Gates water system. The first limiting fé.ctor is that one of the water wells on the 
Cross Gates system requires more Sodium Hypochiorite (liquid bleach)' chemical dosing than the legal EPA 
dosing limit to achieve and maintain a Free Chlorine residual; This means that all of the water this well 
pumps into the system does not have a stable Free Chlorine residual so it reacts with and consumes the Free 
Chlorine residual in the system causing a quick drop in the systein wide Free Chlorine residual. The water 
chemistry from this well has naturally occurring Ammonia and organic compounds along with a high pH 
which requires the higher dosing of Chlorine to maintain a Free Chlorine residual. These water chemistry 
characteristics are favorable for Chloramine (Total Chlorine), disinfection with Sodium Hypochlorite (liquid 
bleach), which is able to provide a consistent Total Chlorine residual in compliance with both the EPA and 
Louisiana Department of Health (LDH) requirements. Second, this same well is needed to provide the 
required water capacity and flow for the Cross Gates water system so it must remain connected and 
functional. Third, the current control panels for the pumps on the water system operate using pressure 
readings on the distribution system so the well that experiences the pressure drop in the system from 
increased demand starts first. This creates a difficulty in establishing and maintaining a primary well, which 
compounds with the first two limiting factors and results in a :Free Chlorine residual being able to be 
established but unable to consistently be maintained. The Precaütionaiy Boil Water Advisory was left in 
place for the past three weeks due to the inconsistent Free Chlorine residual. 

The Chlorine Bum process did result in a Free Chlorine residual of 0.5 ppm or higher for several days and 
all points in the system achieving the 1.0 ppm recommended Free Chlorine residual at some time during the 

Chlorine burn. Between May 10th  and 11t1,  a total of 12 bacteria sample's were collected from evenly 
distributed sites within the system all of which returned negative results. The Chlorine Burn also required 
significant flushing of all distribution lines within the Cross Gates -,water system. Valuable data was obtained 
to use to improve the understanding and operation of the water system going forward. New control panels 
that allow for improved well pump control and duplex chemical dOsing.pump skids will be purchased for the 
well sites. Additionally, the first project that will be performed as part of the East Slidell Regional Water 
Consolidation Phase 1 of the Water Sector Project will be a hydraulic model of the entire Cross Gates water 
system. 

The Department of Utilities will continue to work diligently to provide safe, quality water to all of its 
customers. Upon completion of LDH Boil Water Advisory sampling, the Precautionary Boil Water Advisory 
will be rescinded. A full report of the Free Chlorine conversion will be completed by a consultant and will 
be posted on the Department of Utilities website when available. 
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RE: Cross Gates Free Chlorine Conversion, back on Chloramines 

Sean M. Riecke 	 ) Reply all I V 

Today, 12:39 PM 

neiLwaguspack@gmail.com; Christopher P. Tissue; Tim Brown; John Williams (LDH vv 

In box 

• Action Items 
	

lb 

Mn Waguespack, 

St. Tammany Parish, Department of Utilities is following all regulations relative to providing proper disinfection of the 

water provided by the Cross Gates water system in accordance with EPA-and the LA Department of Health. If you wish 

to change these regulations, please contact your State and Federal representatives to discuss the information you 

have provided. 

Thank you for your comments and information. As always, the Department will take them under advisement. 

Sincerely, 

Sean M. Riecke 

Environmental Compliance Supervisor 

Class IV Water Operator-State of Louisiana 

Department of Utilities 
St. Tammany Parish Government 

620 N. Tyler Street Covington, LA 70433 
p: 985-893-1717: e: smrieckestpgov.org  
www.stpgov.org  

DISCLAIMER: Any e-mail may be construed as a public document, and may be subiect to a public records request. The contents of this e-

mail reflect the opinion of the writer, and are not necessarily the opinion or policy of St. Tammany Parish Government. 

From: neil.waguespack@gmail.com  <neil.waguespack@gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 2022 11:48 AM 

To: Christopher P. Tissue <cptissue@stpgov.org>; Tim Brown <t brown @sitpgov.org>; 'John Williams (LDH-OPH)' 

<John.Williams@LA.GOV>; Chris Canulette <can u lette @stpgov.org>; Jerry Binder (External Email) 

jerry.district12@gmaiI.com>; Mike M. Smith <mmsmith@stpgov.org>; Thomas J. Smith <tjsmith@stpgov.org>; 

amanda.ames@la.gov; Mike Lorino Jr. <nilorinojr@stpgov.org>;  Gina T. Hayes <gthayes@stpgov.org>;  'Lisa 

DeLaFuente' <Lisa,DeLaFuente@LA.GOV>; Sean M. Riecke <smriecke@stpgov.org>; solawa.sultana2@la.gov  

Subject: RE: Cross Gates Free Chlorine Conversion, back on Chioramines 

*****EXTERNAL EMAIL: Please do not click on links or attachments unless you know the content is safe.***** 

Mr. Tissue, 

httos://whmilsfnnov.oro Iowa Inrr,itinn q.qny 	 1/A 



5/17/22, 1:51 PM 	 RE: Cross Gates Free Chlorine Conversion, back on Chioramines 

' Reply all 	Delete 	JunkJV 	 x 
email below that from 2013 through 2018 when the system was operatédas a FC system that it was not properly 
being dosed and fed to maintain a residual? 

The residents have been suffering for years under the improperly dosed chloramine system, and to make it worse the 

chloramines are organic chloramines with no ammonia feed systems and not enough tank to allow for proper contact 

time. TU is basically line feeding hypo and using the hydro tank and distibution system as the only contact time. 

Organic chloramines are less effective than true chloramines developed through gas application and ammonia feed. 

Some light reading on Organic Chioramines and their efficacy ... https://iubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/12600384/  

The chloramine system that TU is running in this case is completely and utterly unacceptable, it is harmful to the 
health of both humans and animals. 

Most other normal chloramine systems do an annual burn or conversion to clean out the distribution systems 

recognizing that the chloramines are not as good of a disinfectant as FC. The lack of disinfection properties of 

chloramines are even worse when TU does not fully treat out the ammonia, as has been the practice in the past to 

save on chemicals. Without treating the ammonia all the way out the piping and distribution system is a mecca for 
nitrification and organic build up which does not matter to TU who does:not  follow their Nitrification plan as written 
and does not have a proper flushing plan. 

All that being said, you told me that the plan now is to upgrade some control panels etc. but unlike other water 

systems we will never be able to have the lines disinfected annually through conversion bc the system cannot get to a 

stable residual. It does not make sense to me how this is the case, but at this point I don't get a vote so it is what it is. 

I will warn my family and neighbors that the water (a) will go brown again (b) will start them itching again and that we 
will continue to suffer at the hands of TU unless we relocate out of St Tammany. 

None of the upgrades you mention below get us to where we NEED to be which is a Free Chlorine system. None of 

the upgrades address the two chloramine conversion DISSAPPROVALS that LDH issued to the two prior Chloramine 
conversion submittals. The two prior conversion submittals were under the premise that both wells were converting 

to chlorine gas, there is no commitment outlined below to convert to Chlorine gas. According to your email below 

chlorine gas would solve the FC and Chloramine issue, it would solve the Chloramine issue bc with enough gas 

application to reach .5 FC would destroy chloramines and ammonia thus allowing the system to operate as a true 

Free Chlorine system. Basically what residents get is, TU can't operate as a properly run FC systemso we are going to 

operate as a half-baked organic chloramine system that continues to feed hypo 12%. The residents will get whatever 

level of disinfection TU is able to reach by running the system the way we want to, with the equipment currently 

installed, with hypo 12% liquid, and they will just have to learn to like it 

I take exception to your statement about having properly Classed and trained operators dosing our water, there is no 

class 3 operator on a daily basis making adjustments to the chem feeds. For me this falls in the same category as the 

employees being properly trained and equipped to test our water and TUs continued use the DR900 and not the 

SL1000. The residents apparently can expect a water system run to the minimum requirements of safety, 

disinfection, and equipment thus providing ZERO safety and assurances that the water is properly. disinfected. At this 

point I guess it is what it is because NONE of the upgrades mentioned below indicate to me that St Tammany Parish is 

committed to resolving the inadequacies of the free chlorine feed. For any other water system your conclusions 

would be unacceptable, but in the case of St Tammany and the Cross Gates system it appears to be the norm. 

I do appreciate you response to my email and your efforts to this point, however I am sure you can understand each 

and every residents' frustration whose health, safety and well being has been put into question by TUs operation of 

this water system. 

Enjoy the rest of your day. 

Regards, 
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From: Christopher P. Tissue <cptissue@stpgov.org> 

Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 2022 10:13 AM 
To: neil.waguespackgmail.com; Tim Brown <tbrown@stpgov.org>; 'John Williams (LDH-OPH)' 

<John.Williams(LA.GOV>; Chris Canulette <canulette(stpgov.org>; Jerry Binder (External Email) 

<jy.district12(gmail.com>; Mike M. Smith <mmsmithstpgov.org>; Thomas J. Smith <tjsmith@gpgov.org>; 

amanda.amesWla.gov; Mike Lorino Jr. <mlorinojstpgov.org>; Gina T. Hayes <gthyes(stpgov.org>; 'Lisa 

DeLaFuente' <Lisa.DeLaFuenteC LA.GOV>; Sean M. Riecke <smriecke(spgov.org>; solawa.sultana2@la.gov  

Subject: RE: Cross Gates Free Chlorine Conversion, back on Chloramines 

Neil, 

Thank you for the email. Some clarifications need to be made, the dosing limit for Sodium Hypochlorite is 84 

ppm per Point of Entry (POE). Throughout the Free Chlorine conversion, both Steele Rd. and Willow Wood wells were 

dosing at 80 ppm each. This maximum legal dosing at the Steele Rd. well was not enough to satisfy the Chlorine 

demand of the raw water to maintain a Free Chlorine residual for the water being pumped into the water system 

from Steele Rd. well. This resulted in the Free Chlorine residual in the water system being reacted with and consumed 

by the water sourced from the Steele Rd. well, which caused the Free Chlorine residual in the water system to drop 

below 0.5 ppm. The Steele Rd. well cannot be dosed with enough Sodium Hypochlorite to support a Free Chlorine 

water system, but it can operate a Chloramine disinfected water system lb accordance with LDH and EPA 

requirements. When the wells were originally permitted LDH did not have a regulation requiring a minimum Free 

Chlorine residual of 0,5ppm. My understanding is that the Cross Gates water system was converted to a Chloramine 

system circa 2018 as the system was having difficulties maintaining the now required 0.5 ppm Free Chlorine residual, 

which is what is occurring with the current Free Chlorine conversion. 
The effort to use Willow Wood well as the primary well during the Free Chlorine conversion is due to this 

well being able to provide a Free Chlorine residual into the distribution system while Steele Rd. causes the Free 

Chlorine residual to drop.-This dictated attempting to minimize how frequently Steele Rd. well pumped in order to 

maintain a Free Chlorine residual for the Chlorine Burn, but the wells function off of pressure drops that occur when 

the demand increases so when a pressure drop occurs at Steele Rd. well first then Steele Rd. well would start up 

before Willow Wood experienced the pressure drop. When Steele Rd. would start up and pump water into the 

system the Free Chlorine residual would drop. 
The other Utilities you reference that operate a Free Chlorine system are utilizing Chlorine gas in ordecto 

consistently achieve a Free Chlorine residual as the dosing limitations are different from Sodium Hypochlorite the 

Cross Gates water system in its current state cannot operate as a Free Chlorine system that would comply with LDH's 

requirement of a minimum 0.5 ppm Free Chlorine residual; even if the system was separated into two systems the 

Steele Rd. system would have to function as a Chloramine disinfection system at this time. The operators are all LDH 

certified and attend training courses. A public notice will be going out this morning that provides all of the 

information in this email in detail. 
We will be purchasing new control panels for both well sites to allow for better operational control as well as 

duplex chemical dosing pump skids for each well site. We will also he hydraulically modeling the entire Cross Gates 

water system as the first project of the Water Sector Project. This model will allow us to better analyze the system 

and provide the information needed to continue to improve the system-We should have the scope for the modeling 

project completed this week or next. 

Again, thank you for the email and please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 

Chris Tissue, P.E.  
Appointed Director 
Department of Utilities 
St. Tammany Parish Government 
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